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Abstract 

     In fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, tyrosine dephosphorylation of p34cdc2 is 

required for mitotic initiation and this reversible tyrosine phosphorylation plays a crucial 

role in the regulation of the cell cycle.  The kinases wee1+, mik1+ and the phosphatases 

cdc25+, pyp3+ play opposite roles in the regulation of p34cdc2 activity.  In cells lacking 

wee1, tyrosine phosphorylation of p34cdc2 is carried out by Mik1; in cells lacking cdc25+, 

the activity of the Pyp3 phosphatase is responsible for tyrosine dephosphorylation of 

p34cdc2 at the G2/M phase transition.  Pyp3 was first identified as a high copy number 

plasmid suppressor of a temperature sensitive cdc25-22 mutation.   Loss of pyp3+ function 

causes only a minor delay in the onset of mitosis in wild type cells, but is lethal in wee1- 

cdc25- double mutants suggesting an essential function in this genetic background.   

However, it is not clear whether Pyp3 plays a direct minor role in dephosphorylating Cdc2 

when Cdc25 is fully functional.   

     In order to examine the function and regulation of Pyp3, the yeast two-hybrid system 

was used to isolate S. pombe cDNA clones encoding proteins that interact with Pyp3.  One 

of the positive interacting proteins is tif1.  eIF4E (Tif1) is the mRNA cap-binding protein 

and essential for recruitment of ribosomes to mRNA.  Our results show that Pyp3 

physically interacts with eIF4E in vivo and affects both the phosphorylation state and 

cellular distribution of eIF4E.  In addition, over-expression of eIF4E causes delay of cell 

cycle G2/M transition and an elongated cell size phenotype at division in S. pombe.  

Importantly, over-expression of the Pyp3 tyrosine phosphatase counteracts the cell cycle 

inhibition induced by over-expression of wild type eIF4E, and this depends on the 
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conserved eIF4E binding site on Pyp3.  In addition, Pyp3 also interacts with the 14-3-3 

proteins in vivo.  Collectively, these data provide novel insights into Pyp3 function and 

eIF4E regulation, and suggest Pyp3 might have additional important roles in the 

coordination of cell growth with cell cycle control in fission yeast 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

     

     The fission yeast (Schizosaccharomyces pombe) shares many molecular, genetic, 

biochemical and cytological features with more complex eukaryotes that make it an 

excellent system for functional gene analysis of conserved pathways, therefore, research 

on fission yeast often has direct relevance to all eukaryotes.  This is particularly true in 

the cell cycle field where this system has contributed many of our fundamental paradigms 

of control.  The focus of my studies is to expand our knowledge about the mitotic 

regulator Pyp3 protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPase) and investigate how cells 

coordinate mitotic control with cell growth.  As shown previously, Pyp3 acts as a mitotic 

inducer in fission yeast and dephosphorylates the Cdc2 protein kinase on Tyr-15.  Most 

phosphatases however are not restricted to a single substrate and there is no information 

as to whether Pyp3 has substrates in the cell other than Cdc2.   We hypothesized that 

Pyp3 has additional important substrates.  Therefore, a two-hybrid screen against Pyp3 

was implemented. Two of the positive hits, Tif1 and Rad24/25, were pursued using 

various molecular, genetic and biochemical methods to confirm the interaction and 

investigate their role in the cell.  The results of this research are presented in three 

manuscripts composing Chapter 3-5 of the thesis.  

    Chapter 3 deals with the characterization of the pyp3 gene and its associated partners.  

Pyp3 was initially identified by J.B, Millar, G, Lenaers and P, Russell.  They identified 

Pyp3 as a high copy number plasmid suppressor of a cdc25-22ts mutation and showed 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Millar%20JB%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Lenaers%20G%22%5BAuthor%5D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Russell%20P%22%5BAuthor%5D
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that it acts as a mitotic inducer by dephosphorylating p34cdc2.   It is an essential gene in a 

cdc25- mutant background.  My goal was to investigate the additional roles of Pyp3 

outside of cell cycle control.  I provide evidence that Pyp3 is participating in the 

regulation of eIF4E activity and hence translational initiation.  These studies comprise 

Chapter 3. 

    Chapter 4 describes the molecular and functional significance of the phosphorylation 

state of the translation initiation factor eIF4E, a protein that I show interacts with Pyp3.  

eIF4E is involved in mediating the recruitment of ribosomes to 5' m7G capped mRNA, a 

limiting step in translation initiation.   

     Chapter 5 comprises an initial attempt to use Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer 

(FRET) to study Pyp3-eIF4E interaction.  CFP and YFP are able to act as a FRET pair 

and have been widely used to image protein-protein interactions in vivo.  My goal was to 

use FRET to expand our knowledge about the interaction between CFP tagged eIF4E and 

YFP tagged Pyp3 proteins in vivo in fission yeast.   

     In addition to eIF4E, 14-3-3 proteins were positive interactors in our two-hybrid analysis.  

They are known as important regulators of signal transduction pathways and have major roles in 

regulating elements of the mitotic control including wee1 and cdc25.  I provide evidence that 

Pyp3 interacts with the 14-3-3 proteins in vivo.  These studies comprise Appendix C. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

        

Introduction:  Cell growth and cell division are precisely coordinated processes in 

living cells.  The yeasts, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, 

have proved to be ideal model systems for studying cell cycle control.  Genetic studies of 

the cell cycle within both the fission yeast and budding yeast have potent parallels in 

more complex organisms (Ogden and Fantes, 1986).  S. pombe is phylogenetically very 

distantly related to S. cerevisiae and in general is more similar to complex organisms 

such as mammalian cells than is S. cerevisiae (Zhao and Lieberman, 1995; Sipiczki, 

2000).  

     S. pombe has several features that make it well suited for the study of eukaryotic 

genes.  It can be readily grown and manipulated in the laboratory.  In addition to its 

simplicity, the S. pombe genome has been sequenced (Wood et al., 2002) and many of its 

genes and biological processes such as mRNA splicing, posttranslational modification 

and cell cycle control are conserved in all eukaryotes (Zhao and Lieberman, 1995).  

These features make fission yeast a major experimental model organism.  Research in 

some of these areas has yielded valuable insights into the same processes in more 

complex systems. 

Fission yeast cell cycle:  The cell cycle is the sequence of events that take place to 

ensure that a cell duplicates all of its cellular components and divides into two nearly 
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identical progeny cells (Blow and Tanaka, 2005).  The cell cycle is a fundamental process 

and is essential for development, morphogenesis and maintenance of tissues.  

Proliferating cells usually double their mass before each division.  In order to properly 

complete the cell cycle, periodic events such as expression and activation of specific 

proteins, DNA replication and chromosome segregation are required at specific times.  

The fission yeast cell cycle is divided into four phases: G1, S (DNA synthesis), G2 and M 

(mitosis); the M and S phases are separated by two “gap” stages, G1 and G2 (Mitchison 

and Creanor, 1971).  The fission yeast cell cycle is characterized by relatively short G1 

and S phases and a long G2 phase that typically takes up to 70% of the cell cycle (Rupes, 

2002).  The relative length of G1 and G2 is affected by growth conditions, nutritional 

conditions and the presence of damaged or un-replicated DNA (Millar et al., 1995; 

Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Rhind and Russell, 1998).  In response to the quality of the 

nitrogen source, cells divide either at a smaller or larger size when grown in nitrogen 

poor (proline as N source) or rich (glutamate as N source) media respectively (Fantes and 

Nurse, 1977).  When entry into mitosis is inhibited in the presence of sufficient nutrients, 

cells continue to grow and become elongated without septation; upon starvation, the cell 

cycle will be arrested in G1 phase as growth rate is reduced and cells are unable to reach 

the critical size threshold for execution of START.  In poor nutrient conditions, cells of 

the two mating types (designed as h+ and h-) conjugate and enter meiosis to form spores; 

when rich nutritional conditions are restored, stationary cells and germinated spores 

reenter the cell cycle (Johnston et al., 1977; Fantes, 1979; Nurse and Bissett, 1981; Su et 
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al., 1996).  These observations indicate that a nutritional-sensing pathway exists to 

regulate the components of the mitotic control and cell growth. 

Cell cycle machinery:  In all eukaryotic cells, CDKs (cyclin dependent kinases) play 

a central role both in the G1/S and G2/M transition during the cell cycle (Nurse, 1990).  

Only one CDK activity is involved in regulating cell cycle progression in yeast (Cdc2 in 

S. pombe and Cdc28p in S. cerevisiae ) (Nurse and Bissett, 1981; Piggott et al., 1982).  In 

fission yeast cyclin dependent kinase, Cdc2, is essential for both G1/S and G2/M cell 

cycle transitions; its activity is regulated by several mechanisms including 

phosphorylation, binding to a cyclin subunit and association with small regulatory 

molecules.  There are four cyclins (Cig1, Cig2, Cdc13 and Puc1) that bind with Cdc2 in 

fission yeast.  Cig1 and Puc1 are G1 cyclins; deletion of these cyclins delay G1 (Bueno et 

al., 1991; Martin-Castellanos et al., 2000).  B-type cyclins Cdc13 and Cig2 act as G2/M 

and G1/S cyclins respectively (Booher and Beach, 1988; Hayles et al., 1994; Obara-

Ishihara and Okayama, 1994; Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996; Mondesert et al., 1996).  

Cig1 and Cig2 together play important roles in efficient G1/S cell cycle transition; cig1 

cig2 double mutant strains show multiple nuclei and delay septum formation (Connolly 

and Beach, 1994).  Rum1 is an inhibitor of the Cdc2-cylin complex, negatively regulating 

Cdc2 kinase in association with Cig1 and Cig2 or by inhibiting the Cdc2-Cdc13 complex 

accumulation in G1 cells (Moreno and Nurse, 1994; Correa-Bordes and Nurse, 1995; 

Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996).  Similarly in budding yeast, G1 cyclins (Cln1p-3p), S-

phase cyclins (Clb5p, C1b6p) and mitotic cyclins (C1b1p-4p) bind to and activate 

Cdc28p (reviewed in Nasmyth, 1996;  Kapuy et al., 2009).   
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     The oscillation of cyclins during the cell cycle is achieved by the precise regulation of 

their synthesis and degradation.  Cdc13 is accumulated during G2 phase, and lapses 

slowly as cells pass through mitosis and G1 (Yamano et al., 1996; Yamano et al., 2000).  

Despite Cig1 and Cig2 cyclins play a role in promoting S phase, Cig2 and its associated 

kinase activity peak in G1.  Cig1 and its associated kinase activity peaks during mitosis 

(Connolly and Beach, 1994; Basi and Draetta, 1995; Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996).  

The degradation of Cdc13 depends on the APC/C (anaphase-promoting 

complex/cyclosome) (Pegg, 1988; Yamano et al., 1996).  Cig2 degradation is mediated 

by APC and SCF (Skp1-Cullin1-F-box) activity (Yamano et al., 2000; Yamano et al., 

2004). 

CDK1 regulation by phosphorylation:  All of the mitotic control elements are 

conserved in eukaryotic organisms ranging from higher plants to humans.  S. pombe has 

been a particularly useful organism for studying G2/M control.  The cyclin-dependent 

kinase (Cdc2) and cyclin B protein complex are the key factors that determine the timing 

of entry into mitosis (Russell and Nurse, 1987b; Gould and Nurse, 1989; Featherstone 

and Russell, 1991).  Cdc2 protein levels stay constant during the cell cycle.  Before the 

mitosis, Cdk-activating kinase (CAKs) phosphorylates Cdc2 on Thr167, and this 

promotes Cdc2 binding to Cdc13 (Gould et al., 1991; Lee et al., 1999).   

     In addition, reversible tyrosine phosphorylation of Tyr-15 on Cdc2 plays a crucial role 

in the regulation of cell cycle in fission yeast.  Cdc25 tyrosine phosphatase and Wee1 

protein kinases are the two main regulators of this function and were first identified and 

characterized genetically in fission yeast.  Initially, Wee1 phosphorylates Cdc2 at Tyr15 
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and keeps the Cdc2/Cdc13 complex inactive during interphase (Gould and Nurse, 1989).  

In order to enter mitosis, inactive Cdc2/Cdc13 complex accumulates in the nucleus, and 

then Cdc2 is dephosphorylated and activated by Cdc25 at the end of G2 phase, this 

promotes Cdc2/Cdc13 activity and triggers mitotic entry (Alfa et al., 1989; Nurse, 1997).  

     In fission yeast the gene pairs wee1+, mik1+ and cdc25+, pyp3+ play opposite roles to 

regulate the activity of p34cdc2 (Figure 2-1) (Lundgren et al., 1991; Millar et al., 1991; 

Millar et al., 1992a; Atherton-Fessler et al., 1993).  The Wee1 protein is a dose-

dependent inhibitor of mitosis (Nurse, 1975).  Loss of wee1 function leads to mitotic 

advancement.  Wee1 activity is required to prevent lethal premature entry into mitosis in 

cells overproducing Cdc25, or expressing the cdc25 independent cdc2-3w allele (Russell 

and Nurse, 1987b).  Loss of wee1 activity suppresses the lethal phenotype of loss of 

cdc25 (Fantes, 1979).  In cells carrying a loss of function wee1 mutation, tyrosine 

phosphorylation of p34cdc2 is carried out by the protein kinase Mik1.  In the absence of 

both wee1 and mik1, cells undergo "mitotic catastrophe" or lethal premature entry into 

mitosis (Lundgren et al., 1991).  Cells lacking cdc25+ are viable in a wee1- background 

and the activity of the Pyp3 phosphatase is thought to be responsible for tyrosine 

dephosphorylation of p34cdc2 at the G2/M phase transition.  It has been reported that in 

addition to pyp3, over-expression of the stp1+ (small tyrosine phosphatase) gene rescues 

the cdc25-22 mutation in fission yeast (Mondesert et al., 1994).  Slm9 is another gene 

that plays a role in regulation of the onset of mitosis by affecting Wee1 function in fission 

yeast.  Slm9 is required for cells to properly recover from environmental stress such as  
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Figure 2-1: Regulation of the activity of p34cdc2 at the G2/M transition.  The Wee1 

and Mik1 kinases phosphorylate p34cdc2 to inhibit mitotic entry.  Mitotic 

entry is triggered through the dephosphorylation of p34cdc2 by the Cdc25 and 

Pyp3 phosphatases (Lundgren et al. 1991; Millar et al. 1991; Atherton-

Fessler et al. 1993). 
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nitrogen starvation, UV irradiation and heat shock (Kanoh and Russell, 2000).  In 

addition, it has been reported that Slm9 along with Hip1 and Hip3 compose the HIRA 

protein complex and play a role in the nucleosome assembling pathway (Blackwell et al., 

2004; Greenall et al., 2006). 

     In fission yeast, Wee1 and Mik1 activity is regulated by two serine-threonine kinases 

encoded by the cdr1+ (nim1+) and cdr2+ genes.  Wee1 is phosphorylated and inhibited 

directly by Cdr1 (Coleman et al., 1993; Parker et al., 1993; Wu and Russell, 1997).  

cdr1+ deletion cells show an elongated phenotype that is suppressed by wee1 mutations; 

over-production of Cdr1 causes a wee phenotype and results in premature mitosis 

(Russell and Nurse, 1987a).  Loss of Cdr2 activity causes cells to grow to a larger cell 

size before initiation of cell division.  Overproduction of Cdr2 causes defects in forming 

septa and cytokinesis (Breeding et al., 1998; Kanoh and Russell, 1998).  It was not clear 

how Cdr2 was involved in mitotic control.  Recently it has been confirmed that fission 

yeast Pom1, a dual-specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation regulated kinase inhibits Cdr2, 

thereby preventing Cdr2 and Cdr1 from inhibiting Wee1, and allowing Wee1 to 

phosphorylate Cdc2; this pathway forms the basis of a mechanistic model of the G2/M 

size control (Martin and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009; Moseley et al., 2009).    

     In mammalian cells, there are three Cdc25 isoforms (Cdc25A, Cdc25B and Cdcc25C) 

(Nilsson and Hoffmann, 2000).  Cdc25A is activated in S phase and accelerates G1/S 

phase transition (Blomberg and Hoffmann, 1999), while Cdc25B and Cdc25C are 

phosphorylated and activated at mitosis and involved in activating Cdc2-cyclin B 

complexes (Hoffmann et al., 1993; Lammer et al., 1998). 
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     Pyp3 was first identified as a high copy number plasmid suppressor of a cdc25-22ts 

mutation (Millar et al., 1992a).   Loss of pyp3+ function causes only a minor delay in the 

onset of mitosis in wild type cells, but is lethal in wee1- cdc25- double mutants suggesting 

an essential function in this genetic background.  In addition, over-expression of pyp3+ in 

cells lacking wee1 protein kinase activity causes a lethal premature mitosis (mitotic 

collapse), which is dependent on the activation of the p34cdc2/cyclin B complex (Millar et 

al., 1992a).  Mik1 and Pyp3 may also have other important roles in modulating the 

mitotic control in response to nutritional alteration or in other biological process (Millar 

et al., 1992a; Sveiczer et al., 1999).  For instance, in response to hydroxyurea treatment 

the nuclear accumulation of Mik1 was observed in S-phase; in contrast in rad3 deletion 

or chk1 deletion cells (defect of S-phase arrest), no Mik1 accumulation was observed, but 

it is not clear that Mik1 is a direct substrate of Cds1 or Chk1 (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000; 

Christensen et al., 2000).  These results suggest mik1 is positively regulated by the DNA 

damage checkpoint.  In addition, the DNA damage checkpoint induces a Chk1-dependent 

signal, which causes both Wee1 and Cdc25 to maintain Y15 phosphorylation of Cdc2 and 

prevent cells from entering mitosis (Raleigh and O'Connell, 2000).  

     Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) are a highly diverse family of enzymes and their 

activity is involved in all aspects of cell growth (Fischer et al., 1991; Susann et al., 1994; 

Streuli, 1996).  The PTPase family consists of over 100 diverse cysteine phosphatases 

and is defined by the catalytic active motif sequence C(X)5R.  They are key regulatory 

components in many cellular activities such as signaling of cell cycle control and 

differentiation, and their substrates range from proteins to phosphoinositides and mRNA.  
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Based on structure and substrate specificity the PTPases super-family can be divided into 

four subfamilies: (1) pTyr-specific phosphatases and according to their sub-cellular 

localization, they can be further divided into intracellular and receptor-like PTPases. (2) 

Dual specificity phosphatases (dTyr and dSer/dThr, DSPs) are distinguished by their 

ability to hydrolyze pSer/pThr as well as pTyr residues. (3) Cdc25 phosphatases (dTyr 

and/or dThr) have no significant amino acid sequence similarity with the classical 

PTPases, DSPs or LMW PTPases and only share the PTPase motif with them. (4) LMW 

(low molecular weight) phosphatases, they are cytosolic enzymes, and don not share 

significant sequence homology with other members of the PTPases super family 

(reviewed in Wang et al., 2003; Moorhead et al., 2009).   

     Based on S. pombe GeneDB (gene data base, http://old.genedb.org/amigo-cgi/term-

assoc.cgi?term=GO:0004725&session_id=9760amigo1300925853) there are four Class 1 

related PTPases in fission yeast, Pypl, Pyp2, Pyp3 and SPBC17.A3.03C; three Class 2 

(DSPs) related PTPases, Clp1/Flp1, Pmp1 and SPBC17A3.06; two Class 3 (Cdc25 

phosphatase related) PTPases, Cdc25 and Ilp1; one Class 4 (low molecular weight) 

related PTPase, Stp1.   Based on amino acid sequence alignment, Pyp3 is most similar 

(~30% sequence identity) to Class 1 non-receptor type PTPase (Pyp1 and Pyp2 from S. 

pombe;  Ptp1p, Ptp2p and Ptp3p from S. cerevisiae).  It has ~8% sequence identity to all 

Class 2 dual specificity phosphatases (dTyr and dSer/dThr, DSPs) both from fission yeast 

and budding yeast (Clp1, Pmp1 and SPBC17A3.06 from S. pombe;  Cdc14p, Sdp1p, 

Yvh1p, Msg5p, Pps1p and Tep1p from S. cerevisiae).  It has ~5% sequence identity to 

Class 3 Cdc25 phosphatases (dTyr and/or dThr) family both from fission yeast and 
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budding yeast (Cdc25 and Ilb1 from S. pombe; Mih1p and Ych1p from S. cerevisiae), 

and ~10% sequence identity to Class 4  LMW (low molecular weight) phosphatases both 

from fission yeast and budding yeast (Stp1 from S. pombe;  Ltp1p and YER134c from S. 

cerevisiae) (Appendix E: Supplementary materials for Chaper 2).    

     Structurally, the PTPase PTP motif (CX5R) is flanked by a pair of β-strand and α-

helices at the centre and makes a phosphate-binding loop.  The organization of the five β- 

strands in the Class 1 PTPase and DSPs is different from the LMW PTPase or Cdc25s.  

In human Cdc25, the order of central β-strand is 15423;  in contrast the organization of 

five β- strands in human PTP1B is 12534 (Wang et al., 2003).  Based on representive 

structures of the catalytic domains and sequence alignment of the PTP super-family, 

human protein tyrosine phosphatase 1B (PTB1B) and S. cerevisiae Ptp1p are orthologues 

of fission yeast Pyp3 (Wang et al., 2003; Andreeva and Kutuzov, 2008; Kerk et al., 

2008).  PTB1B and Ptp1p has ~30% sequence identity with Pyp3, and based on the 

structure and cellular location all of them belong to non-receptor type (without trans-

membrane domain) classical PTPase (Figure 2-2A, B and C).  Ptp1p dephosphorylates 

budding yeast immunophilin Fpr3.  Phosphorylation on Fpr3 is ~85% phosphoserine, 

~11% phosphothreonine and only ~4% is phosphotyrosine (Guan et al., 1991; Wilson et 

al., 1995).  Both the budding yeast Ptp1p and the human PTP1B proteins are able to 

rescue the S. pombe cdc25-22 mutation and over-expression of S. cerevisiae Ptp1 in 

wee1-50 cells is lethal (Hannig et al., 1993).  In fission yeast, Pyp3 is more closely 

related to Pyp1 and Pyp2 than to Cdc25.   Compared to Pyp3, Pyp1 and Pyp2 play an 

opposing role in mitotic control.  Pyp2 along with Pyp1 PTPase negatively regulate 
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mitotic entry via the Spc1 MAPK pathway (Millar et al., 1992a; Millar et al., 1995; 

Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Petersen and Nurse, 2007), whereas Pyp3 acts as a mitotic 

inducer by dephosphorylating tyrosine-15 of p34cdc2, and does not share an overlapping 

function with Pypl or Pyp2 (Millar, 1992a;  Ottilie, 1992; Gaits, 1999).         

14-3-3 proteins:  In higher eukaryotes as well as in fission yeast, 14-3-3 proteins play 

an important role in a wide range of biological processes (signal transduction, stress 

response, apoptosis and transcription) by interacting directly with numerous target 

proteins.  In particular, entry into mitosis is delayed in cells containing damaged or un-

replicated DNA.  This is accomplished in part by 14-3-3 proteins that bind or maintain 

the Cdc25 phosphatase in a phosphorylated form (Hermeking and Benzinger, 2006).  In 

mammalian cells, it has been suggested that Chk1-dependent phosphorylation of Cdc25 

creates 14-3-3 binding sites that are crucial for the regulation of Cdc25 in response to 

DNA damage (Peng et al., 1997).  Human Cdc25C is phosphorylated by AMPK (AMP-

activated protein kinase)-related MARK3 (C-TAK1) kinase on serine 216 and this 

regulates the interaction between Cdc25C and 14-3-3 protein (Peng et al., 1998).   
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Figure 2-2: Amino acid sequence alignment between Pyp3 and PTPase.  (A) 

Homologies of the catalytic domain of S. pombe Pyp1 (P27574), Pyp2 

(P32586), Pyp3 (P32587), S. cerevisiae Ptp1p (Z74278) and human PTP1B 

(NP_002818).  (B)  Phylogram tree between Pyp1, Pyp2, Pyp3, S. cerevisiae 

Ptp1p and human PTP1B.  Homologies and phylogram tree generated using 

ClustalW2 (Eur. Bio. Infor. Inc).  (C)  Un-rooted phylogenetic tree of 

tyrosine phosphatases (PTPase) from Homo sapiens, S. cerevisiae and 

protozoan (Adapted from Andreeva and Kutuzov, 2008)  
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A 
 
Ptp1p         -----------------------------------MAAAPWYIRQRDTDLLG-------- 17 
Pyp3          --------------------------------------MSFKEVSTENGVLT-------- 14 
Pyp1          LSSEGSDYFSRPPPTPNVAGLSLNNFFCPLPENKDNKSSPFGSATVQTPCLHSVPDAFTN 254 
Pyp2          NTRDAPKPGGLRRANKPCFNKETKGSIFSKENKGPFTCNPWGAKKVSPPPCEVLADLN-- 418 
PTP1B         -----------------------------------------MEMEKEFEQID-------- 11 
                                                                .              
 
Ptp1p         ------KFKFIQNQEDGRLREATNGTVNSRWSLGVSIEPRNDAR-NRYVNIMPYERNRVH 70 
Pyp3          ------PLITIKEKAYMIIEGLNEEEIELLNTRLPKLSKKALAR-NRYSNIVPYENTRVR 67 
Pyp1          PDVATLYQKFLRLQSLEHQRLVSCSDRNSQWSTVDSLSNTSYKK-NRYTDIVPYNCTRVH 313 
Pyp2          --TASIFYKFKRLEEMEMTRSLAFNDSKSDWCCLASSRSTSISRKNRYTDIVPYDKTRVR 476 
PTP1B         -----------KSGSWAAIYQDIRHEASDFPCRVAKLPKNKNRN--RYRDVSPFDHSRIK 58 
                         :               .       .       .  ** :: *:: .*:: 
 
Ptp1p         LKTLS--GNDYINASYVKVNVPGQSIEPGYYIATQGPTRKTWDQFWQMCYHNCPLDNIVI 128 
Pyp3          LDPMWKEACDYINASIVKIPSGK------TFIATQGPTSNSIDVFWKMVWQSVPKS-GII 120 
Pyp1          LKRTSPSELDYINASFIKTETSN-------YIACQGSISRSISDFWHMVWDNVENI-GTI 365 
Pyp2          LAVPKG-CSDYINASHIDVGNKK-------YIACQAPKPGTLLDFWEMVWHNSGTN-GVI 527 
PTP1B         LHQEDN---DYINASLIKMEEAQR-----SYILTQGPLPNTCGHFWEMVWEQKSRG---V 107 
              *        ****** :.            :*  *..   :   **.* :..       : 
 
 
Ptp1p         VMVTPLVEYNREKCYQYWPRGGVDDTVRIASKWESPGGANDMTQFPSDLKIEFVNVHKVK 188 
Pyp3          VMLTKLRERHRLKCDIYWP-VELFETLNIG-----------------DLSVILVKVYTLT 162 
Pyp1          VMLGSLFEAGREMCTAYWPSNGIGDKQVYG-----------------DYCVKQISEENVD 408 
Pyp2          VMLTNLYEAGSEKCSQYWPDNKDHALCLEG------------------GLRISVQKYETF 569 
PTP1B         VMLNRVMEKGSLKCAQYWPQKEEKEMIFED-------------------TNLKLTLISED 148 
              **:  : *     *  ***                                  :       
 
Ptp1p         DYYTVTDIKLTPTDPLVGPVKTVHHFYFDLWKDMNKPEEVVPIMELCAHSHSLNS----R 244 
Pyp3          SLNEVQVREFELNK--DGVKKKILHFYYNGWPDFGAP-HTFSLLSLTRYIKSLSYSPDFE 219 
Pyp1          NS-RFILRKFEIQNANFPSVKKVHHYQYPNWSDCNSPENVKSMVEFLKYVNNSHG----- 462 
Pyp2          EDLKVNTHLFRLDKP-NGPPKYIHHFWVHTWFDKTHP-DIESITGIIRCIDKVPN----- 622 
PTP1B         IKSYYTVRQLELENLTTQETREILHFHYTTWPDFGVPESPASFLNFLFKVRESGS-LSPE 207 
                       :   .      : : *:    * *   *    .:  :     .         
 
Ptp1p         GNPIIVHCSAGVGRTGTFIALDHLMHDTLDFKNITERSRHSDRATEEYTRDLIEQIVLQL 304 
Pyp3          TAPIIVHCSAGCGRTGTFMALFEILSQTDDST-----------STSKFEVDNIANIVSSL 268 
Pyp1          SGNTIVHCSAGVGRTGTFIVLDTILRFPESKLSGFN-------PSVADSSDVVFQLVDHI 515 
Pyp2          DGPMFVHCSAGVGRTGTFIAVDQILQVPKNILPKTT--------NLEDSKDFIFNCVNSL 674 
PTP1B         HGPVVVHCSAGIGRSGTFCLADTCLLLMDKRKDPSS---VDIKKVLLEMRKFRMGLIQTA 264 
                  .****** **:***      :    .                    .     :    
 
Ptp1p         RSQRMKMVQTKDQFLFIYHAAKYLN---SLSVNQ-------------------------- 335 
Pyp3          RSQRMQSVQSVDQLVFLYTVSQELLQGKEFLLPQL------------------------- 303 
Pyp1          RKQRMKMVQTFTQFKYVYDLIDSLQKSQVHFPVLT------------------------- 550 
Pyp2          RSQRMKMVQNFEQFKFLYDVVDYLNSGVNQASKPLMT----------------------- 711 
PTP1B         DQLRFSYLAVIEGAKFIMGDSSVQDQWKELSHEDLEPPPEHIPPPPRPPKRILEPHNGKC 324 
               . *:. :       ::    .                                       
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 In mammalian and Drosophila cells REDD1, a stress-induced regulator of TSC2, binds 

with 14-3-3 proteins to inhibit TSC2/14-3-3 complex formation, thus down regulating 

mTor1 activity.  mTor1 in turn regulates protein synthesis through its downstream targets 

eIF4E and S6K (Ellisen, 2005; DeYoung et al., 2008).  In addition, 14-3-3 isoform σ is a 

p53-responsive gene and plays a crucial role in tumor suppression.  14-3-3 σ associates 

with eukaryotic initiation factor 4B (eIF4B), eIF-2α, elongation factor 1α (EF1 α), and 

indirectly binds with eIF4G.  It functions as a negative regulator of protein synthesis 

during and after mitosis.  Loss of 14-3-3 σ causes abnormal cap-dependent translation 

(Wilker et al., 2007).  In Xenopus egg extracts Xwee1 is also phosphorylated (Ser549) by 

Chk1 thus creating a 14-3-3 binding site.  During interphase the binding of 14-3-3 to 

Xwee1 increases kinase activity and affects the intracellular localization of Xwee1 (Lee 

et al., 2001). 

     In fission yeast, in response to DNA damage, Cdc25 is phosphorylated by Chk1 and 

this creates binding sites for 14-3-3 proteins; 14-3-3 binding causes export of Cdc25 from 

the nucleus and in cells over-expressing Cdc25-9A (9 phosphorylation sites mutated) 

nuclear export of Cdc25 does not occur (Zeng et al., 1998; Lopez-Girona et al., 1999; 

Zeng and Piwnica-Worms, 1999; Dunaway et al., 2005).  When Cdc25-9A is expressed 

from its chromosomal integrant native promoter, checkpoint dependent G2/M arrest is 

carried out by the activation of Mik1.  Following checkpoint activation un-

phosphorylated Cdc25 is degraded (Frazer and Young, 2010 unpublished).  These results 

suggest that 14-3-3 proteins are a major regulator of mitotic control.   
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Figure 2-3: Initiation of translation in eukaryotes.  In the first step, the 43S pre-

initiation complex is formed, which includes the 40S ribosomal subunit, 

eIF2-GTP-Met-tRNAi, eIF1, eIF1A, eIF3.  In the following step, the 43S 

component binds to mRNA, mediated by translation initiation factors-eIF4F.  

Then a 48S initiation complex is formed when the 40S subunit along with 

multi-component initiation complex traverses the mRNA 5' UTR region until 

the first AUG is recognized.  Dissociation of initiation factors allows the 

assembly of an 80S ribosome with Met-tRNAi in the P site and the 

polypeptide elongation is started (Adapted and modified from Gingras et al., 

1999; Mendez and Richter, 2001; Van Der Kelen et al., 2009). 
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Cap-dependent translation initiation:   Eukaryotic translation initiation is a 

precisely regulated step in protein synthesis.  Regulation of translation plays a crucial role 

in many cellular activities such as cell growth, proliferation, and development.  

    Translation initiation consists of several steps (Figure 2-3). An 80S ribosome 

dissociates at the termination of translation and the 40S and 60S subunits bind with 

initiation factors eIF3 and eIF6 respectively.  The 40S ribosomal subunit binds an eIF2-

GTP-Met-tRNAi, eIF1, eIF1A, eIF3 and eIF5 ternary complex to form a 43S pre-

initiation complex (Flynn et al., 1993; Erickson and Hannig, 1996).  In the following 

step, the 43S component binds to mRNA.  The mRNA 5' m7GTP cap acts as a molecular 

tag and recruitment position for the 40S subunit.  This recruitment is mediated by 

translation initiation complex eIF4F.  A 48S initiation complex is formed when the 40S 

subunit along with the multi-component initiation complex traverses the mRNA 5' un-

translated region (5' UTR) until an appropriate start codon (AUG) is recognized (Kozak, 

1986).  Once a start codon is recognized by an initiation complex, the initiation factors 

are released from the initiation complex by a process in which eIF5 promotes GTP 

hydrolysis.  Hydrolysis of GTP causes the release of eIF2-GDP from the 40S subunit, and 

eIF3 from the 48S complex.  Subsequently, dissociation of initiation factors allows the 

60S subunit to join and assemble the 80S ribosome with Met-tRNAi in the P site (Pestova 

et al., 2000; Unbehaun et al., 2004).   

     In mammalian cells, eIF4F complex-mediated 43S pre-initiation complex binding to 

mRNA is a rate-limiting step, therefore a primary target for translation initiation control 

(Duncan et al., 1987; Gingras et al., 1999).  The eIF4F complex consists of several 
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subunits with different functions; the largest subunit, eIF4G, contains binding sites for 

eIF4E, eIF4A, eIF3 and PABP.  eIF4E is the subunit which directly recognizes the cap. 

There are two eIF4G isoforms in humans (eIF4G-I and eIF4G-II) (Gradi et al., 1998; 

Byrd et al., 2002).  Recently it was reported in mammalian cells that the RNA-binding 

region of eIF4GI plays an essential role in stabilizing the interaction between cap 

structure and eIF4E (Yanagiya et al., 2009).  During the cell differentiation process the 

association of eIF4GII to eIF4E enhances the interaction between the cap structure and 

eIF4E resulting in long-lasting phosphorylation of eIF4E (Caron et al., 2004).  There are 

two isoforms of eIF4G in S. cerevisiae (TIF4631 and TIF4632) (Goyer et al., 1993) but 

only one in S. pombe (Hashemzadeh-Bonehi et al., 2003).  Over-expression of the fission 

yeast eIF4G 4G-NOB domain or the human eIF4G p100 domain in fission yeast causes 

aberrant cell morphology and cytokinesis defects.  This phenotype can not be rescued by 

co-expressing either eIF4E or eIF4A proteins (Hashemzadeh-Bonehi et al., 2003).  This 

suggests that over-expression of eIF4G has a negative effect on eukaryotic cell growth. 

The smallest subunit eIF4E is a 24 kDa cap-binding protein, and plays a crucial role in 

mRNA translation by binding the 5'-cap structure of the mRNA (reviewed in Gingras et 

al., 1999).  

Translation initiation factor-eIF4E: Recognition and binding of the cap structure 

by eIF4E is a common rate-limiting step in translation initiation (Gingras et al., 1999).  

eIF4E directly recognizes the cap and recruits other translation factors to the mRNA via 

its interaction with eIF4G (Raught and Gingras, 1999).  eIF4E is the least abundant 

protein among the eIF4F complex family: approximately 0.8 × 106 molecules/cell for 
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eIF4E, 2 × 106 molecules/cell for eIF4A, and 1 × 107 molecules/cell for eIF4G (Duncan et 

al., 1987).  Various studies have suggested that different eIF4E isoforms have different 

functions: one of them plays a crucial role in cap-dependent translation initiation, while 

the other one might play a specific role in stress conditions or in specific cell or tissue 

developmental stages (Van Der Kelen et al., 2009).  Apart from initiating translation in 

the cytoplasm, eIF-4E, as part of the eIF4F complex, associates with the 5' mRNA cap 

structure in the nucleus and is transported into the cytoplasm in association with the 

mRNA (Lejbkowicz et al., 1992).   

     There are three eIF4E isoforms in mammals (eIF4E-1, 4EHP and eIF4E-3).  Affinity 

of 4EHP for the m7GTP structure is 200-fold weaker than that of eIF4E and it does not 

compete with the eIF4E protein in binding to the translation machinery.  NMR studies 

confirmed the presence of the ligand (eIF4G or 4E-BPs) increases the m7GTP cap 

binding affinity of the eIF4E and h4EHP.  Importantly, 4EHP lacks an equivalent of the 

eIF4E Ser209 phosphorylation site (Rosettani et al., 2007).  There are three eIF4E 

isoforms in plants (eIF4E, eIFiso4E and nCBP) and only one from S. cerevisiae 

(Cdc33p), mutation of the CDC33 gene arrests yeast cells at G1 (Brenner et al., 1988).  It 

has been shown that eIF4E (Cdc33p) possesses a relatively poor NLS (nuclear 

localization signal) and is distributed both in nucleus and cytoplasm but it is more 

concentrated in the nucleus (Lang et al., 1994; Ptushkina et al., 1996b).  The N-terminus 

of eIF4E (Cdc33p) is required for folding and tight binding of eIF4G (at residues 393–

490) (Gross et al., 2003).  An analysis of eIF4E structure in budding yeast shows that the 

m7G is sandwiched between two tryptophan residues (Trp58 and Trp104) in a narrow 
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hydrophobic cleft (Matsuo et al., 1997).  eIF4E (Cdc33p) cap binding affinity is 

increased after binding to eIF4G compared to eIF4E alone or when binding with p20 

(Caf20p) (Ptushkina et al., 1998).  Furthermore, eIF4E (Cdc33p) independent protein 

synthesis is required for minimum cell viability during stationary phase in budding yeast, 

but the protein synthesis is carried out by an eIF4A-dependent pathway (Paz and Choder, 

2001).  S. pombe eIF4E (Tif1) has two isoforms: eIF4E-1 and eIF4E-2.  eIF4E-2 protein 

sequence is 52% identity and 59% similarity with eIF4E-1, but the tif452 deletion is 

viable.  eIF4E-2 shows relatively poor interaction with the eIF4G, and eIF4E-1 has 7-fold 

more affinity to capped mRNA than eIF4E-2.  In addition, tif452 expression is unable to 

rescue the lethality of a ΔCDC33 in S. cerevisiae.  In fission yeast, tif452 is a stress 

response gene and its (eIF4E-2) expression level is upregulated in response to 

temperature and salt stress (Ptushkina et al., 2001; Ptushkina et al., 2004; Magee and 

Warwicker, 2005).   
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Figure 2-4: Signaling pathways to eIF4E regulation in eukaryotes.  The mammalian 

Ras/MAP kinase is activated by growth factors and stress.  Activation of Ras 

and MEKK leads to Mnk activation. Mnk phosphorylates eIF4E within eIF4F 

complex. The eIF4E binding proteins (4E-BPs) are phosphorylated by 

activated mTor; hyper-phosphorylated 4E-BPs release from eIF4E, and cap-

dependent translation is initiated by binding of free eIF4E to the 5′-cap of 

mRNAs (Adapted and modified from Gingras et al., 2001a; Mahalingam and 

Cooper, 2001; Mamane et al., 2004).   
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     Regulation of eIF4E activity includes transcriptional regulation, modification of 

phosphorylation status of eIF4E and interaction with eIF4E binding proteins (reviewed in 

Gingras et al., 1999) (Figure 2-4).  Most of the studies on eIF4E regulation come from 

work in mammalian systems.   

eIF4E is regulated transcriptionally:  eIF4E is transcriptionally regulated by the c-myc 

proto-oncogene; increased c-myc levels accompany increased eIF4E mRNA levels in rat 

embryo fibroblasts (Downs et al., 1989; Rosenwald et al., 1993).  Over-expression of 

eIF4E could cooperate with c-myc against apoptosis causing acceleration of B-cell 

lymphomagenesis (Jones et al., 1996; Johnston et al., 1998; Ruggero et al., 2004).  In 

contrast, p53 down-regulates eIF4E gene expression by reducing c-myc dependent eIF4E 

promoter activity in acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell lines (Zhu et al., 2005).  These 

results suggest that p53 and c-myc play opposite roles in eIF4E gene expression.   eIF4E 

mRNA level is also regulated and stabilized at the post-transcriptional level by HuR (an 

RNA stability factor) through binding to the 3′ UTR region of the eIF4E mRNA.   In 

human Fadu cells (derived from a hypopharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma), over-

expression of HuR leads to increased eIF4E protein levels, and this is closely related to 

eIF4E dependent oncogenesis (Topisirovic et al., 2009). 

Regulation of eIF4E phosphorylation status:  In mammals, eIF4E has two iso-electric 

forms (p28a and p28b) on IEF/SDS-PAGE gel; heat shock and phosphatase treatment 

abolished the more acidic "p28b spot", suggesting that eIF4E is a phosphoprotein 

(Duncan et al., 1987; Rau et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998; DeFatta et al., 2000).  Both 

phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated forms of eIF4E bind to m7GTP-sepharose.  
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Phosphorylated eIF4E has a 3-4 times higher affinity for the mRNA cap.  

Dephosphorylation of eIF4E is thought to weaken the interaction of the capped mRNA 

with eIF4F (Minich et al., 1994; Marcotrigiano et al., 1997; Shibata et al., 1998).  The 

eIF4E conserved Ser209 is the major site of phosphorylation.  The MAP-kinases Mnk1 

and Mnk2 bind to the C-terminal part of eIF4G and phosphorylate eIF4E on Ser209 

(Flynn and Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 1995; Waskiewicz et al., 1997; Waskiewicz et al., 

1999; Ueda et al., 2004; O'Loghlen et al., 2007).  Cells treated with hormones, growth 

factors and mitogens have increased translation rates and phosphorylation levels of eIF4E 

(Gingras et al., 1999; Scheper and Proud, 2002).  In addition to p38 MAPKs, Mnk1 and 

Mnk2 are also targets for Erk kinase following extra cellular stimuli.  Mnk1 interacts 

with Erk and p38 MAP kinase, but not with JNK1 (Waskiewicz et al., 1997; Pyronnet, 

2000; Mahalingam and Cooper, 2001).  In Xenopus kidney cells, eIF4E phosphorylation 

and eIF4F complex formation are increased after treatment with p38 MAP kinase 

activators, arsenite and anisomycin.  Similar results were obtained when cells were 

treated by heat shock for 30 min at 37°C (Fraser et al., 1999).  It has been reported that 

phosphorylation of eIF4E stimulates protein synthesis, although cells under stress or 

infected with virus have dephosphorylated eIF4E and a lower translation rate (Rinker-

Schaeffer et al., 1992; Connor and Lyles, 2002).  Notably, eIF4E becomes 

dephosphorylated in late adenovirus infection in mammalian cells, and consequently the 

infection suppresses cellular protein synthesis by displacing the eIF4E kinase Mnk1 from 

eIF4G (Huang and Schneider, 1991; Cuesta et al., 2000).  In late adenovirus-infected and 

heat-shocked human embryonic kidney cells, phosphorylation of eIF4E is inhibited 
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(Yueh and Schneider, 1996).  Dephosphorylation of eIF4E was also obvious during 

EMCV (positive-stranded RNA), infected P19 cells and BHK cells as well as during 

poliovirus infection of Hela cells (Kleijn et al., 1996).  Taken together, it suggests that 

p38 MAP kinase activated Mnk kinases are the best-characterized kinases for eIF4E. 

     In addition to Ser209, the adjacent residue Thr210 is also conserved and thought to be 

a minor phosphorylated form.  It is phosphorylated by protein kinase C in vitro (Whalen 

et al., 1996).  S. pombe has the equivalent conserved S209 and T210 residues in the 

conserved C-terminal KSGST motif (Ptushkina et al., 1996a).   S. cerevisiae lacks an 

equivalent of the S209 residue (Zanchin and McCarthy, 1995; Scheper and Proud, 2002).   

     In mammals, phosphorylated eIF4E has a greater affinity for the mRNA cap, and the 

phosphorylated versions of eIF4E are thought to be the most active forms of eIF4E.  

Phosphorylation of eIF4E is crucial for normal embryonic growth and development in 

Drosophila melanogaster.  Flies with eIF4E S209A develop more slowly, with low 

viability and are smaller than wild type control groups (Minich et al., 1994; Lachance et 

al., 2002).  In starfish oocytes, eIF4E is phosphorylated by PRK2 (a protein kinase C-

related kinase) at position Ser209, and it is essential for oocyte maturation (Lee et al., 

2000).  However, there is some more recent data suggesting a negative regulatory role of 

Mnk kinase on cap-dependent translation.  In Aplysia, Mnk kinase (ApMnk) 

phosphorylates eIF4E in neurons on Ser209 in vitro and over-expression of ApMnk 

causes increasing non-physiological phosphorylation of eIF4E (independent of eIF4E-

eIF4G association) and down-regulation of the cap-dependent translation, while the 

IRES-dependent translation rate is increased (Ross et al., 2006).  In addition, over-
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expression of Drosophila Mnk1/Mnk2 homolog LK6 not only suppresses a PKB/PDK1-

dependent big eye phenotype but also decreases growth rate through pre-mature eIF4E 

phosphorylation or reduction of the affinity of phosphorylated eIF4E to capped mRNA 

under normal growth conditions.  In an eIF4E S209A genetic background this effect is 

completely suppressed (Reiling et al., 2005). 

     Consistent with previous reports, in human reticulocyte in vitro translation systems 

only a small proportion of highly phosphorylated ribosomal eIF4E binds to cap-

structures, and it is sufficient to perform overall eIF4E activity (Rau et al., 1996).  In 

addition, Mnk1 and Mnk2 double deletion mouse cell lines are still viable, and in the 

Mnk1 and Mnk2 double mutant fibroblast cells no S209 phosphorylation was detected.  

In these cell lines global protein synthesis as well as cap-dependent translation was not 

impaired (Ueda et al., 2004).  In Xenopus reticulocytes eIF4E S205A or D (equivalent to 

S209) supports translation in an in vitro translation system.  Similarly, various mutant 

forms of human eIF4E (S53A, S209A and S209D) efficiently rescue growth of S. 

cerevisiae with a CDC33Δ background (McKendrick et al., 2001).  Phosphorylation of 

Ser209 is clearly not an absolute requirement.  As mentioned in an initial study above, 

phosphorylation of eIF4E results in a higher affinity for the mRNA cap (Minich et al., 

1994), but more evidence shows that phosphorylated eIF4E has a lower binding affinity 

to the cap structure of mRNA (Scheper and Proud, 2002; Scheper et al., 2002; Zuberek et 

al., 2003).  Another study has reported  that exposure human 293 kidney cells to 

hypertonic medium (200 mM NaCI) results in dephosphorylation of eIF4E protein in 15 

min and caused dissociation of translation initiation factors (eIF4G, PABP and eIF4A) 
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from eIF4E.  Upon return of cells to isotonic media, the eIF4F initiation complex formed 

again, but no increase in phosphorylation level of eIF4E on S209 was observed.  In 

contrast, phosphorylation status of eIF4G is restored (Morley and Naegele, 2002).  These 

results suggest that phosphorylation of eIF4E at S209 is not essential for eIF4F complex 

formation and de novo translation or phosphorylation of eIF4E may have another 

important role such as involvement in the translational control of a specific group of 

mRNAs.    

eIF4E is regulated by binding partners:    Control of mRNA translation plays a critical 

role in cell growth, proliferation and differentiation.  Over-expression of eIF4E causes 

deregulation of translation and abnormal cell growth (Mamane et al., 2004; Sonenberg, 

2008).  It is believed that phosphorylated eIF4E is the most active form, and it is 

localized in the nucleus to promote export of certain mRNAs from the nucleus (Buxade et 

al., 2008).   For example, mRNAs with shorter, unstructured 5′-UTRs usually are 

translated preferentially; in contrast, mRNAs with longer, highly structured 5′-UTRs are 

less competitive (Graff and Zimmer, 2003).  Notably, phosphorylated eIF4E up-regulates 

translation of cyclinD1, ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), c-myc, fibroblast growth factor 

(FGF-2), and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) mRNAs and this is closely 

related to the oncogenic activity of eIF4E (Pegg, 1988; Graff et al., 1997; Nathan et al., 

1997; Graff and Zimmer, 2003).  eIF4E mediated ODC mRNA translation could be 

suppressed by using anti-sense RNA to eIF4E.  Moreover, this anti-sense RNA 

expression in Hela cells reduces eIF4E and eIF4G protein levels and causes a slow 
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growing phenotype, but eIF4A protein levels are not changed (De Benedetti et al., 1991; 

Shantz and Pegg, 1994; Graff et al., 1997). 

     eIF4E interacts with inhibitory proteins, the eIF4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs); the best 

characterized of which is 4E-BP1.  4E-BP1 inhibits eIF4E mediated translation initiation 

by competing with eIF4G binding to eIF4E.  Both 4E-BP1 and eIF4G contain a 

conserved eIF4E-binding motif (YxxxxLΦ).  4E-BP1 is phosphorylated at multiple sites 

by mTOR through the phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K), phosphoinositide-dependent 

kinase D1 (PDK1), protein kinase B (Akt/PKB) pathway, then the phosphorylated 4E-

BP1 dissociates from eIF4E and cap-dependent translation is initiated by the binding of 

free eIF4E to the 5′-cap of mRNAs (Fletcher et al., 1998; Gingras et al., 2001b; Wang et 

al., 2005).  In various human cancers, including leukemia and lymphomas, breast cancer, 

colon, bladder, lung prostate, ovarian, prostate and head and neck cancer, increased 4E-

BP phosphorylation levels and elevated eIF4E protein levels are found (Graff et al., 

2008).  Recently, it has been shown that the eukaryotic eIF4E binding protein (4E-BP) 

not only represses eIF4E binding into the eIF4F complex but also regulates its cellular 

localization.  Interaction between 4E-BP1 and eIF4E is required for eIF4E to localize 

(sequester) to the nucleus (Rong et al., 2008).   Furthermore, 4E-BP1 or 4E-BP2 binding 

inhibits phosphorylation of eIF4E by PKC in vitro (Whalen et al., 1996).  However, 

phosphorylation of eIF4E does not have a negative effect on the association between 

eIF4E and 4E-BP1 in vivo (Morley and McKendrick, 1997).  In budding yeast, there are 

two proteins, Eap1p and p20, that share similarity to 4E-BP only in the 4E-binding 

domain, and play a role as translational repressors by using a similar molecular 
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mechanism to mammalian 4E-BPs (Altmann et al., 1989; Altmann et al., 1997; de la 

Cruz et al., 1997; Cosentino et al., 2000).   

     Abnormal regulation of eIF4E is closely linked to oncogenic transformation (De 

Benedetti and Rhoads, 1990; McClusky et al., 2005).  In human fibroblast cell lines, 

ectopically expressed 4E-BP1 suppresses the oncogenic transformation caused by over-

production of eIF4E (Polunovsky et al., 2000; Li et al., 2002).  In budding yeast, S2 and 

S15 are the major phosphorylated sites (phosphorylated by casein kinase II) of eIF4E, 

and there is no direct link between eIF4E phosphorylation and its translational activity 

(Zanchin and McCarthy, 1995).  Over-expression of eIF4E causes a slow growth 

phenotype, which can be suppressed by over-expression of p20 (eIF4E binding protein) 

and Mbp1, a Cln3 dependent transcriptional complex (Anthony et al., 2001).   In addition 

to Ser209 and Thr210 residues, fission yeast eIF4E also has several consensus sites for 

casein kinase II (S10, S70, T146 and S199), and one site for casein kinase I (S205) 

(Supplementary Figure S 3-1).  To date, no 4E-BP analogue has been described in fission 

yeast and nor are there orthologues of the Eap1p or p20 proteins. 

     Binding of human 4E-BPs increases the stability of eIF4E binding to capped mRNA 

and reduces the release rate of eIF4E from mRNA.  Mutation on some of the dorsal site 

residues (L39, V69 and W73) in eIF4E reduce interactions between eIF4E and 4E-BP1, 

4E-BP2 and eIF4G respectively and a similar result has been obtained for p20 or eIF4G 

protein in budding yeast S. cerevisiae (Ptushkina et al., 1999).   Apart from 4E-BPs, 

several other proteins also play a role in regulating eIF4E function.  In Hela cells, the 

novel shuttling protein 4E-T also interacts with eIF4E through the conserved YxxxxLΦ 
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motif and regulates the nuclear import of eIF4E by a piggy-back mechanism (Dostie et 

al., 2000).  In Drosophila, Diap1 (Drosophila inhibitor of apoptosis protein) interacts 

with the eIF4E protein with a non-consensus eIF4E binding domain, and under normal 

conditions Diap1 protein controls eIF4E protein levels through ubiquitination and 

degradation. Over-expression of the Diap1 protein in NIH3T3 cells reduces eIF4E-

dependent cyclinD1 protein levels and down-regulates eIF4E-induced cell transformation 

in 293T cell lines (Lee et al., 2007).   

     There are several examples of eIF4E influence on apoptosis.  Murine lymphoma 

eIF4E has a potential anti-apoptotic function.  Lymphoma cells over-expressing eIF4E 

results in strong resistance to DXR (a drug used in cancer chemotherapy) and accelerates 

lymphomagenesis in a similar way to AKT kinase activation (Wendel et al., 2004).  In rat 

embryonic fibroblasts (REF) the ability of eIF4E to inhibit apoptosis depends on the 

expression of c-myc.  Ectopic expression of eIF4E is able to increase cyclinD1 protein 

levels in both the cytoplasm and nucleus and this correlates with the apoptosis 

suppression activity of eIF4E (Tan et al., 2000).  In contrast, 4E-BP1 plays a pro-

apoptotic role in human fibroblast cell lines where the pro-apoptotic activity has been 

shown to be closely related to displacing eIF4G from eIF4E.  If cells express 

phosphorylation site mutant forms of 4E-BP1 (T37A/T46A; S65A and T70A), the pro-

apoptotic activity of 4E-BP1 is increased (Polunovsky et al., 2000; Li et al., 2002).  It 

suggests that the dephosphorylated form of 4E-BP activates apoptosis by binding eIF4E.  

The fission yeast stress response Spc1/Sty1 MAP kinase pathway:                    

Treatment with nutrients, mitogens, hormones and growth factors typically leads to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharmaceutical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemotherapy
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increased translation.  Cells enduring environmental stress such as heat shock, osmotic 

stress or UV treatment usually show a decrease in protein synthesis (Kleijn et al., 1998; 

Gingras et al., 1999; Gingras et al., 2001b).  In S. pombe, similar to the mammalian 

stress-activated MAP kinase p38, Spc1 responds to various environmental stresses 

(Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Alao and Sunnerhagen, 2008).    

     There are two known Spc1 downstream target kinases, Cmk2 and Srk1, which are 

related to the mammalian calmodulin-dependent and MAPKAP kinases and to the 

budding yeast RCK1 and RCK2 kinases (Alemany et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2002).  Srk1 

protein kinase was first identified as a target of Spc1 by using a microarray analysis 

following stress, and its amino acid sequence is 39% identical to fission yeast Cmk2, and 

32% identical to budding yeast Rck2/Clk1 (Smith et al., 2002).  Spc1 is essential to 

induce both expression and activation of Srk1; when activated, Srk1 delays mitotic entry 

by phosphorylating Cdc25 (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2005; Alao and Sunnerhagen, 2008).  

Spc1 phosphorylates Srk1 at Thr463 and this plays a role in blocking Srk1 degradation.  

Furthermore, during stress Cdc25 is re-localized to the cytoplasm in a Srk1-dependent 

fashion.  Interestingly, in cdc25-9A cells, Cdc25 is not responsive to Srk1 and they are 

more sensitive to osmotic stress than ∆srk1 cells (Lopez-Aviles et al., 2008).  This result 

suggests that Srk1 may have another role in addition to its role in phosphorylating Cdc25.  

A number of studies previously showed that srk1+ and spc1+ deletion cells have different 

phenotypes: srk1 mutant cells divide at a reduced cell size and with a shortened G2 phase, 

whereas spc1 mutant cells are elongated with a G2 delay (Millar et al., 1995; Lopez-

Aviles et al., 2005).  This suggests that Srk1 may have a function independent from Spc1 
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activation, or Spc1 might be exerting an effect on a substrate other than Srk1.  In budding 

yeast, Hog1 (Spc1 orthologue) regulates Rck2 activity by phosphorylation.  During 

osmotic stress, the Rck2 phosphorylation level is increased but in hog1Δ background 

there is no phosphorylated form of Rck1.  Deletion of rck2 could rescue the lethality 

resulting from hyperactivity of the Hog1 pathway (Teige et al., 2001).  In comparison to 

Hog1, Spc1 is not only activated by osmotic and nutrient limitation but is also 

phosphorylated and activated by several kinds of environmental stresses such as high-

temperature and oxidative stress.  In response to osmotic stress, Spc1 regulates gene 

transcription of gpd1+ (glucerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), which is essential cell 

survival under these conditions and tps1+ (trehalose-6-phosphate synthase), which also 

plays a role in response to heat shock (Degols et al., 1996).   

       Spc1 is phosphorylated and activated by Wis1, a MAPK kinase (MEK).  Wis1 

phosphorylates Thr171 and Tyr173 of Spc1 (Millar et al., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell, 

1995).  Wis1 itself is activated by Wis4, a MEK kinase (MEKK).  The Wis1 MAPK 

kinase is essential for response to a variety of environmental stress signals through to 

Spc1 MAPK, and the Wis4-Wis1-Spc1 pathway is critical for cell survival of many forms 

of environmental stress (Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Shiozaki et al., 1998). During 

oxidative and heat stress, Spc1 is activated not only by the Wis4 pathway but also by a 

Wis4-independent signal transmission pathway.  Heat stress activation of Spc1 does not 

require MEKK activation (Shiozaki et al., 1998).  Later on it was confirmed that heat 

shock activation of Spc1 can be reduced by dephosphorylation of Thr171 by PP2C (2C 
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serine/threonine phosphatases) Ptc1 or Ptc3, whereas Tyr173 the main activation site 

remains phosphorylated (Nguyen and Shiozaki, 1999).  

    Pyp1 and Pyp2 PTPases dephosphorylate and regulate Spc1 activity in fission yeast.  

Pyp2 along with Pyp1 PTPase negatively regulates mitotic entry via the Spc1 MAPK 

pathway. The ∆pyp1 ∆pyp2 double mutant causes abnormal cellular growth and lethal 

arrest.  ∆spc1 is able to rescue the lethal phenotype of the ∆pyp1 ∆pyp2 double mutant 

indicating that Pyp1 and Pyp2 function through Spc1.  Pyp1 and Pyp2 over-expression 

results in tyrosine dephosphorylation of Spc1 and cell cycle delay at the G2/M phase 

(Millar et al., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Petersen and Nurse, 2007).  During 

osmotic stress, Spc1 induces transcription of pyp2+, whereas Pyp2 acts in a feedback 

pathway and negatively regulate tyrosine phosphorylation of Spc1 (Degols et al., 1996).  

The Tor pathway also affects the activity of Cdc2 kinase during nutrient-modulated 

mitotic entry by acting through the Spc1 pathway.  Fission yeast Gad8, an orthologue to 

mammalian S6K, is a downstream target of both TORC1 and TORC2.   TORC1 and 

Gad8 regulate mitotic entry by regulating Pyp2 activity (Hartmuth and Petersen, 2009).  

In rapamycin treated or nutrient-starved cells, Spc1 promotes mitotic onset by 

phosphorylating Plo1 and subsequent Cdc2 activation (Petersen and Nurse, 2007).  

Hydrostatic pressure also causes fission yeast cell cycle arrest by decreasing Cdc25 

activity.  In order to recover from hydrostatic pressure the cells need the Spc1-dependent 

phosphorylation of Plo1 (George et al., 2007). 

     In budding yeast eEF2 (translation elongation factor) is phosphorylated by RCK2 

under hyper-osmotic stress causing down regulation of general protein synthesis by Hog1 
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and Rck2 (Teige et al., 2001).  In fission yeast, during osmotic (KCl) and oxidative stress 

(H2O2) Spc1 plays a role in maintaining general protein synthesis.  In spc1-M13 (a loss of 

function mutant) cells, protein synthesis is decreased during both osmotic and oxidative 

stress.  The Spc1 pathway also promotes translation initiation by reducing eIF2α 

phosphorylation levels during oxidative stress but not in response to osmotic stress 

(Dunand-Sauthier et al., 2005).  Apart from eIF2, Spc1 interacts with eIF3a and 

translation elongation factors eEF2 and eEF3.  During hyper-osmotic and oxidative stress 

the interaction between Spc1 and eIF3a is reduced, whereas during nitrogen starvation it 

disappears.  The phosphorylation level of eIF3 is low in spc1- (Asp et al., 2008).  

Target of rapamycin (Tor) pathway: The target of rapamycin (TOR) protein 

kinases were first identified in Saccharomyces cerevisiae through growth inhibition 

induced by rapamycin (Heitman et al., 1991).  TOR kinase is a Ser/Thr protein kinase 

that functions in two distinct multi-protein complexes that play important roles in cell 

growth.  Regulation of the Tor pathway is known to be closely related to a number of 

human diseases and is associated with oncogenesis or tumor suppression (Hay and 

Sonenberg, 2004).  

     There are two Tor proteins in S. cerevisiae, Tor1 and Tor2, and they are highly similar 

(70% identical).  Tor1 is not essential while Tor2 is essential for growth.  Both Tor1 and 

Tor2 are part of the TORC1 complex, while Tor2 is only in TORC2 (Heitman et al., 

1991; Helliwell et al., 1994; Loewith et al., 2002).  The rapamycin sensitive Tor 

signaling pathway plays a central role in regulating cell growth in S. cerevisiae.  In 

response to nutrient signals, the cell cycle G2/M transition requires rapamycin sensitive 
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TORC1 function.  Cells treated with rapamycin or in a temperature-sensitive kog1-105 

background (KOG1, encoding an essential component of TORC1, raptor) cell cycle is 

delayed in G2.  TORC1 regulates polo-kinase (Cdc5) activity by controlling its sub-

cellular localization in budding yeast (Nakashima et al., 2008). 

     In mammals, Tor forms two different complexes.  mTORC1 is rapamycin sensitive 

and the mTORC2 is rapamycin insensitive.  mTORC1 consists of TOR, regulatory 

associated protein of mTor (Raptor), and the GβL (mLST8) protein; mTORC2 consists of 

TOR, GβL and rapamycin insensitive mTor or mAVO3 (Rictor) (Hara et al., 2002; Kim 

et al., 2003; Sarbassov et al., 2005). 

     The mTor pathway responds to growth factors through the PI3K pathway, and plays 

an important role in controlling cell growth, cell survival and apoptosis through its 

downstream target eIF4E (Schmelzle and Hall, 2000; Fingar et al., 2002; Hay and 

Sonenberg, 2004; Mamane et al., 2006).  Rapamycin sensitive mTor is one of the central 

kinases that regulate 5'-cap dependent translational control through its downstream 

targets 4E-BP1 and S6K1 (Figure2-5) (reviewed in Wullschleger et al., 2006).  In 

addition, the PI3K/mTor pathway also phosphorylates other translation initiation factors, 

such as eIF4B and eIF4G.  It has been shown that Erk/MAPK signaling and PI3K/mTor 

pathways mediate eIF4B phosphorylation (on Ser422) through S6K and RSK in vivo and 

in vitro, and the phosphorylated form of eIF4B has higher affinity for the eIF3 complex 

(Shahbazian et al., 2006).   
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Figure 2-5: Rapamycin sensitive Tor pathway.   (A) In mammal cells growth factors, 

nutrients, energy stress converge on TSC1/TSC2 to regulate mTor signaling 

through PI3K/Akt pathway.  mTor1 also responds to energy status through 

AMP-activated protein kinase AMPK, which  activates TSC2 and down-

regulates mTor-dependent phosphorylation of S6K1 and 4E-BPs. (B)  In S. 

pombe, the Tsc-Rheb-TOR pathway exists as in higher eukaryotic organisms.  

Both of the Tor1 and Tor2 are rapamycin sensitive in fission yeast.  Tor2 is a 

downstream target of a small GTPase Rhb1 protein.  Tor1 down-regulates 

Spc1 involved mitotic onset.  Tor1 and Tor2 may also important for cell 

growth.  But the relationship between the Tor pathway and eIF4E mediated 

translation initiation is not clear (Adapted and modified from Fingar et al., 

2002; Mamane et al., 2004; Uritani et al., 2006; Petersen and Nurse, 2007).    
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Besides the importance of the translation initiation process, the synthesis and 

accumulation of ribosomes are essential for normal cell growth and cell proliferation.  In 

mammal cells activation of the mTor pathway is essential for transcription activation of 

rDNA (ribosomal DNA).  mTor dependent regulation of  rRNA synthesis is mediated by 

S6K1 kinase (Hannan et al., 2003).  

     In mammals, raptor is a 150 kDa scaffold protein of mTor.  It associates with targets 

of rapamycin signaling (TOS) motifs in target substrates of TOR, this enhances the 

ability of TOR to effectively phosphorylate S6K1 and 4E-BP1, which contain a 5 amino 

acid TOS-signaling motif (FDIDL/ FEMDI) for binding to raptor (Schalm and Blenis, 

2002; Schalm et al., 2003; Yonezawa et al., 2004; Van Der Kelen et al., 2009).  The TOS 

motif in 4E-BP1 offers a docking site for the mTOR/raptor complex.  It is essential for 

4E-BP1 to bind raptor resulting in multi-site phosphorylation and release from eIF4E 

protein after insulin-stimulation (Schalm et al., 2003).  Mutation of the TOS motif 

abolishes mTor-catalyzed phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 and S6K in vitro (Nojima et al., 

2003).   These data indicate that the TOS motif is crucial for 4E-BP1 to regulate cell 

growth through eIF4E.  

     There are two Tor related proteins in fission yeast: Tor1 and Tor2.  tor2+ is an 

essential gene, while the tor1+ gene is required for the cells to respond to starvation, 

osmotic stress and oxidative stress (Weisman and Choder, 2001).   The TORC1 and 

TORC2 complexes also have been described in fission yeast. TORC1 is composed of 

Tor2, Mip1 (Raptor), Wat/Pop3 (Lst8 homolog) and Tco89, while TORC2 includes Tor1, 

Ste20 (Rictor), Wat1/Pop3, Sin1 and Bit61.  Tor2 is essential for cell growth and when it 
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is inactivated cells stop proliferation and undergo cell cycle arrest in G1.  Tor1 is essential 

for cell growth in a tor2 (tor2ts-13 and tor2ts-19) temperature sensitive background (De 

Virgilio and Loewith, 2006; Otsubo and Yamamato, 2008).  Various studies show that a 

Tsc-Rheb-TOR pathway exists in fission yeast as in other eukaryotic organisms.  Fission 

yeast Tor2 physically interacts with Rhb1; Tor2 is a downstream target of a small 

GTPase Rhb1 protein which has high sequence identity with the mammalian Rheb 

GTPase.  However, the rhb1 gene is not transcriptionally regulated, and an rhb1 deletion 

cell is arrested with a phenotype similar to nitrogen-starved fission yeast cells (Mach et 

al., 2000; Uritani et al., 2006; Urano et al., 2007).  When the mammalian orthologue 

Rheb is activated, it leads to phosphorylation of 4E-BP by mTor, and enables it to 

promote the formation of the translation initiation complex (Long et al., 2005).  In 

addition, S. pombe has a PTEN orthologue, Ptn1p, whose phosphatase domain is 38% 

identical to human PTEN phosphatase.  Mammalian PTEN acts as a tumor suppressor, 

and inhibits cell growth and survival by dephosphorylating phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-

triphosphate (PI3,4,5P3). In contrast, PI3K phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol-(3,4)-

biphosphate (PI3,4P2) and this accordingly promotes phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 by 

mTor.  Vsp34p is the only PI3-kinase in fission yeast, and essential for production of 

PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 (Hay and Sonenberg, 2004; Mitra et al., 2004).  Expression of 

mammalian PI3K in budding yeast causes conversion of PIP2 into PIP3 and growth arrest 

(Rodriguez-Escudero et al., 2005).   
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Chapter 3 

Regulation of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) by 

Pyp3 PTPase in fission yeast 

                                                                                          

                                                              Abstract 

      In all eukaryotic cells, the activity of the Cdc2-cyclin B complex determines the 

timing of entry into mitosis.  The Cdc25 tyrosine phosphatase and the Wee1 protein 

tyrosine kinases are the two main regulators of Cdc2 function.   In fission yeast cells 

lacking cdc25+, the activity of Pyp3 tyrosine phosphatase is thought to be responsible for 

tyrosine dephosphorylation of p34cdc2.   However, it is not clear whether Pyp3 plays a 

direct role in dephosphorylating Cdc2 when Cdc25 is functional.  To better understand 

the function and regulation of Pyp3, the yeast two-hybrid system was used to isolate 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe cDNA clones encoding proteins that interact with Pyp3.  

Ten of the 33 cDNA plasmids isolated were for the same gene, tif1(tif45).  Tif1 (eIF4E) is 

the mRNA cap-binding protein and essential for recruitment of ribosomes to mRNA.  We 

demonstrate that Pyp3 physically interacts with eIF4E in vivo through the conserved 

YxxxxLΦ motif located in the N-terminus of Pyp3, and affects both the phosphorylation 

state and the cellular distribution of eIF4E.  Moreover, over-expression of Pyp3 repressed 

the cell elongation phenotype induced by over-expression of eIF4E and this repression is 

dependent upon the conserved eIF4E binding site within Pyp3.  These observations 
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suggest that Pyp3 might have additional important roles in the coordination of cell 

growth with cell cycle control.  

                                                          Introduction 

     Reversible phosphorylation of tyrosine-15 on p34cdc2 plays a crucial role in the 

regulation of the cell cycle in a pathway that is conserved in all eukaryotes (Russell and 

Nurse, 1987b; Gould and Nurse, 1989; Featherstone and Russell, 1991).  In fission yeast, 

the kinases wee1+, mik1+ and the phosphatases cdc25+, pyp3+ play opposite roles in the 

regulation of p34cdc2 activity (Millar et al., 1991; Lundgren et al., 1991; Atherton-Fessler 

et al., 1993).  The Wee1 protein is a dose-dependent inhibitor of mitosis (Nurse, 1975), 

and loss of Wee1 leads to mitotic advancement.  Wee1 has recently been shown to be 

target of the cell polarity protein kinase Pom1 in the coordination of the cell size and 

division through the Cdr2-Cdr1-Wee1 pathway (Martin and Berthelot-Grosjean, 2009; 

Moseley et al., 2009).  Wee1 activity is required to prevent lethal premature entry into 

mitosis in cells overproducing the mitotic inducer Cdc25 or expressing the cdc25 

independent allele of cdc2, cdc2-3w (Russell and Nurse, 1987b).  Loss of wee1 activity 

suppresses the lethal phenotype of loss of cdc25 (Fantes, 1979).  Cdc2 phosphorylation 

status is also regulated in response to the DNA damage and DNA replication checkpoints.  

Both of the checkpoints are dependent on tyrosine-15 phosphorylation of Cdc2 by Wee1 

or Mik1 and concomitant inhibition of Cdc25 by Cds1 and Chk1 (Raleigh and O'Connell, 

2000; Rhind and Russell, 2001).  mik1 is positively regulated by the DNA damage 

checkpoint, and in response to environmental stress, Mik1 protein level accumulates in S-

phase and delays entry to mitosis (Baber-Furnari et al., 2000; Christensen et al., 2000).   
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     In cells lacking wee1, tyrosine phosphorylation of p34cdc2 is carried out by Mik1 

(Lundgren et al., 1991), while in cells lacking cdc25+ the activity of the Pyp3 

phosphatase is essential and thought to be responsible for tyrosine dephosphorylation of 

p34cdc2 at the G2/M phase transition.  Pyp3 was first identified as a high copy number 

plasmid suppressor of a cdc25-22ts mutation (Millar et al., 1992a).  Loss of pyp3+ 

function causes only a minor delay in the onset of mitosis in wild type cells, but is lethal 

in wee1- cdc25- double mutants, indicating an essential function in this genetic 

background.  Over-expression of pyp3+ in cells lacking wee1 protein kinase activity 

causes a lethal premature mitosis, which is dependent on the activation of the 

p34cdc2/cyclin B complex (Millar et al., 1992a).  

     Protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs) are a highly diverse family of enzymes and their 

activity is involved in all aspects of cell growth (Fischer et al., 1991; Susann et al., 1994; 

Streuli, 1996).  In addition to Cdc25, there are three related PTPases in fission yeast, 

Pypl, Pyp2 and Pyp3.   Pyp3 acts as a mitotic inducer by dephosphorylating tyrosine-15 

of p34cdc2, and does not share an overlapping function with Pypl or Pyp2 (Millar, 1992a;  

Ottilie, 1992; Gaits, 1999).   Pyp1 and Pyp2 negatively regulate Spc1 MAPK activity and 

increased Spc1 activity is known to result in accelerated mitotic onset through Plo1 

dependent Cdc2 activation (Millar et al., 1995; Petersen and Nurse, 2007).  Spc1 

transcriptionally induces the expression and activation of a downstream kinase, Srk1; 

activated Srk1 delays mitotic entry by phosphorylating Cdc25 (Smith et al., 2002; Lopez-

Aviles et al., 2005).  Pyp3 has so far been characterized only for its role in Cdc2 
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dephosphorylation (Millar et al., 1992a).  Most phosphatases are not restricted to a single 

substrate and it is not known whether Pyp3 has substrates in the cell other than Cdc2.   

     In this report we show that Pyp3 interacts with a wide rage of proteins.  The most 

common clone isolated by two hybrid screening was tif1+(tif45+) which codes for eIF4E, 

a cap binding protein playing a crucial role in eukaryotic translation initiation.  We have 

confirmed the physical interaction and focussed on this gene as possibly forming one link 

between cell cycle control and growth.  These findings strongly implicate Pyp3 in roles 

outside of mitotic initiation.  

Material and methods 

Strains and growth media:  All strains used for this study are listed in Table 3-1. Yeast 

cells were grown exclusively in minimal media supplemented with 200 µg/ml of adenine, 

leucine and uracil as required.  Thiamine was added after autoclaving to a final 

concentration of 15 µM.  DH5α E.coli was used for plasmid propagation.  YEA media 

was used to grow wild type and strains with chromosomally integrated constructs 

(Moreno et al., 1991) as needed.  

DNA manipulation, sequencing and electroporation:  Standard methods for DNA 

manipulation such as ligations, restriction digests, gel electrophoresis and electroporation 

are all described previously (Sambrook et al., 1989) as are buffer compositions and 

protocols associated with the various reagents.  Plasmid DNA was isolated from E.coli 

using the alkali lysis method and QIA prep Spin miniprep kit (QIAGEN).  DNA 
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Table 3-1:  S. pombe strains used in this study 

Strain Genotype Source 
Q629 h-  wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                                  Lab collection 

h+ tif1::kanMX4 pREP41-CFP-tif1 leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216                                Q4001  This study 

Q4002 h-  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3:His6  int  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                            This study 

Q4003 h-  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3-yfp int  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                              This study 

Q4004 h+  tif1::kanMX4 tif1-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                          This study 

Q4005 h+  tif1::kanMX4 pyp3::ura4+ tif1-cfp int  pyp3-His6 int  leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                  This study 

Q4006 h-  tif1::kanMX4 pyp3::ura4+  tif1-cfp int  pyp3-yfp  int  leu1-32  ura4-D18                   This study 

h- nmt1:tif1-cfp int  leu1-32                                                                                            Q4007  This study 

h+  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int   leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                                       Q4008  This study 

h- nmt1:tif1-cfp int nmt2:pyp3-yfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                               Q4009  This study 

Q4010 h+  tif1::kanMX4 pyp3::ura4+  tif1-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                          This study 

h- pyp3::kanMX4 tif1::kanMX4 tif1-cfp  int  pREP2-pyp3-YFP ura4-D18 leu1-32       Q4011  This study 

h+ tif1::kanMX4 tif1S209A-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                                    Q4012  This study 

h+  tif1::kanMX4   ptif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP  leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216        Q4016  This study 

Q4017 h+  tif1::kanMX4 pyp3::ura4+ tif1S209A-cfp int  pyp3-His6 int leu1-32 ura4-D1 8        This study 

Q4018 h+  tif1::kanMX4 pyp3::ura4+ ptif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP  pyp3-His6 int   This study 

                                                       leu1-32 ura4-D18                                                    

Q4019 h+  tif1::kanMX4 tif1-cfp int pyp3::kanMX4 pREP2-pyp3:His6  leu1-32 ura4-D18        This study 

Q4020 h-  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3Y137A-His6 int  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                 This study 

Q4021 h-  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3Y137A-His6 int  tif1::kanMX4 tif1-cfp int leu1-32 ura4-D1 8         This study 

 h+  pREP1-tif1  leu1-32                                                                          Q4030  This study 

Q4031 h-  pyp3::ura4+  pREP1-tif1  leu1-32  ura4-D18  This study 

h+ pREP1-tif1  pREP2-pyp3:HisQ4032 6 leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                   This study 
- h   pREP2-pyp3:HisQ4033 6  ura4-D18                                                  This study 

h-  pREP1-pyp3Y137A:HisQ4034 6  leu1-32                                    This study 

h-  pREP1-pyp3Y137A:HisQ4035 6  pREP2-tif1-YFP  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                   This study 

h-  pREP2-pyp3Y137A-YFP    ura4-D18                                        Q4036  This study 

h-  pREP42-pyp3Y137A-YFP   ura4-D18                                        Q4037  This study 

Q4038 h-  wee1-50  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3Y137A:His6 int  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                   This study 

h-   pREP2-tif1-YFP  ura4-D18                                                 Q4039  This study  

h-   pREP2-pyp3-YFP   leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                 Q4040  This study  

h-   pREP41-pyp3-YFP   leu1-32                                                Q4041  This study 

Q4059 h-  wee1-50   cdc25::ura4+  pREP81-pyp3  leu1-32 ura4-D18  This study 
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sequencing was done by MOBIX LAB at McMaster University.  Electroporation was 

done using the BioRad Gene Pulser and standard methods as outlined by Sambrook et al, 

(1989). 

Yeast Two-hybrid Screen:  DNA encoding amino acids 71-303, 71-225 and 1-225 of 

pyp3 was PCR-amplified with primers aypyp3F, aypyp3R, askarF and askarR 

(Supplementary Table 3-1) incorporating BamHI and XhoI restriction sites using High 

Fidelity Taq polymerase (Roche Molecular Biochemicals). All of the pyp3 fragments 

were fused to the 3' end of the LexA DNA-binding domain in pEG202 (Gyuris et al., 

1993) by cloning into the BamHI and XhoI sites of pEG202 to construct pEG202-Pyp3 

71-303lexA, pEG202-Pyp3 71-225lexA and pEG202-Pyp3 1-225lexA.   An S. pombe 

cDNA library (ATCC 87289) was screened (Durfee et al., 1993).  The two-hybrid 

experiments were performed with S. cerevisiae strain Y1003 (MATa/MAT  

URA3::lexAop-lacZ/8lexA-ADE2::URA3 ura3-1/ura3-1 leu2-2/leu2-3 his3-11/his3-11 

trp1-1/trp1-1 ade2-1/ade2-1 can1-100/can1-100) (Evangelista et al., 1997). 

Approximately 3,000,000 cDNA clones were screened.  

Plasmid construction:  The CFP and YFP genes were amplified from the pREP1-ish1-

CFP and pREP2-ish1-YFP plasmids with primers cyfp-ntf and cyfp-ntr using High 

Fidelity Taq polymerase (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) (Taricani et al., 2002). The 

pREP1 and pREP2 vectors (Maundrell, 1993) were double digested with BamH1 

(Promega) and Cfr9I+  (Promega), and the blunt-ended CFP and YFP fragments were 

cloned into the BamHI/Cfr9I+ sites of pREP1 and pREP2 to create pREP1-CFP and 

pREP2-YFP.  The pyp3 and tif1 ORFs were PCR-amplified from genomic DNA with 
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High Fidelity Taq polymerase (Roche Molecular Biochemicals) using primers aypyp3F 

and aypyp3R or tif1F and tif1R, incorporating NdeI and SalI restriction sites. The tif1 

PCR products were cloned into pREP1 or pREP1-CFP containing the leu selectable 

marker; pyp3 (or pyp3:His6) PCR products were cloned into pREP2 or pREP2-YFP 

containing the ura4 selectable marker, resulting in pREP1-tif1, pREP1-tif1-CFP and 

pREP2-pyp3, pREP2-pyp3-YFP or pREP42-pyp3-His6.  Mutagenesis of serine 209 to 

alanine resulted in constructs tif1S209A and mutation of tyrosine 93, serine 209 and 

threonine 210 to alanine resulted in construct tif1Y93A S209A T210A (construct 

tif1S209A T210A mutant see "Material and method"  of Chapter 4) and residue tyrosine 

137 to alanine resulted in construct pyp3Y137A.  Mutagenesis was performed by PCR 

using the Quikchange Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies).  After 

determining that the DNA sequences of the plasmids were correct, they were introduced 

into appropriate yeast strains by electroporation.  Positive transformants were selected in 

the presence of 15 µM  thiamine.  pREP1-tif1-CFP and pREP2-pyp3-YFP plasmids were 

integrated at the nmt locus under control of the nmt promoter by culturing in YEA to 

drop the free plasmid and then tested for appropriate chromosomal integration.    

Construction of the native promoter site integrated strain:  The tif1 and pyp3 5’ 

upstream sequences (from -629 to +1 bp and from -782 to +1 bp respectively) were PCR-

amplified using primers Gtif2 and Gtifrev for tif1 or pyp3GF-F and pyp3GF-R for pyp3 

incorporating PstI and NdeI restriction sites.  pREP1-tif1-CFP and pREP42-pyp3:His6 

were digested with PstI and NdeI to excise the 1200-bp fragment encoding the nmt 

promoter sequence.  Since YFP has an extra Pst1 cutting site on the C-terminus, we first 
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built pREP1-pyp3-CFP then switched CFP to YFP in order to build ppyp3-YFP (with 

native promoter).  The tif1 and pyp3 promoter PCR products were cloned into the gel-

purified vector backbones pREP1-tif1-CFP and pREP2-pyp3-YFP respectively.  All of 

the plasmids with native promoters were integrated at the native locus of tif1 and pyp3.  

Stable integrants were identified and tested by out-crossing to a ura4-D18 leu1-32 strain.              

Fluorescence Microscopy:  All images were captured on Leica or Zeiss fluorescence 

microscopes equipped with a high performance CCD camera and Slidebook software 

(Intelligent Imaging System).  

Protein Lysates and Western blot analysis:  Cells were grown to logarithmic phase in 

50 ml of EMM ± thiamine or YEA liquid culture as appropriate.  Cells were washed with 

Stop buffer (150 nm NaCI, 50 mM NaF, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaN3,  pH 8) and frozen 

on dry ice until use.  Cells were resuspended in SUME Lysis Buffer (1% SDS, 8 M urea, 

10 mM MOPS, pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM NaVO4) (Gardner et al., 

2005) supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and Complete Protease Inhibitor Mix EDTA-free 

(1 tablet per 50 mM of lysis buffer, Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Cells were 

disrupted at 4°C using a Minibead Beater-8 Cell Distruptor (BioSpec Products).  Relative 

protein concentration was determined using the BioRad Protein Assay Kit.  One fifth 

volume of 4×SDS Loading Buffer (200 mM Tris-HCI pH6.8, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 

3.34% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.01% Bromophenol Blue) was added and the sample 

was incubated for 5 minutes at 100°C.  Protein extracts (6.25 µg or 25 µg) were separated 

by 10% SDS-PAGE and electro-blotted to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (Perkin 

Elmer).  CFP and YFP tagged proteins were detected by monoclonal mouse anti-GFP 
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antibody (1:1000) (Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Immunoreactive bands were 

detected with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary goat anti-mouse antibody 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or goat anti-rabbit antibody (1:2000) and the luminol-based 

ECL detection kit (Perkin-Elmer).  Protein loading was monitored by Coomassie Blue 

staining. 

Immunoprecipitation analysis:  Harvested cells (1L of liquid culture) in HB buffer 

(25 mM MOPS, pH 7.2, 60 mM -glycerophosphate, 15 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 

15 mM MgCl , 15 
2 mM EGTA, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.1 mM sodium 

vanadate, 1% Triton X-100) (Moreno et al., 1991) supplemented with complete protease 

inhibitor mixture (Roche Molecular Biochemicals), were broken at 4°C using the cell 

distruptor and centrifuged to prepare a cleared whole-cell extract.  Cell extracts (500 µg) 

were pre-cleared of non-specific binding proteins that might associate with the beads 

before incubation with antibodies that recognize CFP or His6.  Next, cleared cell lysates 

were incubated with 15 µl of monoclonal anti-GFP or anti-His6 antibody (Genescript) in a 

500 µl volume in HB buffer at 4 °C over-night, and 100 µl of protein G-Sepharose beads 

(Amersham Biosciences) were added for 1 h at 4 °C.  Beads were washed extensively (4-

6 times) with HB buffer, resuspended in 2×SDS loading buffer, and analyzed by SDS-

PAGE.  For immunoblot analysis, 6.25 µg of total protein was loaded for detection of 

proteins in the total cell lysate; 10% of total immunoprecipitated material was loaded for 

detection of the immunoprecipitated protein, and 90% was loaded for detection of the co-

immunoprecipitate.  The proteins were subjected to immunoblot analysis as described 

above.  
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                   Results 

Yeast two-hybrid screen using Pyp3 as bait.  Initially the bait encoded on plasmid 

pEG202-Pyp3 consisted of the full-length pyp3 909 bp open reading frame fused to the 

C-terminal end of the LexA DNA binding domain.  The full length bait construct was 

found to activate lacZ transcription by itself.   Thus the open reading frame was truncated 

in three constructs: an amino terminal deletion (residues 71-303); a carboxy terminal 

deletion (residues 1-225) and the central region (residues 71-225) (Figure 3-1).  None of 

these  had transcriptional activation activity by themselves.   

     An S. pombe two-hybrid cDNA library (Bai and Elledge, 1997; Walhout et al., 2000) 

was then used to co-transform the pEG202-Pyp3 71-303, pEG202-Pyp3 71-225 and  

pEG202-Pyp3 1-225 containing  bait strains.  No positive colonies were obtained with the 

pEG202-Pyp3 1-225 bait, suggesting it may have been toxic or unstable and it was not 

pursued.  Out of the more than 3,000,000 transformants obtained from the other two 

contructs, there were 36 lacZ positive strains capable of growth on media lacking 

histidine, adenine and leucine.  To verify these positive interactions, prey plasmids were 

isolated from positive S. cerevisiae clones and transformed back into the Y1003/pEG202-

pyp3 71-303 and pEG202-pyp3 71-225 bait strains.  Of 36 original transformants, 31 

clones were positive upon retransformation.  The prey inserts were sequenced and a 

BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1990) was used to identify the genes.    The two-hybrid 

screen identified 16 different proteins or fragments of proteins that Pyp3 potentially 

interact with in vivo (Table 3-2).   
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Figure 3-1: Maps of pEG202-Pyp3 bait plasmid constructions. DNA encoding amino 

acids 71-303, 71-225 and 1-225 of pyp3 was PCR-amplified and incorporated 

at the BamHI and XhoI restriction sites of pEG202 to construct pEG202-Pyp3 

71-303 lexA (p1), pEG202-Pyp3 71-225 lexA (p2) and pEG202-Pyp3 1-225 

lexA (p3).   p0 shows full length of Pyp3; the active site is marked. 
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The gene recovered at the highest frequency was eIF4E, which was found 10 times.  

eIF4E protein (Tif1) is a mRNA cap-binding protein in the cap-dependent translation 

system and belongs to the eIF4F family.  eIF4F is involved in mediating the recruitment 

of ribosomes to capped mRNA (Gingras et al., 1999; Ptushkina et al., 1996a).  The Pyp3 

and eIF4E interaction suggested the tantalizing possibility of yielding a clue to the nature 

of the known interaction of the mitotic control with growth control.  Further work was 

therefore focused on this gene.  It was essential to verify this interaction using 

independent methods.   

Construction and characterization of an eIF4E-CFP expressing strain.  An eIF4E-

CFP COOH-terminal protein fusion was constructed in pREP1 containing the thiamine 

repressible nmt1 promoter.  tif1 is an essential gene, therefore in order to test for the 

functionality of this fusion protein, the h+/h+ diploid strain tif1+/tif1::kanMX4 (Q3634, 

purchased from Bioneer BG_0439) was transformed with the pREP1-tif1-CFP plasmid.  

Haploid cells carrying the multi-copy pREP1-tif1-CFP plasmid were selected as leu+ and 

ade- colonies following treatment with thiabendazole (TBZ) to induce haploidization.   

When expression was induced the cells had an elongated bulb-like misshapen phenotype 

and even displayed some cell elongation when repressed (Figure 3-2A).  To test lower 

expression levels, plasmids pREP41-CFP-tif1 and pREP81-tif1 (Basi et al., 1993; 

Maundrell, 1993) were therefore constructed and tested as above.  Both gave normal cell 

morphology and growth. When pREP41-CFP-tif1 was expressed, cell morphology was 

observed to be normal with CFP-eIF4E distribution throughout the cytoplasm and 

nucleus (Figure 3-2B).   
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Table 3-2:  Results of cDNA proteins interaction with Pyp3 in two hybrid system 

Times 

recovered 

Common name Function Orthologue to  

 
S. cerevisiae 

Gene 

Tif1(tif45) 10 Cap-binding Translation initiation Cdc33 

(SPAC16E815) protein eIF4E factor 

Rad24 2 14-3-3 protein Required for DNA BMH2 

SPAC8E11.02c homologue damage checkpoint 

Rad25 2 14-3-3 protein Required for DNA BMH2 

SPAC17A2.13c homologue damage checkpoint 

SPBC19G7.15 2 Nup44 Component of nuclear Nup57 

 pore complex 

SPAC2F7.07c 2 Clr6 histone deacetylase Involved in transcriptional RCO1 

 associated protein-2 Cph2 regulation 

Aph1 2 Ap4A hydrolase Bis(5'-nucleosyl)-

tetraphosphatase activity 

HNT2 

SPCC4G3.02 

Vma3 

SPAC1B3.14 

2 V-type ATPase subunit c H+ transporting ATPase 

activity, metal ion binding 

CUP5 

SPAC23H3.07c 1 Mitochondrial ribosomal 

protein S14, mrp2 

Structural constituent of 

mitochondrial ribosome 

MRP2 

 

SPBC16E9.09c 1 COPII-coated vesicle  Secretory pathway ERP5 & ERP6 

 component 

SPBP23A10.10 1 Serine/threonine protein 

kinase, Ppk32 

Serine/threonine protein 

kinase 

SCY1 

 

SPBC428.06c 1 Histone deacetylase 

complex ɤ subunit RXT2 

family 

Histone deacetylation RXT2 

 

SPCC1259.12c 1 Ran GTPase binding 

protein 

Involved in vacuolar 

import and degradation 

VID30 

 

SPBC1A4.08c 1 Chaperonin-containing T-

complex ɤ subunit, Cct3 

Involved in protein 

folding 

CCT3 

 

SPAC521.03 1 Short chain dehydrogenase  Oxidoreductase activity TMA29 

  

Sks2 1 Heat shock protein Interacting with ATP SSB1 and 

SSB2 SPBC1709.05 

Rps26 1 Ribosomal protein S26 Structural constituent of 

ribosome 

RPS26A and 

RPS26B SPAC806.03c 
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The genotype of the tif1 deletion haploid cells carrying the multicopy pREP41-CFP-tif1 

plasmid was confirmed by PCR.  Confirmation of the structure of the genomic deletion 

was determined by sequencing.   

    The tif1::kanMX4, pREP41-CFP-tif1 strain (Q4001), was out crossed with wild type 

(h-, Q359: leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216) cells.  Tetrad analysis showed that the haploid 

G418 resistant products were non-viable. The tif1::kanMX4 haploid spores were able to 

divide a small number of times before growth ceased.  This suggests that the eIF4E 

protein from the mother cell cytoplasm is relatively stable.  The untagged tif1 construct 

expressed from the pREP81 promoter was also able to complement the tif1 deletion.  

Next, we switched the nmt41 promoter of the pREP41-CFP-tif1 plasmid for the native 

tif1 promoter (see Material and Methods) and tried to integrate this plasmid into the 

chromosome.  We were unable to integrate cfp-tif1, indicating CFP-eIF4E might only 

functionally complement at multi-copy expression levels.  Plasmid pREP1-tif1-CFP with 

the nmt1 promoter replaced by the native promoter and containing a carboxyl terminal 

fusion of CFP was constructed and tested as above.  tif1-CFP with native promoter not 

only complemented the tif1 deletion but was also functional when integrated as a single 

chromosomal copy at the tif1 deletion locus behind its native promoter.  Taken together 

these data suggest that either N- or C- terminal constructs (CFP-tif1 or tif1-CFP) are 

functional; however, fission yeast cannot tolerate high expression levels of eIF4E and 

only the carboxy terminal CFP fusion is fully functional at single copy native promoter 

levels.  
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Figure 3-2: Complementation of tif1 gene deletion. (A) Effect of over-expression of 

tif1-CFP.  Haploid tif1::kanMX4 cells (from Q3634) with pREP1-tif1-CFP 

were grown on EMM selective media (supplement of adenine and uracil) 

either in the presence of thiamine (+B1, top) or absence of thiamine (-B1, 

bottom).  Right side is eIF4E-CFP fluorescence.  (B) Morphology of haploid 

tif1::kanMX4 cells carrying pREP41-CFP-tif1 plasmid (Q4001).  Cells are 

grown on EMM selective media without thiamine (-B1). 
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Interaction of Pyp3 and Tif1 (eIF4E) in vivo.  To test whether eIF4E and Pyp3 interact 

in vivo, a tif1-cfp int pyp3-His6 int (Q4005) strain was constructed by integration of native 

promoter driven plasmid constructs to the gene deletion locus and then inter-crossing the 

two strains (Q4002: pyp3::ura4+ pyp3-His6 int and Q4004: tif1::kanMX4 tif1-cfp int).  

Soluble protein extracts were prepared from logarithmically growing tif1-cfp int  

pyp3:His6 int cells in YEA medium.  eIF4E-CFP was immunoprecipitated using rabbit 

anti-GFP monoclonal antibody and the presence of Pyp3-His6 in the precipitates was 

assessed by western blot using a mouse anti-His6 monoclonal antibody.  

Immunoprecipitated eIF4E-CFP co-immunoprecipitated Pyp3-His6 (Figure 3-3A, lane 4), 

and immunoprecipitated Pyp3-His6 was able to co-immunoprecipitate eIF4E-CFP (Figure 

3-3B, lane 4).  Pyp3 and eIF4E proteins interact in vivo.   

Pyp3 PTPase affects phosphorylation status of eIF4E protein in vivo.   eIF4E is a 24 

kDa cap-binding protein belonging to the eIF4F complex family, and plays an important 

role in mRNA translation by binding the 5'-cap structure of the mRNA.  Regulation of 

eIF4E activity includes transcriptional regulation, modification of phosphorylation status 

and binding with inhibitory proteins (reviewed in Gingras et al., 1999).   
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Figure 3-3:  Pyp3 associates with eIF4E at native expression levels in vivo.   An S. 

pombe strain expressing pyp3:His6 int and tif1-cfp int (Q4005) was cultured 

in YEA liquid media at 30°C, and lysates prepared.  (A)  Immunoprecipitated 

eIF4E-CFP was able to co-immunoprecipitate Pyp3-His6 (left panel lane 4);  

1/10 of the cell lysate was loaded in order to confirm the presence eIF4E-CFP 

(right panel). eIF4E-CFP was immunoprecipitated  using rabbit anti GFP 

monoclonal antibody and detected by mouse anti GFP monoclonal antibody;  

the presence of Pyp3-His6 was assessed using a mouse anti-His6 monoclonal 

antibody. (B) In the reverse experiment, an immunoprecipitated Pyp3-His6 

was able to co-immunoprecipitate eIF4E-CFP (left panel lane 4); Pyp3-His6 

was immunoprecipitated and detected using mouse anti-His6 monoclonal 

antibody and the presence of eIF4E-CFP was assessed using a rabbit anti-

GFP monoclonal antibody.  Wild type cell lysate sample loaded as negative 

control for western blotting (left panel lane 3) 
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   Our co-immunoprecipitation results show that Pyp3 interacts with eIF4E.  Studies in 

other systems show that the eIF4E protein is a phosphoprotein and exists in both 

unphosphorylated and phosphorylated forms (Duncan et al., 1987; Wang et al., 1998). 

Phosphorylation status is known to affect its affinity for some classes of mRNAs with 

complex 5'-UTRs (Kleijn et al., 1998; Lachance et al., 2002).  In fission yeast, eIF4E-

CFP is detected as two bands on western blotting, and phosphatase treatment abolishes 

the upper slower mobility band, we conclude that the eIF4E protein is phosphorylated 

under normal growth conditions (Figure 3-4A).  

     We next asked whether Pyp3 affects the phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  Two new 

strains pyp3::ura4+ tif1-cfp int (Q4010) and tif1-cfp int  pREP2-pyp3-YFP (Q4011) were 

created.  These allowed for the testing of the putative phosphorylation status of eIF4E in 

the absence of Pyp3 and also following strong over-expression of Pyp3.   Interestingly, 

cells, which over-express Pyp3 in an otherwise wild type background, have a greater 

proportion of the protein in the faster migrating eIF4E band on the gel (Figure 3-4B lane 

2).  Cells with the chromosomal pyp3 gene deleted only display the upper, lower mobility 

band representing the phosphorylated state (Figure 3-4B lane 4; see also the longer 

exposure in the lower panel).  This suggests that Pyp3 directly or indirectly is responsible 

for dephosphorylation of the eIF4E protein.  eIF4E was dephosphorylated to a much 

greater extent during strong over-expression of Pyp3 compared to those cells where Pyp3 

is integrated into its native locus (pyp3-yfp int  tif1-cfp int  Q4006) (Figure 3-4B, lane5).   
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Figure 3-4: Pyp3 PTPase affects the phosphorylation status of eIF4E in vivo. (A) 

Phosphatase sensitivity of eIF4E lower mobility band.  Western blot of 

lysates from tif1-cfp int cells were harvested and  aliquots 5µg of total protein 

treated without (-) or with (+) λ-Phosphatase (New England Biolab Inc.) in 

the absence of phosphatase inhibitors for 3 hours at 30 °C.  Lower panel the 

shows the same membrane stained with Coomassie Blue as a loading control.  

(B) Western blot of cell lysate that expressing eIF4E-CFP in the presence of 

Pyp3-YFP over-expression or Pyp3 gene deletion.  The western blot is 

developed with mouse anti-GFP antibody. Lane 1: negative control, wild type 

(wt) cell. Lane 2 and 3: Cells expressing tif1-cfp integrated at the native 

promoter transformed with pREP2-pyp3-YFP (Q4011) was grown in EMM 

liquid media either in the absence of Thiamine (-B1) or presence of Thiamine 

(+B1) for 17 hours.  Lanes 4 and 5:  pyp3 deletion tif1-cfp int (Q4010) and 

pyp3-yfp int tif1-cfp int (Q4006) cells (5 minutes exposure).  Lower panel is a 

longer exposure time (10 minutes) for the same blot to show the absence of a 

lower band in lane 4.  Both of the gels were run for 3 hours and 40 minutes 

on 10% of SDS-PAGE gel. 
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Pyp3 and eIF4E distribution in the cell.  In order to better understanding the biological 

significance of the interaction between Pyp3 and eIF4E, the cellular distribution of eIF4E 

and Pyp3 proteins was examined using fluorescence microscopy of tif1-cfp int (Q4004) 

and pyp3-yfp int (Q4003) expressed from their native promoters.  The cells were imaged 

during logarithmic growth and the distribution of the fluorescence was quantified by 

comparing fluorescence intensity for eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP both in cytoplasm and 

nucleus respectively.  Based on area (pixels), eIF4E-CFP fluorescence intensity is higher 

in the cytoplasm relative to the nucleus (187/237, nucleus/cytoplasm), and based on cell 

or organelle volume about 8.3% of total eIF4E-CFP is localized to the nucleus.  Pyp3-

YFP fluorescence intensity on the other hand is higher in the nucleus (120/97, 

nucleus/cytoplasm) and overall about 20.3% of Pyp3 is localized there (Figure 3-5A and 

Supplementary Table 3-2).               

Pyp3 expression status affects nuclear-cytoplasmic eIF4E distribution.  Since Pyp3 

status affects the phosphorylation state of eIF4E, the sub-cellular distribution of eIF4E 

was examined in the presence of high levels of Pyp3 as well as in the pyp3 deletion 

strain.  Over-expression of His6 tagged Pyp3 from the pREP2 plasmid (Q4019) resulted 

in some reduction in cell size, assumed to be related to the dephosphorylation of Cdc2 

(Millar et al., 1992a).  Under these conditions, more eIF4E-CFP is found in the nucleus 

(87% in the cytoplasm, 13% in the nucleus based on fluorescence intensity and relative 

size of the compartments) (Figure 3-6A and Supplementary Figure S3-2).  In wild type 

cells, 92% of eIF4E-CFP is in the cytoplasm, and around 8% in the nucleus; in the pyp3 

deletion strain (Q4010) there is less in the nucleus (93.8% in the  
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Figure 3-5: Cellular localization of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP.   (A) tif1-cfp (Q4004) 

and pyp3-yfp (Q4003) native locus integrated strains were grown on YEA 

liquid media at 30°C. The cells were imaged during logarithmic growth and 

the distribution of the fluorescence was quantified based on fluorescence 

intensity for eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP in cytoplasm and nucleus 

respectively (quantitative data, see Supplementary Table 3-2).   
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Figure 3-6: Pyp3 levels affect the sub-cellular localization of eIF4E.   (A) tif1-cfp int 

cells transformed with the pREP2-pyp3-His6 plasmid (Q4019) were grown in 

EMM liquid culture either in the absence of Thiamine (-B1, top panel) or 

presence of Thiamine (+B1 second panel) for 17 hours.  pyp3+ tif1-cfp int 

(Q4004) and pyp3::ura4+  tif1-cfp int (Q4010) cells were cultured in EMM 

liquid culture for 17 hours. (B) The mean fluorescence intensity of eIF4E-

CFP in the nucleus (n=30).  The error bar represents standard deviations. 
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cytoplasm, and 6.2% in the nucleus).  Cells over-expressing pyp3-His6 from the pREP2 

plasmid cultured in the presence of thiamine to repress the promoter had a 3% lower level 

in the nucleus compared to cells without thiamine (Figure 3-6A and Supplementary 

Figure S3-2).  Pyp3 over-expression had a significantly greater eIF4E-CFP concentration 

in the nucleus than in pyp3 deletion cells (p<0.05) (Figure 3-6B). 

Effect of nutritional status on Pyp3 expression and eIF4E phosphorylation.  In 

mammalian and yeast cells translation of specific mRNAs (cyclinD1 in mammalian and 

CLN3 in budding yeast) is regulated by translation initiation factors such as eIF2α and 

eIF4E (Dever, 2002).  In mammalian cells, the phosphorylated form of eIF4E increases 

cyclin D1 mRNA nuclear-cytoplasmic transport (Topisirovic et al., 2004; von der Haar et 

al., 2004).  In budding yeast eIF4E (Cdc33) mutations (cdc33-1 and cdc33-42) decrease 

the translation rate of CLN3 and cause G1 cell cycle arrest; over-expression of eIF4E 

affects Cln3 translation and causes a slow growth phenotype (Danaie et al., 1999; 

Anthony et al., 2001).  In fission yeast, the size requirement for mitotic entry is 

influenced by nutritional conditions.  In response to nitrogen availability, cells divide 

either at a smaller or larger size when grown in nitrogen poor (proline as nitrogen source) 

or rich (glutamate as nitrogen source) medium respectively (Fantes and Nurse, 1977) 

indicating that a nutritional-sensing pathway exists to regulate the components of the 

mitotic control and cell growth.   

     To examine the potential relationship between Pyp3 expression and its effect on eIF4E 

phosphorylation and response to nitrogen-starvation the pyp3::ura4+ tif1-cfp int (Q4010) 

and  pyp3-yfp int  tif1-cfp int (Q4006) strains were cultured in EMM, EMM-N+Glu, 
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EMM-N+Pro and EMM-N media.  Immunoblotting results show that CFP tagged eIF4E 

dephosphorylation depends on Pyp3 expression level.  In nitrogen rich media (EMM and 

EMM-N+Glu) Pyp3 expresses at the highest level and some dephosphorylation of eIF4E 

is observed.  The faster migrating band was not detected in nitrogen poor media (EMM-

N+Pro), in which Pyp3 expression level is lowest.  In the pyp3 deletion cells there is no 

dephosphorylated form of eIF4E was detected (Figure 3-7A and B).   

     These results lead to a question:  Is Pyp3 able to rescue wee1- cdc25- cells in nitrogen 

poor media?  To test this possibility, wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ (Q629) cells were grown 

both on nitrogen rich (EMM) or nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) solid and liquid media. 

wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ cells were unable to form colonies on nitrogen poor (EMM-

N+Pro) plates after 3 days culture at the permissive temperature 36°C (Figure 3-7C).  

Similarly, in nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) liquid media, wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ cells are 

also unable to grow.  In contrast, in nitrogen rich (EMM) media wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ 

cells are able to grow (Figure 3-7D).  These data suggest that there is not enough Pyp3 

protein to allow wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ to survive in nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) 

medium, consistent with our western blotting data.  To test if the over expression of Pyp3 

in this background will revert this effect, the wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ cells transformed 

with pREP81-pyp3 or empty vector were grown both on the nitrogen rich (EMM) and 

nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) selective plates for 5 days at 36°C.  Results showed that 

over expression of pyp3 from pREP81 is able to rescue the lethality of wee1-50 

cdc25::ura4+ on EMM-N+Pro media (Figure 3-7E and F). 
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Figure 3-7: Effect of nitrogen source on level of Pyp3 and eIF4E phosphorylation 

level.  pyp3-yfp int  tif1-cfp int (Q4006)  and pyp3::ura4+ tif1-cfp int (Q4010) 

cells were grown in complete minimal media (EMM) or in EMM without 

ammonium chloride but supplemented with glutamate or proline as nitrogen 

source liquid media for 17 hours. Cells were also grown without a nitrogen 

source (EMM-N), which stimulates cell division and arrest in G1.  (A) Cell 

extracts were analyzed by western blot with mouse anti-GFP antibody.  A 

total of 6.25 µg of protein was loaded.   Sample from a pREP2-pyp3-YFP 

strain was loaded as positive control without thiamine (lane 1).  (B)  Samples 

from same cell culture as in A were taken and eIF4E-CFP (cyan) and Pyp3-

YFP (red) fluorescence was observed.  Images for cells containing tif1-cfp 

and pyp3-yfp integrated at the native locus were exposed for 10x the exposure 

needed for pREP2-pyp3-YFP strain. (C) Wild type (Q250) and wee1-50 

cdc25::ura4+ (Q629) cells were grown both on the nitrogen rich (EMM) and 

nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) selective plates for 3 days at 36°C.  (D) 

Logarithmically growing wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ cells were harvested and 

equal aliquots of cells were filtered and washed with nitrogen minus media 

for 3 times.  One group of cells (3 × 10 5 cells/ml, at time zero) were cultured 

in nitrogen rich (EMM) media and another group of cells (3 × 10 5 cells/ml, 

at time zero) was cultured in nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) medium for 24 

hours at 36°C. (E) wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ (Q629) cells transformed with 

pREP81-pyp3 or the empty vector were grown both on the nitrogen rich 

(EMM) and nitrogen poor (EMM-N+Pro) selective plates for 5 days at 36°C.  

(F)  wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ cells with pREP81-pyp3 grew well both on EMM 

and EMM-N+Pro media, whereas wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+cells with the empty 

vector grew well on EMM medium but underwent 2-3 divisions and arrested 

as elongated cells on EMM-N+Pro medium. 
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Pyp3 binding site for eIF4E.  Our two hybrid analysis results showed that Pyp3 71-303 

and 71-225 amino acid regions bound to the eIF4E protein.  The smaller clone does not 

contain the Pyp3 catalytic domain.  In mammalian eIF4E Ser209 is the major site of 

phosphorylation.  It is phosphorylated by the MAP-kinases Mnk1 and Mnk2 in vivo (Flynn 

and Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 1995; Ueda et al., 2004).  S. pombe has the equivalent 

conserved residue in the C-terminal KSGST motif which is found in the eIF4E sequences 

of human, rabbit and mouse (Ptushkina et al., 1996a).  Fission yeast eIF4E Thr210 

immediately adjacent to Ser209 is known to be phosphorylated in mammalian eIF4E in 

vitro by protein kinase C (Whalen et al., 1996).  In addition, the Tyr93 residue is fully 

conserved among mammals, Drosophila, budding and fission yeast (Supplementary 

Figure S3-1), and this could be a potential site of regulation since Pyp3 has tyrosine 

phosphatase activity and is thought to be responsible for tyrosine dephosphorylation of 

p34cdc2 at the G2/M phase transition (Millar et al., 1992a).      

     To test for the importance of these residues in eIF4E, two plasmids tif1S209A-CFP 

and tif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP (triple mutant) were constructed and tested for their 

ability to rescue a haploid tif1::kanMX4 strain.  The tif1S209A-CFP plasmid was able to 

rescue the tif1 deletion strain both under multi-copy expression from the native tif1 

promoter and following chromosomal integration at the native tif1+ locus (Q4012).  In 

comparison, the tif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP triple mutant variant appeared to have 

reduced activity and was only able to functionally complement the tif1 deletion strain 

under multi-copy expression behind the native tif1 promoter (Q4016).  When the triple 

mutant was integrated in the tif1::kanMX4 strain, upon tetrad dissection the two leu- 
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viable spores were always G418 sensitive, indicating that cells deleted for tif1+ are not 

complemented by this construct in a single copy.  

     To confirm whether the two mutant variants of tif1-CFP bind to Pyp3, two new strains 

tif1S209A-cfp int  pyp3-His6 int (Q4017) and  ptif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP (behind the 

native promoter)  pyp3-His6 int  (Q4018) were constructed.   Co-immunoprecipitation 

results showed that Pyp3 was able to bind to both the S209A and the Y93A S209A 

T210A eIF4E mutant variants, and the phosphorylation site (S209, T210 and Tyr93) 

mutant variants of fission yeast eIF4E, as well as the Tyr93 mutant still show double 

migrating bands on SDS-PAGE gels (Figure 3-8A).   

     In mammals, most of the eIF4E binding partners recognize and interact with the eIF4E 

protein through a conserved motif YxxxxLФ (where x is any residue and Ф is a 

hydrophobic residue) (Mader and Sonenberg, 1995; Dostie et al., 2000).  Inspection of 

the amino acid sequence of Pyp3 revealed a consensus eIF4E-binding motif (Tyr137-Trp-

Pro-Val-Glu-Leu-Phe) in the N-terminus of Pyp3 (Figure 3-8B).  To investigate whether 

the putative eIF4E-binding site of Pyp3 might be responsible for its interaction with 

eIF4E, C-terminal His6-tagged wild type pyp3-His6 int tif1-cfp int (Q4005) or 

pyp3Y137A-His6 int tif1-cfp int (Q4021) mutant strains were subjected to co-

immunoprecipitation and western blotting.   Wild type Pyp3-His6, but not the Y137A 

mutant, associated with eIF4E-CFP, indicating that Pyp3 associates with eIF4E through 

the conserved eIF4E recognition motif (Figure 3-8C).  

     The question remained as to whether the catalytic activity was perturbed in 

Pyp3Y137A.  Since Pyp3 is essential for Cdc2 activation in wee1- cdc25- cells at the  
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Figure 3-8: Pyp3 and eIF4E interact through conserved binding sites. (A)  Ser209, 

Thr210 and Tyr93 are not required for binding to Pyp3.  Cell lysates from 

tif1S209A-cfp int pyp3-His6 int (Q4017) and ptif1Y93A/S209A/T210A-CFP 

(with native promoter) pyp3-His6 int (Q4018) were used for co-

immunoprecipitation.  Immunoprecipitations (from 500 µg of extract) of CFP 

tagged eIF4E variants were performed by using rabbit anti-GFP.  eIF4E-CFP 

was detected using mouse anti-GFP monoclonal antibody and the presence of 

Pyp3-His6 was assessed using a mouse anti-His6 monoclonal antibody.  (B)  

Amino acid sequence alignment showing that S. pombe Pyp3 (X69994) 

shares a potential conserved eIF4E binding site with human 4E-BP1 

(L36055), human 4E-BP2 (L36056), human 4E-BP3 (AF038869),  S. 

cerevisiae p20 (X15731), S. cerevisiae Eap1p (Z28204) and S. pombe eIF4G 

(NM_001020030).  Residues that are critical for eIF4E binding are coloured. 

(C) eIF4E association with Pyp3 is abolished in Pyp3Y137A.  pyp3-His6 int 

tif1-cfp int (Q4005) or pyp3Y137A-His6 int tif1-cfp int (Q4021) strains were 

subjected to co-immunoprecipitation.  Immunoprecipitation and western 

blotting were performed as described above. 
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restrictive temperature (Millar et al., 1992a) we tested the mutant for its ability to rescue 

wee1- cdc25- cells.  wee1-50 pyp3Y137A-His6 int (Q4038) cells were mated to wee1-50 

cdc25::ura4+ (Q629) to generate  wee1-50 pyp3Y137A cdc25::ura4+ spores which were 

viable at 36°C, the non-permissive temperature for wee1-50.  At 25°C, wee1-50 

pyp3Y137A cdc25::ura4+ spores were somewhat elongated.  In order to measure cell 

length at division of both the wee1-50 pyp3+ cdc25::ura4+ and wee1-50 pyp3Y137A 

cdc25::ura4+ cells, they were cultured in YEA liquid media at 36°C.  Interestingly, 

wee1-50 pyp3Y137A cdc25::ura4+ cells had a longer cell size (~22 µm) than wee1-50 

pyp3+ cdc25::ura4+ cells (~18 µm).  These results indicated that the Y137A mutation is 

functional in dephosphorylating Cdc2 since otherwise the cells would have been cdc-, 

however the longer cell size suggests some reduced functionality.  Taken together, these 

data suggest that the Pyp3 Tyr137Ala protein is catalytically active and that the Tyr137 

residue is essential for eIF4E binding and therefore its regulation in S. pombe.   

Over-expression of Pyp3 inhibits the elongation phenotype caused by over-

expression of eIF4E.  eIF4E is a key regulator of the cap-dependent translation initiation 

process.  The oncogenic properties of eIF4E protein can be reduced by introducing 

antisense RNA in Hela, breast adeno-carcinoma (MDA435), head and neck squamous 

cell lines (De Benedetti et al., 1991; Nathan et al., 1997; DeFatta et al., 2000).  As shown 

previously Pyp3 PTPase interacts with eIF4E; Pyp3 PTPase affects the phosphorylation 

state and cellular distribution status of the eIF4E protein.  Since the phosphorylated 

versions of eIF4E are thought to be the most active forms (Minich et al., 1994), the 

question then is whether Pyp3 over-expression is able to  
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Figure 3-9: Pyp3 inhibits elongation phenotype caused by over-expressing eIF4E.  

(A) Wild type and pyp3 deletion cells transformed with pREP1-tif1 were 

grown in liquid media for 24 hours without thiamine at 30°C.  Cell 

morphology was analyzed microscopically.  (B) Wild type cells transformed 

with pREP1-tif1 (top, Q4030), pREP2-pyp3:His6 (middle, Q4033), or both 

pREP1-tif1 and pREP2-pyp3:His6 plasmids (bottom, Q4032) were grown in 

liquid media for 24 hours without thiamine at 30°C.  (C)  Cells that express 

eIF4E-CFP from the strong nmt promoter as single integrated copy (top, 

Q4007), cells that express Pyp3-YFP from the strong nmt promoter as single 

integrated copy (middle, Q4008), or c-expressing eIF4E-CFP and  Pyp3-YFP 

from the strong nmt promoter as single integrated copies (bottom, Q4009) 

were grown in liquid media for 24 hours without thiamine at 30°C.  (D)  

Level of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP proteins from cells in (C) was detected 

by western blot with anti-GFP anti-bodies. 
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suppress the presumed over activity upon over-expression of eIF4E in S. pombe?  The 

effect of eIF4E was examined in wild type pyp3+ and pyp3::ura4+ cells respectively.  In 

these cells, over-expression of wild type tif1+ from the pREP1 plasmid causes a more 

severe aberrant cell morphology in pyp3 deletion cells (Q4031) compared to pyp3+cells 

(Q4030) (Figure 3-9A).  This suggests that Pyp3 status might affect over-activation of 

eIF4E.  Next, to investigate the impact of Pyp3 on the elongated phenotype caused by 

over-expression, eIF4E fission yeast cells expressing pREP1-tif1+ were co-transformed 

with pREP2-pyp3-His6 (Q4032).  Co-expression of Pyp3 prevented the cell elongation 

caused by eIF4E over-expression both in the multi-copy expressed (Q4032) and single 

copy nmt  promoter integrated strain nmt1-tif1-cfp int nmt2-pyp3-yfp int  (Q4009) (Figure 

3-9B, C and D).  Together, these data suggest that Pyp3 acts as a negative regulator of 

cell elongation growth caused by eIF4E over-expression in fission yeast. 

Pyp3Y137A mutation within the consensus eIF4E binding domain is unable to 

inhibit the elongation phenotype induced by over-expression of eIF4E.  The 

association of Pyp3 with eIF4E is abolished if the conserved eIF4E recognition motif 

(Tyr137-Trp-Pro-Val-Glu-Leu-Phe) located in the N-terminus of Pyp3 is mutated by 

changing the first tyrosine residue to alanine.  If the Pyp3 suppression of the cell 

elongation phenotype associated with eIF4E over-expression requires that Pyp3 and 

eIF4E interact as opposed to a more indirect mechanism then the binding site mutant 

should not suppress the cell elongation phenotype.  In order to test this hypothesis, wild 

type cells expressing pREP2-tif1-YFP plasmid were co-transformed by pREP1-

pyp3Y137A:His6  plasmid.  Our data show that cells over-expressing the Y137A (Q4034) 
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mutant variant of Pyp3 were unable to rescue of the elongation phenotype; the cells with 

co-expressing pREP2-tif1-YFP and pREP1-pyp3Y137A:His6 divided at ~18.3 μm (Figure 

3-10A, bottom), which is still longer than wild type cells (divided at ~14 μm).  

Interestingly when cells over-expressed Pyp3Y137A a wee phenotype was not seen after 

culturing in liquid media in the absence of thiamine for 24 hours as is normally seen 

following over-expression of  wild type Pyp3 (Millar et al., 1992a).  Cells that over-

expressed pREP1-pyp3Y137A:His6 divided at ~15 μm (Figure 3-10A, middle) compared 

to wild type Pyp3-His6 over-expressing cells that divided at ~10 μm (Figure 3-9B, 

middle).  These results suggest that diminished affinity of Pyp3Y137A for eIF4E reduces 

the ability of Pyp3 to inhibit cell cycle delay caused by over-expression of eIF4E.  A 

western blot using mouse anti-YFP and anti-His6 confirmed that equivalent amounts of 

protein are present in each group (Figure 3-10B).   On close examination, we found that 

Pyp3Y137A-His6 over-expression cells have a dark spot in the cytoplasmic area (see 

figure 3-10, arrow showing cells), presumably representing aggregation.  We would then 

predict that over-expression of Pyp3Y137A-YFP might not strongly localize in the 

nucleus.  When pREP2-pyp3Y137A-YFP is expressed, the Pyp3Y137A-YFP signal shows 

as a bright YFP fluorescent spot in cytoplasm with some protein also localized elsewhere 

in the cytoplasm.  In contrast, wild type Pyp3-YFP is mainly localized to the nucleus.    

When pyp3Y137A-YFP was expressed from the relatively weak pREP42 plasmid, the 

Pyp3Y137A-YFP signal was distributed throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus, with a 

higher concentration localized in the nucleus (Supplementary Figure S3-3).  
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Figure 3-10:  Pyp3Y137A cannot inhibit elongation phenotype caused by over-

expressing eIF4E.  (A) Wild type cells transformed with pREP2-tif1-YFP 

(top, Q4039), pREP1-pyp3Y137A:His6 (middle, Q4034), or both pREP2-

tif1-YFP and pREP1-pyp3Y137A:His6 plasmids (bottom, Q4035) were 

grown in liquid media for 24 hours with thiamine (+B1) or without (-B1) 

thiamine at 30°C.  Long white arrows show DAPI stained nuclei; short 

arrows show the location of dark spots in cytoplasm.  (B)   Level of eIF4E-

YFP and Pyp3Y137A-His6 proteins from cells in (A) were detected by 

Western blot with anti-GFP and anti His6 anti-bodies. 
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                      Discussion 

     We have shown that fission yeast eIF4E protein specifically interacts with Pyp3, a 

previously identified p34cdc2 tyrosine phosphatase, through a conserved eIF4E-BP-like 

binding domain.  In fission yeast, a dephosphorylated form of eIF4E is not detectable in 

cells lacking Pyp3 and when Pyp3 is over-expressed there is a decreased level of the 

phosphorylated form.  These results suggest that Pyp3 activity might be required for the 

direct down-regulation of eIF4E.  In addition, our findings show that Pyp3 status affects 

the nuclear-cytoplasmic distribution of eIF4E and over-expression of Pyp3 counteracts 

the cell elongation phenotype induced by over-production of eIF4E. This latter effect is 

dependent upon the eIF4E-BP-like binding domain found in Pyp3. These findings may 

have implications for translation initiation and for the rate of mRNA movement from 

nucleus to cytoplasm.  Pyp3 may play a role in linking mitosis to translational control and 

thus is part of the overall cell cycle control link to growth control.   

    A number of tyrosine phosphatases play important roles in cell cycle control and cell 

growth in fission yeast: Cdc25 dephosphorylates Cdc2 promoting cell cycle progress, 

Pyp1 and Pyp2 PTPases dephosphorylate Spc1 MAPK kinase (Millar et al., 1995; 

Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Degols et al., 1996).   In mammals, eIF4E interacts with 

translation inhibitory eIF4E-binding protein (4E-BP), 4E-BP1, which inhibits eIF4E by 

competing with its binding to eIF4G (Gingras et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2005).    

Moreover, the eukaryotic eIF4E binding protein (4E-BP) not only represses eIF4E 

binding into the eIF4F complex but also regulates its cellular localization (Rong et al., 

2008).  Recently, it has been shown that mammalian 4E-BPs control cell proliferation by 
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selectively inhibiting translation of cell proliferation and cell cycle related mRNAs 

(Dowling et al., 2010).  In budding yeast, there is no orthologue of eIF4E-BP but two 

proteins Eap1p and Caf20p share similarity only in the 4E-binding domain (YxxxxLФ) 

play a role as translational repressors by using a similar molecular mechanism to 

mammalian 4E-BPs (Altmann et al., 1997; de la Cruz et al., 1997; Cosentino et al., 

2000).  In particular, Eap1p might affect S. cerevisae eIF4E (Cdc33) nuclear localization 

through its putative nuclear localization sequence (Cosentino et al., 2000; Ptushkina et 

al., 1996).  No 4E-BP or Eap1p or Caf20p orthologues have been described in fission 

yeast.   

    It remains to be understood precisely how Pyp3 regulates eIF4E activity in vivo.  

Proteins or peptides with the conserved motif (YxxxxLΦ) are likely to control translation 

initiation processes in cell development, growth and oncology (reviewed in Richter and 

Sonenberg, 2005).  It has been reported that transformation activity of eIF4E can be 

suppressed by the over-expression of eIF4E binding protein, 4E-BP1, in human fibroblast 

cell lines (Polunovsky et al., 2000;  Li et al., 2002).   In budding yeast, over-expression 

of eIF4E causes a slow growth phenotype; this phenotype could be rescued by over-

expressed Caf20p (eIF4E binding protein) and Mbp1, a Cln3 dependent transcriptional 

complex (Anthony et al., 2001).  Similarly, our results show that over-expression of Pyp3 

wild type, but not Pyp3Y137A, strongly inhibits the elongation phenotype caused by 

over-expression of eIF4E (Figure 3-9 and 3-10).  It seems that Pyp3 binds to eIF4E 

(through the conserved YxxxxLΦ motif ) and negatively regulates the affinity of eIF4E 

for the 5' m7G cap or restricts its access to eIF4G to form the translation initiation 
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complex, eIF4F.  Since an eIF4E-BP-like binding site on Pyp3 appears to be important 

for the association, it may be that this physical interaction is sufficient to prevent eIF4E 

from binding to cap structures.    

     In mammalian cells, eIF4E regulates cyclin D1 export from the nucleus by binding to 

eIF4E sensitivity elements (4E-SE) in the 3′ untranslated region of cyclinD1 mRNA.  

eIF4E binding to the 4E-SE element is closely related to eIF4E ability to export cyclinD1 

to the cytoplasm and oncogenic transformation (Cohen et al., 2001; Tapon et al., 2001; 

Culjkovic et al., 2005).  Over-expression of eIF4E has been reported in several human 

cancers, leads to oncogenic transformation in mammalian fibroblasts, and causes aberrant 

growth and morphology in HeLa cells (De Benedetti and Rhoads, 1990; Lazaris-Karatzas 

et al., 1990; Bilanges and Stokoe, 2007).  Moreover, over-expression of eIF4E stimulates 

ornithine decarboxylase, fibroblast growth factor and vascular endothelial growth factor 

mRNA translation in mammalian cells.  These mRNAs all possess relatively long and 

structured 5’ UTRs (Shantz and Pegg, 1994; Graff et al., 1997; Nathan et al., 1997; Graff 

and Zimmer, 2003).  In budding yeast eIF4E (Cdc33) mutants cause abnormal translation 

of CLN3 and G1 cell cycle arrest; over-expression of eIF4E affects Cln3 translation and 

causes a slow growth phenotype (Anthony et al., 2001; Danaie et al., 1999).  We propose 

a model that over-expression of eIF4E might have similar effect on cell proliferation 

related cyclin translation or nuclear-cytoplasmic transportation in fission yeast.  

Previously, it has been shown fission yeast Cig1 and Cig2 are essential for efficient G1/S 

transition, cells with cig1 and cig2 double deletion show multiple nuclei and delay 

septum formation (Connolly and Beach, 1994; Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996).  Our 
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results show that over-expression of eIF4E delays the cell cycle and causes abnormal 

morphology of S. pombe cells.  This has a common underlying mechanism to the budding 

yeast model.     

    In mammalian cells about 18% of total eIF4E is localized to the nucleus (Lejbkowicz 

et al., 1992).   In S. cerevisiae, eIF4E is distributed both in the nucleus and cytoplasm, 

and it is more concentrated in the nucleus (Lang et al., 1994).  Phosphorylated eIF4E is 

the active form and thought to be localized to the nucleus and to promote the export of 

certain mRNAs from the nucleus (Buxade et al., 2008).  Our results showed that 8% of 

eIF4E is localized to the nucleus based on volume.  Pyp3 is more concentrated in the 

nucleus and it may directly affect eIF4E trafficking through physical association as well 

as the down regulation of the cap binding protein via phosphatase activity.    

    Our data show that both the phosphorylated and dephosphorylated forms of eIF4E can 

be co-immunoprecipitated with Pyp3, and the mammalian phosphorylation site (S209, 

T210) mutant variants of fission yeast eIF4E, as well as the Tyr93 mutant still show 

double migrating bands on SDS-PAGE gels.   Budding yeast eIF4E (CDC33) lacks an 

equivalent of the S209 residue, and S2 and S15 are thought to be the major 

phosphorylation sites and phosphorylated by casein kinase II (Zanchin and McCarthy, 

1995).  Analysis of the fission yeast eIF4E protein sequence reveals several consensus 

sites for casein kinase II (S10, S70, T146 and S199), and one site for casein kinase I 

(S205).    There are also several conserved Ser and Thr residues (S85, S94 and T168) in 

addition to S209 and T210, and this suggests that other phosphorylation sites might exist 

and play a role in this system.    
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     Over-expression of Pyp3 wild type, but not Pyp3 Y137A, strongly inhibits the 

elongation phenotype caused by over-expression of eIF4E suggesting that Pyp3 may act 

as a 4E-BP analogue independently of its phosphatase activity.  We have no direct 

measure of the distribution status of the two forms in the nucleus versus the cytoplasm 

however, in the pyp3 deletion background where only the phosphorylated form of eIF4E 

is found, the protein is distributed in both cellular compartments.  Upon over-expression 

of Pyp3 there is some nuclear accumulation of eIF4E compared with pyp3 deletion cells.  

Another model might be that Pyp3 participates in carrying eIF4E into the nucleus.  In the 

nucleus Pyp3 binds to eIF4E and as a consequence of this effect there is decreased 

transportation of cell growth and proliferation related mRNAs.  In addition to affecting 

phosphorylation status, Pyp3 might also affect eIF4E activity by altering its sub-cellular 

localization in fission yeast. 

     Does Pyp3 play a bridging role between cell growth and cell division progress through 

translation control?  In general, reduced translation initiation causes cell cycle delay or 

arrest.  In order to enter a new cycle of cell division, yeast cells have to grow to a critical 

size and reach a critical rate of protein synthesis (Johnston et al., 1977; Popolo et al., 

1982).   In budding yeast eIF4E (Cdc33) mutations (cdc33-1 and cdc33-42) decrease the 

translation rate of CLN3 and thus cause G1 cell cycle arrest at the non-permissive 

temperature of 37 ºC (Brenner et al., 1988; Danaie et al., 1999).  In fission yeast, Cdc25 

as well as the B-type cyclins (Cig2 and Cdc13) are under translational control by the 

activity of translation initiation factor eIF4A and general translation factor ded1 (Daga 

and Jimenez, 1999; Grallert et al., 2000).  When Pyp3 is over-expressed in cdc25 deletion 
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cells, the rate of Cdc2 dephosphorylation is not changed in response to activation of DNA 

damage or the DNA replication checkpoint (Rhind and Russell, 2001).  Importantly, in 

mammalian mitosis, the phosphorylation level of eIF4E protein is decreased (Bonneau 

and Sonenberg, 1987; Huang and Schneider, 1991).  In fission yeast, protein synthesis is 

reduced during mitosis and during the latter portion of the cell cycle (Creanor and 

Mitchison, 1982; Creanor and Mitchison, 1984).  It is possible that during mitosis Pyp3 

stimulates dephosphosphorylation of eIF4E or binds with eIF4E, and down-regulates of 

cap-dependent translation initiation in fission yeast.    

     In addition to eIF4E, a wide range of other proteins were positive interactors in our 

two-hybrid analysis. These included the 14-3-3 proteins, rad24 and rad25.  These 

interactions were confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation (A. Yimit and P. G. Young, 

unpublished).  14-3-3 proteins are known as important regulators of signal transduction 

pathways and have major roles in regulating elements of the mitotic control including 

wee1 and cdc25 (Lopez-Girona et al., 1999; Raleigh and O'Connell, 2000; Lee et al., 

2001; Hermeking and Benzinger, 2006).  In addition to 14-3-3 proteins, there were 

several proteins related to nuclear transport and translational control found as positive 

interactors in the two hybrid analysis.  Budding yeast NUP57, orthologue to fission yeast 

Nup44, is an essential nuclear pore protein: Mutations in NUP57 cause defects in nuclear 

RNA export and nuclear pore complex assembly (Bucci and Wente, 1998; Fabre and 

Hurt, 1997; Grandi et al., 1995).  In addition, Ran-GTP plays a role both in nuclear 

protein import and RNA export (Gorlich and Mattaj, 1996; Koepp and Silver, 1996). 

Mammalian ribosomal protein rpS26 protein participates in translation initiation through 
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its interaction with eukaryotic translation initiation factors eIF3 (Pisarev et al., 2008; 

Tolan et al., 1983).  In addition, Sks2 is a heat shock protein playing a role in the cell 

cycle progression (Usui et al., 1997). Budding yeast SSB, orthologue to fission yeast 

Sks2, binds to translating ribosomes and plays a role in maintaining translational fidelity 

and stability of nascent chains (Nelson et al., 1992; Pfund et al., 1998).  This latter 

interaction has been confirmed by using tandem affinity purification (TAP) with Pyp3-

TAP as bait (McQuire, T and P.G.Young unpublished).  Taken together, it suggests that 

Pyp3 might play a role in fine tuning translation or a surveillance role in mRNA 

transportation pathway in addition to mitotic control.  

      In summary, we have identified a novel function of Pyp3.  Pyp3 interacts with eIF4E 

in vivo, and affects the phosphorylation state and cellular distribution status of the eIF4E 

protein.  Over-expression of Pyp3 inhibited the cell elongation phenotype induced by 

over production of eIF4E and this depends on a conserved binding site of Pyp3.  Pyp3 

has attributes of both a 4E-BP and a role in dephosphorylation of its target. In addition to 

eIF4E, a number of other proteins were positive interactors in our study.  The nature of 

these proteins indicates that Pyp3 might play important roles in addition to mitotic 

regulation.  Further investigation of the pathways involved may provide insight into how 

cells coordinate cell growth and cell division through eIF4E-binding proteins.   
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Chapter 4 

Phosphorylation of translation initiation factor eIF4E at Ser209 along 

with Thr210 are essential for cell viability in fission yeast 

 

                                                            Abstract 

     Eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF4E is the cap binding protein that 

participates in mRNA export to the cytoplasm and the recruitment of the pre-initiation 

complex to mRNA.  Over-expression of eIF4E has been reported in several human cancer 

cells and abnormal regulation of eIF4E is closely linked to oncogenic transformation.  In 

mammals, eIF4E Ser209 is the major site of phosphorylation and Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe has the equivalent residue in the conserved C-terminal KSGST motif.   

Previously, we demonstrated that fission yeast Pyp3 PTPase interacts with eIF4E (Tif1) 

in vivo and affects the phosphorylation state and cellular distribution status of eIF4E.   

Here we demonstrate that phosphorylation of eIF4E at Ser209 is not essential for cell 

proliferation, but the cell cannot tolerate loss of Ser209 along with Thr210.  The main 

phosphorylation site (S209, T210) mutant variants of fission yeast eIF4E still show 

double migrating bands on SDS-PAGE gels, and this suggests there are phosphorylated 

residues other than those tested.  In addition, a conserved tyrosine residue (Y93) is 

essential to eIF4E function.  Over-expression of wild type and several phosphorylation 

site mutant variants (S209A, S209E and S209A T210A) of eIF4E have a negative effect 

on cell cycle transition resulting in longer cell size as well as the cellular distribution of 
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eIF4E.  In contrast, over-expression of Y93 mutant variants (Y93A, Y93E and Y93A 

S209A T210A) resulted in a smaller cell size phenotype in S. pombe.   Moreover, we 

show that Pyp3 activity suppresses the cell cycle delay that results from eIF4E mutant 

variant over-expression.  

  

                                  Introduction 

     Recognition of the mRNA m7Gppp5' cap structure by the eIF4F cap-binding complex 

is a crucial step of translation initiation in cap-dependent translation (reviewed in Gingras 

et al., 1999).  eIF4E is the smallest subunit of eIF4F and plays a crucial role in mRNA 

translation by recognizing and binding the 5'-cap structure of the mRNA.  eIF4E 

facilitates the recruitment of other translation factors to the mRNA via its interaction with 

translation initiation factor eIF4G, a component of the eIF4F complex (Raught and 

Gingras, 1999).  Regulation of eIF4E activity is critical for normal cell growth and its 

activity is highly regulated (reviewed in Gingras et al.  1999).   Extracellular stimuli 

influence eIF4E activity through the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) and Ras signaling 

pathways (Waskiewicz et al., 1997; Gingras et al., 1998).  In addition, abnormal 

regulation of eIF4E can be linked to oncogenic transformation (De Benedetti and Rhoads, 

1990; McClusky et al., 2005).  eIF4E is phosphorylated by Mnk1/2 in mammals at 

Ser209 and this may up-regulate its transformation activity (Topisirovic et al., 2004).   

     In addition to phosphorylation, eIF4E is regulated by translation inhibitory proteins, 

the mammalian eIF4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs); the best characterized of which is 4E-

BP1. 4E-BP1 is phosphorylated at multiple sites by mTOR through the phosphoinositide 
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3-kinase (PI3K) /AKT pathway (reviewed in Hay and Sonenberg, 2004).  Hyper-

phosphorylated 4E-BP1 dissociates from eIF4E and cap-dependent translation is initiated 

by binding of free eIF4E to the 5′-cap of mRNAs.  In addition, 4E-BP1 inhibits eIF4E 

activity by competing with its binding to eIF4G. Both 4E-BP1 and eIF4G contain a 

conserved eIF4E-binding motif (YxxxxLΦ) (Mader et al., 1995; Waskiewicz et al., 1999; 

Wang et al., 2005).   In budding yeast, there is no orthologue of 4E-BP but two proteins 

Eap1p, (EAP1) and p20 (CAF20), that share similarity only in the 4E-binding domain, 

play a role as translational repressors by using a similar molecular mechanism to 

mammalian 4E-BPs (Altmann et al., 1997; Cosentino et al., 2000). 

     In mammals, eIF4E Ser209 is the major site of phosphorylation by the MAP-kinase 

signal-integrated kinases Mnk1 and Mnk2 in vivo (Flynn and Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 

1995; Ueda et al., 2004).  In addition, a Thr 210 residue, immediately adjacent to Ser209, 

and conserved among rabbit, mouse, human and S. pombe, has been shown to be  

phosphorylated in mammalian eIF4E in vitro, and in vivo in a Ser209Ala mutant protein 

by protein kinase C (Whalen et al., 1996).  The phosphorylated versions of eIF4E are 

thought to be localized to the nucleus where they promote export of certain mRNAs from 

the nucleus (reviewed in Buxade et al., 2008).  For example, mRNAs with shorter, 

unstructured 5′-UTRs usually are more efficiently translated compared to the mRNAs 

with longer, highly structured 5′-UTRs (Graff and Zimmer, 2003).  eIF4E is known to 

up-regulate translation of cyclinD1, ornithine decarboxylase, c-myc and FGF-2 mRNA, 

and this is closely related to oncogenic activity of eIF4E (Graff et al., 1997; Nathan et al., 

1997; Graff and Zimmer, 2003).  Cells treated with hormones, growth factors and 
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mitogens have increased translation rates and a high phosphorylation level of eIF4E 

(Gingras et al., 1999; Scheper and Proud, 2002).  In mammalian cells, both 

phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated forms of eIF4E can bind to m7GTP-sepharose 

with phosphorylated eIF4E having a higher affinity for the mRNA cap (Minich et al., 

1994; Shibata et al., 1998).  In Drosophila melanogaster, eIF4E S209A flies develop 

more slowly, with low viability and are smaller than wild type control groups (Lachance 

et al., 2002).  In contrast, in Xenopus reticulocyte lysates the wild type as well as the 

S209A (S205 in Xenopus) mutation of eIF4E is functional and able to rescue translation 

in vitro (McKendrick et al., 2001).  Furthermore, recent studies show that in mammalian 

cells phosphorylated eIF4E has reduced cap binding affinity and a lower dissociation rate 

from mRNA (Scheper and Proud, 2002; Scheper et al., 2002; Zuberek et al., 2003).  S. 

cerevisiae lacks an equivalent of the S209 residue and in budding yeast there appears to 

be no direct link between eIF4E phosphorylation and its translational activity (Zanchin 

and McCarthy, 1995; Scheper and Proud, 2002).  However, various mutant forms of 

human eIF4E (S53A, S209A and S209D) efficiently rescue growth of S. cerevisiae with a 

deletion of cdc33, the gene for eIF4E (McKendrick et al., 2001).   

     The effects on cell growth and proliferation associated with eIF4E phosphorylation 

have not been systematically studied.  Unlike budding yeast, S. pombe has the equivalent 

conserved S209 and Thr210 residues in the C-terminal KSGST motif found in the eIF4E 

sequences of human, rabbit, mouse and Drosophila (Ptushkina et al., 1996).  Our 

previous studies showed that Pyp3 PTPase affects the phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  

Since Pyp3 is a known effector of Cdc2 cyclin kinase Tyr15 dephosphorylation, this 
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suggests a mechanism for a link between cell cycle and translation efficiency.  Drawing 

on the conservation of several potential phosphorylation sites in mammals and fission 

yeast, we have examined the effect of phosphorylation-site mutant variants of eIF4E on 

cell growth in vivo and cap binding affinity in vitro.  Our data show that phosphorylation 

of eIF4E at Ser209 alone is not essential for viability or cell proliferation but that 

phosphorylation on Ser209 along with Thr210 might be essential for eIF4E function and 

cell viability.  In addition, a conserved tyrosine residue (Y93) found in all eukaryotic 

eIF4E proteins is required to eIF4E function.  The protein from several main 

phosphorylation site-directed mutant variants of eIF4E still show two bands as 

phosphorylated (slower moving) and dephosphorylated (faster moving) on SDS-PAGE 

gels.  Furthermore, over-expression of causes a delay of cell cycle transition and an 

elongated cell size phenotype at division in S. pombe.  Variants of the Ser209 and Thr210 

conserved sites (S209A, S209E and S209A T210A) do not affect this delay.   

                   Material and methods 

Strains and growth media:  All strains used for this study are listed Table 4-1. Yeast 

cells were grown exclusively in minimal media supplemented with 200 µg/ml of adenine, 

leucine and uracil as required.  Thiamine was added after autoclaving to final 

concentration of 15 µM.  DH5α E.coli was used for plasmid propagations.  YEA media 

was used to grow wild type and gene native locus integrated S. pombe (Moreno et al., 

1991) as needed.  

DNA manipulation, sequencing and electroporation: Standard methods for DNA 

manipulation such as ligations, restriction digests, gel electrophoresis and electroporation 
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have all been described previously (Sambrook et al, 1989) as have buffer compositions 

and protocols associated with the various reagents.  Plasmid DNA was isolated from E. 

coli using the alkali lysis method and QIA prep Spin miniprep kit (QIAGEN). DNA 

sequencing was done by MOBIX LAB at McMaster University.  Electroporations were 

done using the BioRad Gene Pulser and standard methods as outlined by Sambrook et al, 

(1989). 

Plasmid construction: All of the plasmids and native promoter site integrated strains 

constructed are as described in “Material and methods” of Chapter 3. Mutagenesis of 

residue serine 209 to glutamate is designated as construct tif1S209E; residues serine 209 

and threonine 210 to alanine as construct tif1S209A T210A, residues tyrosine 93 to 

alanine as construct tif1Y93A, tyrosine 93 to phenylalanine as construct tif1Y93F, tyrosine 

93 to glutamate as construct tif1Y93E.  They were performed by PCR using the 

Quikchange Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies).  (All oligonucleotides 

used in this study see Supplementary table 4-1).  All site directed mutagnesis was 

performed by PCR using the Quikchange Site-directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent 

Technologies).  All of the plasmids were confirmed by sequencing and transformed into 

yeast  cells.  Positive transformants were selected in the presence of 15 µM thiamine.  

Construction of the native promoter site integrated strain: The sequence upstream of 

the tif1 gene (from - 629  to +1 bp) was PCR-amplified using primers Gtif2 and Gtifrev 

and incorporated PstI and NdeI restriction sites into the tif1 sequence.  pREP1 plasmid 

expressing tif1 mutant variants S209E, S209A T210A (double mutant), Y93A, Y93F and  
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Table 4-1:  S. pombe strains used in this study 

Strain Genotype Source 
h-  leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216                                           Q359  Lab collection 

 

 

Q3634   h+/h+  tif1+/tif1::KanMX4 leu1-32/leu1-32 ura4-D18/ura4-D18  Lab collection 

                                        ade6-M210/ade6-M216          
+  tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                                h  This study Q4004 

Q4012 h+ tif1::KanMX4 tif1S209A-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216                                         This study 

h+  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1Y93AS209AT210A-CFP  leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216 Q4016  This study 

Q4026 h-  tif1::KanMX4  tif1S209E-cfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                       This study 
-   h pREP1-tif1-CFP  leu1-32                      Q4027  This study 
-   pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP  leu1-32                                                                                       h  This study Q4028 
-  h  pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP  leu1-32                                                                                       Q4029  This study 
- h   pREP2-pyp3-YFP   leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                 Q4040  This study  
-  h  pREP1-tif1S209A/T210A-CFP  leu1-32                                                                            Q4042  This study 
-  h  pREP1-tif1Y93A-CFP  leu1-32                                                                                       Q4043  This study 
-  h  pREP1-tif1Y93F-CFP  leu1-32                                                                                       Q4044  This study 
-  h  pREP1-tif1Y93E-CFP  leu1-32                                                                                       Q4045  This study 
-  h  pREP1-tif1Y93A/S209A/T210A-CFP  leu1-32                                                                  Q4046  This study 

h+  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1S209A/T210A-CFP    leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216 Q4047  This study 

h+  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1Y93A-CFP  leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216   Q4048  This study 
+ h  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1Y93F-CFP  leu1-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216                                      Q4049  This study 

h+  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1Y93E-CFP leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                      Q4050  This study 
+ h  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1S209A-CFP leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                    Q4051  This study 
+ h  tif1::KanMX4   ptif1S209E-CFP leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                    Q4052  This study 
+h  pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP   pREP2-pyp3-YFP  leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                  Q4053  This study 
+h  pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP   pREP2-pyp3-YFP  leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                  Q4054  This study 
+h  pREP1-tif1S209A/T210A-CFP   pREP2-pyp3-YFP    leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                  Q4055  This study 
+h  pREP1-tif1Y93F-CFP   pREP2-pyp3-YFP leu1-32 ura4-D1 8                  Q4056  This study 
+ h  tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  tif452::KanMX4  leu1-32 ura4-D18 Q4060  This study 

h-   tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  srk1::KanMX4  leu1-32 ura4-D18      Q4061  This study 

Q4062 h+ tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  spc1::ura4+ leu1-32 ura4-D18      This study 

Q4063 h+  tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  spc1::ura4+  srk1::KanMX4  leu1-32 ura4-D18  This study 
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 Y93E were digested with PstI and NdeI to excise the 1200-bp fragment encoding the nmt 

promoter sequence.  The tif1 promoter region was cloned into the gel-purified vector 

backbone of each mutant variant to build ptif1S209E-CFP, ptif1S209AT210A-CFP, 

ptif1Y93A-CFP, ptif1Y93F-CFP and ptif1Y93E-CFP.  All of the plasmids with native 

promoters were integrated at the native locus of tif1 by culturing in YEA liquid media.  

Stable integrants were identified and tested by out-crossing to an ura4-D18 leu1-32 

strain.  

Fluorescence Microscopy: All images were captured on a Leica fluorescence 

microscope equipped with a high performance CCD camera (Sensicam) and Slidebook 

software (Intelligent Imaging System).  

Protein Lysates and Western blot analysis: Cells were grown to mid-log phase in 50 

ml of EMM with (+B1) or without (-B1) thiamine or YEA liquid culture as appropriate.  

Cells were washed with Stop buffer (150 nm NaCI, 50 mM NaF, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM 

NaN3,  pH 8) and frozen on dry ice.  Cells were resuspended in SUME Lysis Buffer (1% 

SDS, 8 M urea, 10 mM MOPS, pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM NaVO4) 

supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and Complete Protease Inhibitor Mix EDTA-free (1 

tablet per 50 mM of lysis buffer, Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Cells were disrupted 

at 4°C using a Minibead Beater-8 Cell Distruptor (BioSpec Product).  Relative protein 

concentration was determined using the BioRad Protein Assay Kit.  One fifth volume of 

4×SDS Loading Buffer (200 mM Tris-HCI pH 6.8, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 3.34% (v/v) 

2-mercaptoethanol, 0.01% Bromophenol Blue) was added and the sample was boiled for 

5 minutes at 100°C.  Protein extracts (6.25 µg or 25 µg, Bio-Rad protein assay) were 
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separated by 10% SDS-PAGE, electroblotted to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane 

(Perkin Elmer).  CFP and YFP-tagged proteins were detected by monoclonal mouse anti-

GFP antibody (1:1000) (Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Immunoreactive bands were 

detected with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary goat anti-mouse IgG 

antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (1:2000) and the 

luminol-based ECL detection kit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Protein loading was 

monitored by Coomassie Blue staining. 

7m GTP-Sepharose chromatography analysis: In order to determine the relative cap-

binding affinity of different mutation variants of eIF4E, a total of 300 µg of eIF4E cell 

lysates were incubated in HB buffer (25 mM MOPS, pH 7.2, 60 mM -glycerophosphate, 

15 mM p-nitrophenyl phosphate, 15 mM MgCl , 15 
2 mM EGTA, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

dithiothreitol, 0.1 mM sodium vanadate, 1% Triton X-100) (Moreno et al., 1991), 

supplemented with complete protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  

Then 30 µl  of m7GTP-Sepharose 4B beads (GE Health care) were added.  The mixture 

was incubated at 4 °C over-night with moderate shaking.  The beads were then washed 

extensively (4-6 times) with HB buffer, and eluted fractions were resuspended in 2× SDS 

loading buffer, and analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE.  For immunoblot analysis, 6.25 µg of 

total protein was loaded for detection of proteins in the total lysate and protein in the 

unbounded lysate. 

             Results 

Does mutation of S209, T210 and Y93 affect the function of eIF4E?  It has been 

shown that phosphorylation of eIF4E is crucial for cell growth and closely related to its 
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transformation activity (Lachance et al., 2002; Topisirovic et al., 2004; Bianchini et al., 

2008).  S. pombe has Ser 209 and Thr110 residues in the conserved C-terminal KSGST 

motif (Ptushkina et al., 1996).  In addition, a tyrosine 93 residue is fully conserved 

among mammals, budding and fission yeast.  Since Pyp3 has tyrosine phosphatase 

activity and is thought to be responsible for tyrosine dephosphorylation of p34cdc2 at the 

G2/M phase transition (Millar et al., 1992a), this could be a potential site of regulation.  

To characterize these eIF4E conserved residues we generated strains carrying various 

eIF4E mutants: S209A, S209E, S209A T210A (double mutant), Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and 

Y93A S209A T210A (triple mutant).  

     Our previous study showed that fission yeast cells can not tolerate high expression 

levels of wild type eIF4E in a tif1- background and had an aberrant morphology (Yimit 

and Young unpublished, 2011, Chapter 3).  Considering the possibility that the toxicity 

was due to over activity of eIF4E function, we tested whether strong over-expression of 

versions with potentially attenuated activity might be tolerated.  Over-expression of 

eIF4E-S209A, eIF4E-S209E, eIF4E-S209A T210A, eIF4E-Y93A, eIF4E-Y93F, eIF4E-

Y93E or eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A mutant constructions from the nmt1 promoter are 

not viable.  To test whether these mutant variants are functional in translation, we 

switched the strong nmt1 promoter for the relatively weak native tif1 promoter and 

transformed all of the native promoter driven CFP tagged tif1 mutant plasmids into the 

diploid tif1+/tif1::kanMX4 (Q3634) strain.   Haploid cells carrying the multi-copy tif1-

CFP mutant plasmids were selected as leu+ and G418 resistant colonies following 

treatment with thiabendazole (TBZ) to induce haploidization.  The genotype of the tif1 
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deletion haploid cells carrying the multi-copy tif1-CFP mutant plasmids were confirmed 

by PCR and the phenotype and growth rate of these strains were observed after culture on 

YEA and EMM media.   Cells carrying mutant variants of eIF4E-S209A(Q4051),  eIF4E-

S209E (Q4052), eIF4E-S209A T210A (Q4047), eIF4E-Y93A (Q4048), eIF4E-Y93F 

(Q4049), eIF4E-Y93E (Q4050) and eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A (Q4016) have a similar 

growth rate as compared to wild type eIF4E-CFP (expressed from multi-copy plasmid) 

on YEA plates.  In contrast, on minimal EMM plates only cells carrying the Y93F mutant 

variant had a similar growth rate to wild type eIF4E-CFP cells.  The rest of mutants 

showed a slower growth rate (Figure 4-1A, B and C).    To investigate whether S209A, 

S209E, S209A T210A, Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and Y93A S209A T210A mutants are able to 

rescue the tif1-
 strain at single copy expression level, all of the strains were cultured in 

YEA liquid media to drop free plasmids.  Integrants were selected as stable G418 

resistant chromosomally integrated strains.  Only S209A and S209E yielded 

chromosomal integrants.  These two strains not only complement the tif1- null allele but 

also grow as well as wild type tif1+ strains (Table 4-2).  We were unable to get positive 

native locus integrated strains for S209A T210A, Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and Y93A S209A 

T210A mutants (after culture in YEA media more than 15 days in three independent 

transformations and selections), indicating they are only functional at higher multi-copy 

expression levels for the native promoter (Table 4-2).  From this we conclude that cells 

do not require Ser209 to be phosphorylated, but that the Ser209 Thr210 double mutant is 

not viable; in addition the eIF4E Tyr93 residue is essential for S. pombe viability. 
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Figure 4-1: Growth rate of different mutant variants of eIF4E.  (A)  Wild type eIF4E 

(Q4004)  or mutant variants eIF4E-S209A (Q4051), eIF4E-S209E (Q4052), 

eIF4E-S209A T210A (Q4047), eIF4E-Y93A (Q4048), eIF4E-Y93F (Q4049), 

eIF4E-Y93E (Q4050) and eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A (Q4016) expressing 

from the tif1 native promoter (not integrated) were grown on YEA plates at 

30°C for 2 days. Magnification: 200X.  (B)  Same strains on EMM plates 

after 2 days at 30°C.  Magnification: 200X.  (C)  Serial dilutions (106, 105, 

104, 103) of logarithmic phase wild type or eIF4E mutant variants S209A, 

S209E, S209A T210A, Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and Y93A S209A T210A strains 

were plated on rich (YEA) medium and EMM medium.  Colony formation 

was analyzed after 3 days growth at 30 °C. 
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Table 4-2: Analysis of tif1 mutants 

                                      High expression              Low expression                Single copy 

- tif1 allele                          phenotype                        phenotype                         rescue tif1
tif1-CFP lethal          normal growth                                +  

S209A lethal             slow growth                                    + 

S201E lethal             slow growth                                    + 

S209A/T210A lethal              slow growth                                    - 

Y93A lethal                                 slow growth                                    - 

Y93F lethal     normal growth                               - 

Y93E lethal                                 slow growth                                    - 

Y93A/S209A/T210A lethal                                 slow growth                                    - 

 

  High expression = multi-copy expressing from pREP1 plasmid.  Low expression =   expressing 

from the tif1 native promoter (not integrated). Plasmids were transformed into a diploid 

strain, and haploids selected following induced haploidization.  Cells were scored for viability, 

growth and in the case of (-) inability to select a haploid integrant strain. 
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Effect of mutations on m7GTP binding in vitro. To gain an insight into the relative cap-

binding affinity of different mutant variants of eIF4E, we examined m7G cap-binding 

affinity of CFP tagged wild type and mutant variants of eIF4E in vitro.  Previously, we 

showed that the eIF4E protein is mostly phosphorylated under normal growth conditions 

in fission yeast, and wild type eIF4E-CFP protein displays two bands on SDS-PAGE  gel 

(Yimit and Young unpublished, 2011).   Here we show that all of the mutant variants of 

eIF4E proteins also show two bands (Figure 4-2, under ‘cell lysate loading group’). 

Importantly, the amount of elutable wild-type and mutant variants of eIF4E captured by 

the m7GTP-Sepharose matrix clearly showed that only dephosphorylated (the faster 

moving band) eIF4E binds to the cap structure  in vitro in fission yeast (Figure 4-2, under 

‘m7GTP-bound loading group’).   

Effect of over-expression of wild type and mutation variants of eIF4E on cell cycle 

progression.   In mammals, Ser209 is the main phosphorylation site in eIF4E (Flynn and 

Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 1995).  It has been shown that eIF4E protein phosphorylation is 

closely related to its transformation activity and results in aberrant growth (De Benedetti 

and Rhoads, 1990; Lazaris-Karatzas et al., 1990; McClusky et al., 2005).   

     To analyze whether the over-expression of eIF4E, eIF4E-S209A and eIF4E-S209E 

had any effect in a wild type background, wild type cells were transformed with pREP1-

tif1-CFP (Q4027), pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP (Q4028) and pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP (Q4029) 

plasmids and cultured at 30ºC in EMM nitrogen rich or EMM nitrogen starvation media 

without thiamine.   
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Figure 4-2: Characterization of the cap binding affinity of different mutation 

variants of eIF4E.  In all case, wild type eIF4E (Q4004) and mutant variants 

eIF4E-S209A (Q4051), eIF4E-S209E (Q4052), eIF4E-S209A T210A 

(Q4047), eIF4E-Y93A (Q4048), eIF4E-Y93F (Q4049), eIF4E-Y93E (Q4050) 

and eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A (Q4016) expressed from the tif1 native 

promoter were cultured in YEA liquid media to logarithmic growth phase.  

Cell lysates were prepared and 6.25 μg protein sample from each were loaded 

under ‘cell lysate’ group.  In order to investigate the affinity of wild-type and 

mutants of eIF4E for the cap-structure, 300 µg of cell lysates from each 

samples was applied to m7GTP-Sepharose beads.  After washing with HB 

buffer, eluted fractions were analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE.  6.25 µg of total 

protein from unbound fractions (the material that ran through the beads) were 

loaded for detection of proteins in the unbound lysate.  Protein sample from 

the eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A (Q4016) variant shows a weak degradation 

band on SDS-PAGE gel (lane 8, under unbound group).  The presence of 

eIF4E-CFP was assessed using a mouse anti-GFP monoclonal antibody.  
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Cells over-expressing eIF4E-CFP underwent cell elongation (~22 μm) regardless of 

whether cells expressed CFP tagged wild type eIF4E or eIF4E Ser209 mutated to either 

alanine or glutamic acid (Figure 4-3A, B and Table 4-3).  A wide range of cell lengths 

were observed in cells carrying pREP1-tif1-CFP, pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP and pREP1-

tif1S209E-CFP plasmids because of the range of plasmid copy numbers within the 

population of cells.  However, lengths greater than 22 μm cells were routinely seen in the 

plasmid bearing cells compared with 14 μm for wild-type cells without plasmids.  Flow 

cytometric analysis suggested that the most of the elongated cells cell cycle arrest at G2 

stage (Supplementary Figure S4-1).  Some of the pREP1-tif1-CFP (or pREP1-tif1S209A-

CFP and pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP mutant variants) expressing cells stop dividing and 

showed two or more nuclei with a septum (Figure 4-3B).  Since wild type tif1 is present 

in these cells, this is a dominant negative effect. 

Over-expression of conserved tyrosine 93 mutant variants of eIF4E causes a small 

size cell phenotype.  To further explore the effect of over-expression of eIF4E on cell 

growth the S209A T210A (double mutant), Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and Y93A S209A 

T210A (triple mutant) were over-expressed in wild type cells.  Recombinant eIF4E 

proteins were over-expressed from the nmt1 promoter during culture in liquid EMM 

nitrogen rich (glutamate as N source) or EMM nitrogen poor (proline as nitrogen source) 

selective media for 24 hours and the cell morphology and cell length at division was 

observed.   Interestingly, in contrast to cells over-expressing the double mutant eIF4E-

S209A T210A-CFP (Q4042) which divided at ~20.0 μm, cells over-expressing  
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Figure 4-3:  Over-production of eIF4E showed elongation phenotype.  (A) Wild type 

cells transformed with pREP1-tif1-CFP (Q4027), pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP 

(Q4028) and pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP (Q4029) plasmids were cultured at 30°C 

in EMM or EMM nitrogen poor media for 24 hours without thiamine.  Cells 

expressing CFP tagged tif1 wild type or mutated Ser209 to either alanine or 

glutamic acid showed elongated phenotype in different media types.  

Elongated cells always have strong eIF4E-CFP signal.  (B) eIF4E-CFP (or 

mutated variants) over-expressed cells stop dividing and accumulate with two 

or more nuclei compared to wild type cells. 
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eIF4E-Y93A-CFP (Q4043) showed that most of the signal was located in the cytoplasm 

area as apparent aggregation bodies;  cells also divided at a smaller size of ~12.8 μm, and 

did not show a multi-nucleate phenotype (Figure 4-4A and Table 4-3).   Similarly, both 

the Y93E (Q4045) and Y93A S209A T210A (Q4046) variants of eIF4E had similar 

phenotypes as compared to the eIF4E-Y93A-CFP mutant.  However, cells over-

expressing eIF4E-Y93F (Q4044) had an elongated phenotype (Figure 4-4B and 

Supplementary Figure S4-2) dividing at ~16.8 μm (Table 4-3).   In order to further 

investigate the effect of over-expression of eIF4E on cell growth, wild type cells 

transformed with pREP1 plasmids that over-expressed wild type tif1+, tif1-CFP , CFP 

alone and various mutant variants of tif1, were cultured at 30ºC in liquid media without 

thiamine and relative cell numbers were counted at selected times points.  As expected, 

all of the wild type and over-expressed mutant variants of eIF4E show slowed growth 

(Figure 4-4C).   Again, these are dominant negative effects. 

    We previously showed that co-expression of Pyp3 prevented the cell cycle arrest and 

cell elongation caused by wild type eIF4E over-expression both in the multi-copy and 

single copy nmt promoter bearing strains (Yimit and Young unpublished, 2011).  Here 

we show that over-expression of Pyp3 again is able to suppress the cell elongation 

phenotype associated with over-production of the eIF4E mutant variants S209A (Q4053), 

S209E (Q4054), S209A T210A (Q4055) and Y93F (Q4056) strains (Supplementary 

Figure S4-3).  Together, these data suggest that Pyp3 acts as a positive regulator of cell 

division and counteracts the delay caused by eIF4E over-expression. 
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Figure 4-4:  Over-production of Y93A mutant variant of tif1 causes a small size 

growing phenotype. (A) Wild type cells transformed with pREP1-

tif1S209A T210A-CFP (top, Q4042) and pREP1-tif1Y93A-CFP (bottom, 

Q4043) were grown in liquid media for 24 hours without (-B1) thiamine at 

30°C.  The long arrow shows DAPI stained nuclei; short arrow shows 

location of aggregated eIF4E-Y93A-CFP signal in cytoplasmic area in the 

Q4043 strain. (B) Wild type cells transformed with pREP1-tif1Y93F-CFP 

(top, Q4044), pREP1-tif1Y93E-CFP (middle, Q4045) and pREP1-tif1Y93A 

S209A T210A-CFP (bottom, Q4046) were grown in liquid media for 24 

hours without (-B1) thiamine at 30°C.  (C) Wild type cells transformed with 

plasmids (pREP1) that over-expressed wild type tif1+, tif1-CFP, CFP genes 

alone and various mutant variants of tif1 (as shown on the right side of 

graph) were cultured at 30ºC in liquid media without thiamine. Relative cell 

numbers were counted at selected times points (repeated three times, and 

average number was taken). 
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Table 4-3:  Effect of over-expression different mutant variants 

of tif1-CFP on cell size 

               tif1 allele                     EMM                       EMM-N+Glu             EMM-N+Pro                     
Wild type 14.6 ± 1.2 15.0 ± 0.8 11.4 ± 0.9 

tif1-CFP 24.9 ± 6.0* 21.8 ± 4.7* 21.8 ± 3.6* 

S209A 23.4 ± 5.0*  21.2 ± 4.7* 22.0 ± 3.3*  

S209E 23.8 ± 5.2* 23.2 ± 3.8*  21.4 ± 4.4* 

S209A/T210A 20.0 ± 4.6*  19.2 ± 5.1* 16.7 ± 3.4* 

Y93A 12.8 ± 1.4 12.8 ± 1.2 12.0 ± 2.1 

Y93F 16.8 ± 4.3* 15.2 ± 3.3 13.3 ± 1.9 

Y93E 12.3 ± 2.0  13.1 ± 2.3 12.8 ± 1.6  

Y93A/S209A/T210A 11.6 ± 1.8  13.0 ± 2.1 12.3 ± 1.2  

             Cell length (μm) at division was measured (n=55). 

           * indicates cell length at division were significantly greater than wild type (p<0.05) 
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Stress conditions affect the phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  In mammals eIF4E 

Ser209 is the major site of phosphorylation, and it is phosphorylated by the MAP-kinase 

signal-integrated kinases Mnk1 and Mnk2 in vivo (Flynn and Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 

1995).  In S. pombe Spc1 responds to various environmental stresses in a manner similar 

to the mammalian stress-activated MAP kinase p38 (Shiozaki and Russell, 1995; Alao 

and Sunnerhagen, 2008).   Does environmental stress contribute to regulation of eIF4E 

phosphorylation in fission yeast?  Using a strain expressing eIF4E-CFP from its native 

chromosomal locus we investigated eIF4E phosphorylation status in  wild type (Q4004), 

tif452 deletion (isoform of tif1, up-regulated under stress conditions) (Ptushkina et al., 

2004) (Q4060), srk1 deletion (Q4061), spc1 deletion (Q4062), as well as a srk1 

spc1double deletion (Q4063) during osmotic stress, nitrogen nutritional stress and heat 

shock stress.  Cell morphology is shown in Supplementary Figure S4-4.   Under normal 

growth conditions eIF4E-CFP protein displays both a phosphorylated (slow moving 

band) and a dephosphorylated band (faster moving band) with the phosphorylated band 

being dominant in all investigated strains.  When cells were treated with 1.2 M KCl for 

20 min the expression of eIF4E-CFP shifted to the dephosphorylated form, indicating that 

hyper-osmotic stress results in rapid dephosphorylation of eIF4E.  To test for nutritional 

stress, cells were cultured in YEA liquid medium and gently filtered into EMM nitrogen 

poor (proline as nitrogen source) medium.  Interestingly, under this condition eIF4E-CFP 

displays two bands with similar relative intensity in the wild type (Q4004), 

tif452::kanMX4 and srk1::kanMX4 cells.  However, the dephosphorylated band 

dominates both in the spc1::ura4+ and srk1::kanMX4 spc1::ura4+ cells. 
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Figure 4-5:  Stress conditions affect phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  In all cases, 

strains Q4004 (tif1-cfp int), Q4060 (tif1-cfp int tif452::kanMX4), Q4061 

(tif1-cfp int srk1::kanMX4), Q4062 (tif1-cfp int spc1::ura4+) and Q4063 

(tif1-cfp int spc1::ura4+ srk1::kanMX4) were cultured in YEA liquid media 

to logarithmic phase. Cell lysates were prepared and 6.25 μg protein 

samples were subjected to 10% SDS/PAGE electrophoresis.  For osmotic 

stress (1.2M KCl), cells were pre-cultured in YEA media to logarithmic 

phase, protein samples were taken after 20 min following addition of KCl to 

a final concentration of 1.2M.  For nutritional stress cells were grown in 

YEA media to logarithmic phase, collected by filtration and re-suspended in 

EMM+Proline minus ammonia media.  Protein samples were taken after 

120 min.  For heat shock conditions cells were grown in YEA media to 

logarithmic phase and incubated for 20 min at 48°C in YEA.  Coomassie 

stain shows the total protein levels loaded in each lane (bottom panel). 
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     After treating cells with heat shock for 20 minutes at 48°C, eIF4E-CFP again displays 

a dominant dephosphorylated band both in the spc1::ura4+and srk1::kanMX4 

spc1::ura4+cells and displays similar intensity double bands in the wild type and 

srk1::kanMX4 cells.  In contrast, eIF4E-CFP displays a dominant slow moving 

phosphorylated band in the tif1 isoform tif452 deletion cells (Figure 4-5).   This latter 

result appears to be a compensatory response to the absence of Tif452 since in tif452 wild 

type backgrounds eIF4E would dephosphorylate under these conditions. 

                                    

                                     Discussion 

     In this report, several eIF4E putative phosphorylation site mutants were tested and  

only S209A and S209E could rescue a tif1 deletion at native promoter expression levels, 

whereas S209A T210A or various Y93 mutant variants (Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and Y93A 

S209A T210A) were only able to rescue tif1- at multi-copy expression levels.  Over-

expression of several phosphorylation site mutation variants gave a similar phenotype as 

over expression of wild type eIF4E-CFP, causing cell cycle delay and an elongated cell 

size.  Co-expression of the Pyp3 tyrosine phosphatase “counteracts” the elongation 

phenotype induced by over-expression of wild type or these mutant variants of eIF4E-

CFP (S209A, S209E, S209A T210A and Y93F).  In addition, high osmotic stress, 

nutritional stress and heat shock affect the phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  These data 

show that Ser209 along with Thr210 might be crucial for fission yeast viability.  
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Furthermore, modification of equally highly conserved Tyr93 was detrimental and 

therefore it could be a phosphorylation site or be essential for eIF4E structural integrity.   

     Over-expression of eIF4E results in aberrant growth in HeLa cells (De Benedetti and 

Rhoads, 1990; Bilanges and Stokoe, 2007).  Phosphorylated version of eIF4E is thought 

to be the most active forms and promote export of certain mRNAs from the nucleus 

(reviewed in Buxade et al., 2008).  Here we show that over-expression of wild type and 

several phosphorylation site variants (S209A, S209E and S209A T210A) of eIF4E-CFP 

cause slow growth and an elongated cell size at division in S. pombe.  In addition, some 

of the elongated cells show a multi-nucleate phenotype (Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4).  

tif1S209A is as functional as wild type tif1+ when expressed behind its native promoter as 

a chromosomal integrant.  In contrast, the S209A T210A double mutant is only 

functional following multi-copy expression, indicating that the protein is not as active as 

the wild type version but nevertheless, still functional.  In mammals, eIF4E Ser209 is the 

major site of phosphorylation and is phosphorylated by Mnk1 and Mnk2 (Flynn and 

Proud, 1995; Joshi et al., 1995).  Mnk1 and Mnk2 double deletion mouse fibroblasts cell 

lines are still viable, suggesting that phosphorylation of eIF4E at S209 is not essential for 

cell viability at least in mammals (Ueda et al., 2004).  In NIH3T3 cells, more 

transformation foci were observed when wild type eIF4E was expressed compared to the 

double mutant S209A T210A strain as well as the S209D mutant; in S209A T210A less 

cyclinD1 mRNA was observed in the cytoplasm compared with wild type eIF4E 

expression.  These results implicate phosphorylation of eIF4E in promoting mRNA 

nuclear-cytoplasmic transport but these sites are not essential (Topisirovic et al., 2004; 
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von der Haar et al., 2004).  In budding yeast the eIF4E temperature sensitive cdc33 

mutant causes abnormality in the translation rate of CLN3 and results in G1 cell cycle 

arrest; over-expression of eIF4E affects CLN3 translation and causes a slow growth 

phenotype (Danaie et al., 1999; Anthony et al., 2001).  Given the level of conservation of 

this gene, over-expression of eIF4E presumably has a similar effect on cell proliferation 

related cyclins in fission yeast.  Previously, it has been shown that in fission yeast Cig1 

and Cig2 are necessary for efficient G1/S transition; cells with a cig1 and cig2 double 

deletion have multiple nuclei and delay septum formation (Connolly and Beach, 1994; 

Martin-Castellanos et al., 1996).  This is very similar to the bi-nucleate phenotype 

observed in fission yeast upon eIF4E and mutant variant (S209A, S209E, S209A T210A 

and Y93F) over-expression.  In addition, p53 down-regulates eIF4E gene expression by 

reducing c-myc dependent eIF4E promoter activity in acute lymphoblastic leukemia cell 

lines (Zhu et al., 2005).  In HeLa cells, loss of p53 causes bi-nucleated cells and 

increased abnormal segregation of chromosomes (Shi and King, 2005).  Taken together, 

it suggests that over-expression of eIF4E has a negative effect on cell growth; 

phosphorylation of eIF4E at Ser209 is not essential for cell proliferation, but 

phosphorylation of Ser209 along with Thr210 may play a crucial role for triggering 

translation initiation and/or fine-tuning of mRNA translation in fission yeast. 

     It has been reported that in mammalian cells about 18% of eIF4E is localized to the 

nucleus (Lejbkowicz et al., 1992).  Budding yeast eIF4E (Cdc33) is more concentrated in 

the nucleus (Lang et al., 1994).  Our previous data show that chromosomally integrated 

CFP tagged eIF4E is mainly localized in the cytoplasm in fission yeast (Yimit and Young 
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unpublished, 2011).  In mammalian cells the wild type eIF4E and S209A T210A mutant 

have a similar cellular distribution (Topisirovic et al., 2004).  Consistent with that report 

our results show that over-expressing CFP-tagged S209A, S209E and double mutant 

S209A T210A have similar cellular distribution to wild type eIF4E when over-expressed 

(Figure 4-3A and 4-4A).   However, in cells that over-express Y93A, Y93F, Y93E and 

the triple mutant Y93A S209A T210A most of the eIF4E-CFP signal is located in the 

cytoplasm area as discrete bodies, and such expression results in a  smaller cell size 

phenotype (except in the Y93F version) in fission yeast (Figure 4-4A and B).   It suggests 

that Y93 mutations cause a reduction in the nuclear content of eIF4E.  This may affect 

nucleo-cytoplasmic transport of specific mRNAs with long, complex 5' UTRs, many of 

which encode factors that are required for cell proliferation in mammalian (Shantz and 

Pegg, 1994; Graff et al., 1997; Nathan et al., 1997; Graff and Zimmer, 2003).   

     The nature of the mRNA sequence affects the association of eIF4E to the mRNA cap-

structure (Zuberek et al., 2003).  There are several tryptophan residues are essential for 

eIF4E function in mammalian cells.  W56 and W102 are essential to bind the 5' m7G cap 

of mRNA, and the W56A mutant is deficient in causing oncogenesis in mice compared 

with wild type eIF4E (Marcotrigiano et al., 1997; Wendel et al., 2007).  In addition, the 

eIF4E W73 residue is crucial for binding with the eIF4G, eIF4E binding protein 4E-BP1, 

4E-BP2 and PML (promyelocytic leukemia protein) (Ptushkina et al., 1998; Ptushkina et 

al., 1999; Cohen et al., 2001).  Moreover, research on human embryonic kidney (HEK) 

293T cells showed that the W73A mutation of eIF4E is more sensitive to ubiquitination 

and degradation compared with wild type cells, and that the binding of eIF4G and 4E-BP 
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to eIF4E suppresses ubiquitination (Murata and Shimotohno, 2006).  This suggests that 

eIF4E binding with eIF4G and 4E-BPs increases its stability.   In addition, analysis of 

eIF4E (Cdc33) structure in budding yeast by NMR showed that the m7G is sandwiched 

between two tryptophans (W58 and W104) in a narrow hydrophobic cleft (Matsuo et al., 

1997).  Mutation on the dorsal site residue W75 diminished interactions between eIF4E 

and Caf20 or eIF4G proteins in S. cerevisiae (Ptushkina et al., 1999).  The Y93 residue is 

essential in fission yeast, and the Y93 mutant variant is unable to rescue tif1+ deletion at 

native expression levels.  One model might be that the Y93 residue is required for 

preserving the three-dimensional structure of the eIF4E protein and that mutation of Y93 

interferes with the overall structure of eIF4E and its function in fission yeast.  

Investigating the biochemical function of the Y93 residue of eIF4E in fission yeast will 

likely shed light on the role of its human counterparts.    

     As mentioned above, phosphorylation of eIF4E is closely related to its oncogenic 

transformation activity in the mammalian system.  However, the relationship between 

cell cycle progression and its coordination with cell growth has not been fully 

understood.  Our previous study show that in fission yeast Pyp3 associated with eIF4E 

through a conserved motif YxxxxLФ (where x is any residue and Ф is a hydrophobic 

residue) and affects the phosphorylation state and cellular distribution status of eIF4E 

(Yimit and Young unpublished, 2010).  In mammalian cells, the proline rich 

homeodomain protein (PRH), interacts with eIF4E both in the nucleus and cytoplasm 

through a consensus eIF4E binding motif; over-expression of PRH disrupts the eIF4E 

nuclear body (nuclear eIF4E), and regulates cyclinD1 mRNA nuclear-cytoplasmic 
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transportation (Topisirovic et al., 2003a). Importantly, it was reported that over-

expression of Pyp3 prevented the cell cycle arrest and cell elongation caused by Srk1 

over-expression, a target for Spc1 MAP kinase (Smith et al., 2002; Lopez-Aviles et al., 

2005).  Our previous data showed that over-expression of Pyp3 wild type, but not Pyp3 

Y137A, strongly inhibits the cell elongation phenotype caused by over-expression of 

eIF4E yet the Y137A form was shown to be catalytically active based on its rescue of 

wee1- cdc25- cells (Yimit and Young unpublished, 2011).   Similarly, in this report we 

show that over-expression of Pyp3 again is able to suppress the cell elongation phenotype 

of eIF4E mutant variants of S209A (Q4053), S209E (Q4054), S209A T210A (Q4055) 

and Y93F (Q4056) strains (Supplementary Figure S4-3).   In addition to that, our 

previous data also showed nutritional status of media affects Pyp3 expression level 

(Yimit and Young unpublished, 2011).  Thus, Pyp3 might provide a potential link 

between the mitotic control machinery and growth control.  In mammalian cells, the 

target of rapamycin (mTor) controls multiple cellular functions in response to amino acid 

and growth factor signaling by regulating the down-stream targets p70 S6 kinase and the 

eIF4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs) (Waskiewicz et al., 1999; Hay and Sonenberg, 2004; 

Wang et al., 2005).  Both S6k and 4E-BP1 bind with raptor (regulatory associated protein 

of mTor) through their Tor signaling  motifs (TOS);  association with raptor enhances the 

phosphorylation of S6k and 4E-BP1 by the mTor signaling pathway (Schalm and Blenis, 

2002; Nojima et al., 2003; Schalm et al., 2003; Yonezawa et al., 2004).   Based on data 

presented here and our previous observations, we propose that Pyp3 might be a down-

stream target of the Tor pathway participating in regulating the rate of protein synthesis 
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in response to cellular stimulation such as availability of nutrients by interaction with 

eIF4E. This would suggest that the Tor pathway would down-regulate Pyp3 in response 

to reduced nutrition and thus allow for increased phosphorylation of eIF4E.  

     The biological importance and effect of eIF4E phosphorylation on eIF4F complex 

activity is still in dispute.  One model suggests that phosphorylation of Ser209 occurs 

after eIF4E binding to mRNA (Scheper and Proud, 2002).  In budding yeast the cap 

binding affinity of eIF4E is increased after binding to eIF4G and decreased when binding 

with p20 (Caf20) (Ptushkina et al., 1998).  Our results show that the main 

phosphorylation sites S209A or S209A T210A mutant variants of eIF4E still show two 

bands upon western blotting and only the faster moving dephosphorylated forms of eIF4E 

bind with the cap structure m7G in vitro.  This suggests that the phosphorylation state of 

eIF4E might not essential for eIF4E binding with the mRNA cap structure.  Alternatively, 

this is only seen for binding with m7G structure on the affinity column in vitro and that 

other aspects of the mRNA may participate in binding in vivo.  Other phosphorylation 

sites clearly exist and may play a role in fission yeast.  Our genetic work confirmed that 

eIF4E-Y93A and eIF4E-Y93A S209A T210A mutants were unable to rescue the tif1 

deletion upon integration at the native chromosomal locus.  However, the proteins still 

bind m7G.   

     Human PP2A (protein phosphatase 2A), functions as a tumor suppressor and has been 

shown to negatively regulate eIF4F complex formation through dephosphorylation of 

Mnk and eIF4E in vitro (Li et al., 2010).  In addition, our stress response data showed 

that various environmental stresses affect the phosphorylation status of eIF4E, especially 
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in the spc1 deletion background where eIF4E-CFP only showed the dephosphorylated 

form under stress conditions.  These results imply that Spc1 stress response kinase might 

be involved in eIF4E phosphorylation in fission yeast in a similar way to mammalian 

Mnk1/Mnk2.  In fission yeast, tyrosine phosphorylation of Spc1 by Wis1 MAPK kinase 

is essential to transfer a variety of environmental stress signals and is crucial for cell 

survival under various forms of environmental stress (Shiozaki and Russell, 1995).  Spc1 

activity not only involves mitotic control through the Pyp1 and Pyp2 PTPases but also is 

involved in translation initiation through interaction with eIF3a (Millar et al., 1995; Asp 

et al., 2008).  Over-expression of Sum1 a component of the eIF3 complex, decreases 

global protein synthesis, and under thermal stress Sum1 along with the mRNA and eIF4E 

co-localized to both cytoplasm and nucleus but mostly in the cytoplasm.  This suggests 

that cell cycle response to stress coupled to translation at this level in fission yeast 

(Dunand-Sauthier et al., 2002).   

     In summary, phosphorylation of the conserved Ser209 along with Thr210 may play a 

crucial role in triggering translation initiation and eIF4E is not functional without both of 

them.  Over-expression of wild type and several phosphorylation site mutation variants of 

eIF4E-CFP have a dominant negative role on cell growth and cellular distribution of 

eIF4E in S. pombe.   In addition, stress was shown to directly affect the phosphorylation 

status of eIF4E, and a compensatory phosphorylation in strains deleted for tif452.  
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Chapter 5 

In vivo imaging of the Pyp3-eIF4E interaction using fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer 

 

                                Abstract 

     Previously, we found that Pyp3 physically interacts with eIF4E using the yeast two-

hybrid system and confirmed this result using co-immunoprecipitation.  Those studies 

also showed both nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of Pyp3 and eIF4E, and putative 

complex dynamic relationship between the two proteins in the different cellular 

compartments.  This study makes use of FRET for in vivo monitoring of the interaction 

between YFP tagged Pyp3 and CFP tagged eIF4E.  In order to obtain a FRET signal with 

our optical system, cells have to express Pyp3-YFP and eIF4E-CFP at high levels from 

nmt promoters resulting in aggregation bodies and this has the potential for artifactual 

cellular localization.  Expression levels of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP from their native 

promoters were detectable but there was insufficient signal strength to do a confident 

FRET analysis. 
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Introduction 

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), is a process of dipole-dipole 

interaction between two closely located flourophores by which an excited fluorophore (a 

donor) transfers energy to a unexcited molecule (an acceptor) without exchange of a 

photon (Lankiewicz et al., 1997).  It has been reported that FRET is a useful tool for the 

study of biological macromolecular (protein-protein or protein-DNA) interactions in 

living cells (Ha et al., 1996; Day et al., 2001).  FRET has earned a increased application 

since the development of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Tsien, 1998) and its blue 

(BFP), cyan (CFP) and yellow (YFP) variants (Heim, 1999; Lippincott-Schwartz and 

Patterson, 2003).  CFP and YFP have been widely used as a FRET pair to image protein-

protein interactions in vivo, with CFP acting as the donor and YFP acting as the acceptor 

(Zhang et al., 2002; Raicu et al., 2005).   In this system the emission spectrum of CFP 

overlaps the excitation spectrum of YFP; the resulting energy from the donor CFP protein 

can directly excite the acceptor YFP protein when the target proteins are closely 

approximated (Piston and Kremers, 2007; Shimozono and Miyawaki, 2008). 

   The purpose of this study is to attempt to monitor interaction between CFP tagged 

eIF4E and YFP tagged Pyp3 proteins by using FRET.   
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                  Material and methods 

Stains and growth media:  All strains used for this study are listed in Table 5-1.  Yeast 

cells were grown exclusively in minimal media supplemented with 200 µg/ml of adenine, 

leucine and uracil as required.  Thiamine was added to final concentration of 15 µM after 

autoclaving.  DH5α E.coli was used for plasmid propagation.  YEA media was used to 

grow wild type and strains with integrated constructs as needed (Moreno et al., 1991).  

DNA manipulation, sequencing and electroporation:  Standard methods for DNA 

manipulation such as ligations, restriction digests, gel electrophoresis and electroporation 

are all standard methods (Sambrook et al., 1989) as are buffer compositions and 

protocols associated with the various reagents.  Plasmid DNA was isolated from E.coli 

using the alkali lysis method and QIA prep Spin miniprep kit (QIAGEN). DNA 

sequencing was done by MOBIX LAB at McMaster University.  Electroporations were 

done using the BioRad gene pulser and standard methods as outlined by Sambrook et al., 

(1989). 

Plasmid construction: All of the plasmids and native promoter site integrated strains 

constructed are as described in “Material and methods” of Chapter 3. 

Protein Lysates and Western blot analysis: Cells were grown to logarithmic phase in 

50 ml of EMM ± thiamine or YEA liquid culture as appropriate. Cells were washed with 

Stop buffer (150 nm NaCI, 50 mM NaF, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaN3,  pH 8) and frozen 

on dry ice until use, then resuspended in SUME Lysis Buffer (1% SDS, 8 M urea, 10 mM 

MOPS, pH 6.8, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM NaF, 1 mM NaVO4) supplemented 
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Table 5-1:   S. pombe strains used in this study 

Strain Genotype Source 
 h-  972                                                                                                                            Q250  Lab collection 

 h-  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                                                                     Q1166  Lab collection 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Q1419  h-   pyp3::ura4+  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                                                Lab collection 

Q3634    h+/h+  tif1+/tif1::KanMX4 leu1-32/leu1-32 ura4-D18/ura4-D18  Lab collection 

                                        ade6-M210/ade6-M216          

Q4003  h-  pyp3::ura4+ pyp3-yfp int  leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                             This study 

 h+  tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int   leu1-32 ura4-D18  ade6-M216                                      Q4004  This study 

Q4006  h-  tif1::KanMX4 pyp3::ura4+  tif1-cfp int   pyp3-yfp  int   leu1-32  ura4-D18               This study 

 h- nmt1:tif1-cfp int   leu1-32                                                                                          Q4007  This study 

 h+  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int    leu1-32  ura4-D18                                                                    Q4008  This study 

 h- nmt1:tif1-cfp int  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18                                            Q4009  This study 

 h-   pREP1-tif1-CFP  leu1-32                                        Q4027  This study 

 h-   pREP2-pyp3-YFP   leu1-32  ura4-D18     Q4040  This study 

 h-   pREP2-pyp3-YFP    pREP1-tif1-CFP    leu1-32  ura4-D18 Q4057  This study 

 h+  tif1::KanMX4 tif1-cfp int  crm1-809[Leu1-13D] leu1-32 ura4-D18                      Q4058  This study 
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with 1 mM PMSF and Complete Protease Inhibitor Mix EDTA-free (1 tablet per 50 mM 

of lysis buffer, Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Cells were disrupted at 4°C using a 

Minibead Beater-8 Cell Distruptor (BioSpec Products). Relative protein concentration 

was determined using the BioRad Protein Assay Kit.  One fifth volume of 4×SDS 

Loading Buffer (200 mM Tris-HCI pH 6.8, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 3.34% (v/v) 2-

mercaptoethanol, 0.01% Bromophenol Blue) was added and the sample was incubated 

for 5 minutes at 100°C.  Protein extracts (6.25 µg or 25 µg, Bio-Rad protein assay) were 

separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and electroblotted to a polyvinylidene difluoride 

membrane (Perkin Elmer).  CFP and YFP tagged proteins were detected by monoclonal 

mouse anti-GFP antibody (1:1000) (Roche Molecular Biochemicals).  Immunoreactive 

bands were detected with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary goat anti-mouse 

antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or goat anti-rabbit antibody (1:2000) and the 

luminol-based ECL detection kit (Perkin-Elmer).  Protein loading was monitored by 

Coomassie Blue staining. 

Fluorescence Microscopy:  All images were captured on Leica or Zeiss fluorescence 

microscopes equipped with a high performance CCD camera and Slidebook software 

(Intelligent Imaging System).  In order to preferentially excite or detect specific 

fluorescent proteins, narrow band-pass filters (Chroma) were used that allowed only the 

desired wavelength of light to either excite or be detected.  The channels used were CFP 

(CFP excitation at 436 nm and emission at 480 nm), YFP (YFP excitation at 523 nm and 

emission at 568 nm), and FRET (excitation at 436 nm and emission at 535 nm).  Specific 

bandpass filters were used to excite or detect fluorescent proteins in desired wavelengths 
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(CFP excitation filter: D436/ 20 X, emission filter: D 480/ 30; YFP excitation filter: HQ 

523/ 20 X, emission filter: HQ 568/ 50M; FRET excitation filter: D436/ 20 X, emission 

filter: D 535/ 30M). 

FRET Analysis:  With the channel used, excitation of CFP resulted in some excitation of 

YFP, however YFP excitation did not excite CFP.  Some CFP emission was detected in 

the YFP channel following CFP excitation.  In order to correct for the spillover and get 

real FRET data, the pREP1-tif-CFP and pREP2-pyp3-YFP were over-expressed in fission 

yeast cells and  images were obtained by using CFP, YFP and FRET channels.  These 

images were used to determine the “bleed-through” coefficients and also ensured that the 

CFP channel did not detect YFP, and YFP channel did not detect CFP.  The obtained 

“bleed-through” coefficients varied between 0.29 and 0.45 for both CFP and YFP.  

During imaging analysis the “bleed-through” coefficient was raised until there was no 

corrected FRET signal for cells expressing only eIF4E-CFP or Pyp3-YFP.  These setting 

were then used to obtain corrected FRET signals for cells co-expressing eIF4E-CFP and 

Pyp3-YFP. 

                                    Results 

FRET imaging using over-expressed Pyp3-eIF4E and eIF4E-CFP. FRET studies 

were initially performed on cells over-expressing pREP1-tif1-CFP (Q4027) and pREP2-

pyp3-YFP (Q4040) from multi-copy plasmids.  When fully de-repressed, these strains 

produce high concentrations of the proteins thus facilitating finding a signal however 

increasing the chance of artifactual aggregation.   To reduce expression,   these plasmids 

were chromosomally integrated to the nmt locus yielding Q4007 (nmt1:tif1-cfp int leu1-
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32), Q4008 (nmt2:pyp3-yfp int  ura4-D18)   and Q4009 (nmt1:tif1-cfp int  nmt2:pyp3-yfp 

int  leu1-32 ura4-D18) respectively, such that expression was from a single copy 

chromosomal integrant in each case under the control of the nmt promoter.  This greatly 

reduces the maximum expression level relative to the multi-copy plasmid.  Maximal 

expression from the nmt promoter takes 18 hrs to fully derepress.  In order to investigate 

the FRET signals, a minimum detectable expression levels was used in order to avoid 

promiscuous interaction driven by high protein concentration and a time course of 

expression from 10 to 22 hrs was examined (Figure 5-1). 

     Fluorescence was correlated with protein expression level, as showed by western 

blotting experiments (Figure 5-2). Both fluorescence and western blotting showed 

maximal expression at 16 hrs.  In cells expressing both eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP for 16 

hrs in EMM liquid media without thiamine, a corrected FRET signal was detected and 

the location of molecular interaction between eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP can be inferred 

in the cytoplasmic area in cells (Figure 5-3).  

FRET imaging of the Pyp3-eIF4E interaction with chromosomal integrated pyp3-yfp 

and tif1-cfp.  Upon strong over expression, interactions detected might not reflect native 

interaction between eIF4E and Pyp3 proteins but rather promiscuous interaction or 

aggregation bodies.  Therefore, the genes were integrated into tif1 and pyp3 native loci so 

that expression would be driven by the native promoters (Q4006, tif1::KanMX6 

pyp3::ura4+  pyp3-yfp int  tif1-cfp int).     Expression levels of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP 

from their native promoters during log phase were detectable but not at sufficiently high 

levels to do a FRET analysis (Figure 5-4).  
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Figure 5-1: eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP signal intensity.   Cells were transfered to 

EMM liquid media without thiamine at 30°C.  During a time course from 

10 h to 22 h the CFP and YFP fluorescence signal intensity were observed 

in cells that expressing nmt1:tif1-cfp int  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int (Q4009) or 

nmt1:tif1-cfp int (Q4007) and nmt2:pyp3-yfp int (Q4008) alone.   
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Figure 5-2:  Western blot analysis of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP protein expression.  

nmt1:tif1-cfp int  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int (Q4009),  nmt1:tif1-cfp int (Q4007)  and 

nmt2:pyp3-yfp int (Q4008) were grown without thiamine and aliquots taken 

at the indicated time interval.  6.25 µg of protein of total cell lysate were 

separated on 10% SDS-PAGE at each stage.  eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP 

proteins were detected by immuno-blotting with mouse anti-GFP antibody. 
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Figure 5-3:  FRET signal for interaction between eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP.  (A)  

Strains Q4007 (nmt1:tif1-cfp int leu1-32), Q4008 (nmt2:pyp3-yfp int  ura4-

D18)   and Q4009 (nmt1:tif1-cfp int  nmt2:pyp3-yfp int  leu1-32 ura4-D18) 

were cultured for 16 hours in EMM without thiamine.  The Left panel 

shows eIF4E-CFP taken by CFP channel; Right panel shows Pyp3-YFP 

taken by YFP channel.  (B)  Image was taken using the CFP (blue), 

FRET(Green) and YFP (red) channels in Q4009 strain the corrected FRET 

signal was detected (right panel cell “c”).  (C) The linear fluorescence 

intensity profile (left panel) of cell “a” in images B (left panel) containing 

only eIF4E-CFP.  The linear fluorescence intensity profile (right panel) of 

cell “b” in images B (left panel) containing only Pyp3-YFP.   (D)  The 

linear intensity profile (left panel) for the CFP, YFP and corrected FRET 

signal from cell “c” in images B (right panel).  The linear intensity profile 

of the same cell with the YFP and corrected FRET channels scaled up 

(times by 5) in order to show alignment (right panel).  FRET corrected 

signal (FRETc). 
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Figure 5-4:  FRET analysis of cells co-expressing tif1-cfp int and pyp3-yfp int from 

their native chromosomal promoter.  (A) Native locus integrated  tif1-cfp int   

pyp3-yfp  int (Q4006) strain was grown on YEA liquid media to logarithmic 

phase at 30°C;   tif1-cfp int (Q4004) and pyp3-yfp int (Q4003) cells expressing 

only eIF4E-CFP or Pyp3-YFP are used as controls. (B) The raw FRET signal 

resulting from the images in “A”.  (C) The corrected FRET signal resulting 

from the images in “B”.  Images were taken using the CFP (blue) and YFP 

(red) channels.    
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                            Discussion 

     We have demonstrated an interaction between YFP tagged Pyp3 and CFP tagged 

eIF4E by using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) in vivo.  This method 

might offer the possibility for spatial analysis of eIF4E-Pyp3 interactions.  Although 

more sensitive instrumentation would be needed to do this with constructs expressed 

from their native promoters, the use of nmt promoters allowed a higher expression of  

tif1-cfp and pyp3-yfp proteins from nmt promoters have higher expression levels.  eIF4E-

CFP aggregates in one or two discrete bodies in the cytoplasm when expressed at high 

levels (nmt promoter single copy integrated constructs).  Although there was a good 

FRET signal under these circumstances, there is the risk that Pyp3-YFP was merely co-

aggregating with eIF4E-CFP and that it did not reflect a biologically meaningful result. 

We attempted to resolve this problem by expressing eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP in a tif1-

cfp int  pyp3-yfp int  strain at native expression levels.  Unfortunately, expression levels 

of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP in tif1-cfp int pyp3-yfp int from their native promoters were 

detectable but not sufficiently high to do a confident FRET analysis.  Despite all of these 

problems, FRET analyses were done on many different images under different growth 

conditions.  For examples in cells expressing both eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP from nmt 

promoter single copy integration, a corrected FRET signal was detected and co-location 

of eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP was observed in the cytoplasmic area.     

     It was reported in mammalian cells that the novel shuttling protein 4E-T (eIF4E 

transporter) interacts with eIF4E through the conserved Tyr-X-X-X-X-Leu-Φ motif.  

Before eIF4E nuclear import, 4E-T binds with importin α and β, and mediates the nuclear 
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import of eIF4E by a piggy-back mechanism (Dostie et al., 2000).  Our previous study 

(Chapter 3) showed that in fission yeast Pyp3 associated with eIF4E through a conserved 

motif YxxxxLФ (where x is any residue and Ф is a hydrophobic residue) and affects the 

phosphorylation state and cellular distribution status of eIF4E.  Furthermore, when  

pyp3Y137A-YFP (first tyrosine residue changed to alanine within conserved motif 

YxxxxLФ motif) is over-expressed from the pREP2 promoter, Pyp3 does not 

significantly enter the nucleus but rather the Pyp3Y137A-YFP signal shows as a 

sequestered bright spot localized mainly in the cytoplasm (Supplementary Figure S3-3, 

Yimit and Young unpublished, 2011).  Because of its location in the cytoplasm, the 

mutated version of Pyp3 (Y137A) cannot act as an anchor for nuclear eIF4E, and does 

not inhibit the elongation phenotype caused by over-production of eIF4E. 

     In addition to eIF4E, as shown previously a wide range of other proteins were positive 

interactors of Pyp3 in our two-hybrid analysis such as the nuclear mRNA exportation 

related factors Nup44, Ran-GTP binding protein, and ribosomal protein S26.  These 

proteins along with Crm1 play crucial roles in nuclear pore complex assembly, protein 

nuclear importation and nuclear RNA exportation (Tolan et al., 1983; Grandi et al., 1995; 

Gorlich and Mattaj, 1996; Koepp and Silver, 1996; Fabre and Hurt, 1997; Pisarev et al., 

2008).  One model might be that eIF4E is imported into nucleus via a Nup44-mediated 

mechanism through its association with Pyp3.  Following eIF4E recognition and binding 

to specific mRNAs in nucleus, the Pyp3-eIF4E-mRNA complex then shuttles back to the 

cytoplasm via the Ran-GTP/Crm1 pathway.  In the cytoplasm Pyp3-eIF4E-mRNA 

ternary complex joins to the 40S-eIF3 initiation complex through its interaction with 
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rpS26 ribosomal subunit.  During this process Pyp3 might play a role in the fine tuning 

translation efficiency of specific mRNAs along with eIF4E protein in fission yeast.      

     In summary, we have described the construction of a system for in vivo monitoring of 

interaction between YFP tagged Pyp3 and CFP tagged eIF4E by using a fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer method.  Our results indicate that high level expression of 

Pyp3-YFP and eIF4E-CFP likely increase artifactual aggregation.  Expression levels of 

eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP from their native promoters were detectable but not high 

enough to do a confident FRET analysis. 
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Chapter 6 

General Discussion 

             

     Cell growth and proliferation is a highly coordinated process, and protein synthesis is 

a fundamental process to cell growth.  In eukaryotes, protein synthesis is precisely 

regulated in cell development, differentiation, cell cycle progression, as well as in 

apoptosis.  Cell cycle progression and its coordination with cell growth are important for 

cellular proliferation.  It is not completely clear how cells coordinate cell growth and 

division.  Therefore, to establish a general linkage between the regulation of cell growth 

and cell cycle progress through translational control would be of considerable interest.  

Much attention has been given to cell cycle control and its progression, but there is not 

much known about the biochemical mechanism that regulates cell growth (Fingar et al., 

2002).   

     In order to enter a new cell cycle cells have to grow to a critical size and reach a 

critical rate of protein synthesis.  During this process, the G1/G2 cyclins and regulatory 

factors of cyclin/cyclin dependent kinase (CDK) complexes are the main focus.  In 

budding yeast, G1 is a time window for cells to reach the critical size threshold for 

execution of START.  Cln1p, Cln2p and Cln3p and their kinase partner Cdc28p regulate 

G1-S transition.  Gene expression of CLN3 peaks in early G1, and then the Cln3-CDK 

complex induces the transcription of CLN1, CLN2, CLN5 and CLN6  in late G1 (Danaie et 

al., 1999; Polymenis and Schmidt, 1997; Polymenis and Schmidt, 1999).  Cln3p protein 

level is under complex control including a translation control element (upstream open 
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reading frame, uORF) located in the 5′-leader of CLN3 mRNA.  Under conditions of low 

protein synthesis or slow growing conditions the upstream open reading frame (uORF) of 

CLN3 mRNA represses CLN3p expression through a ‘leaky scanning’ mechanism 

(Polymenis and Schmidt, 1997).  eIF4E mutations (cdc33-1 and cdc33-42) decrease the 

translation rate of Cln3p and cause G1 cell cycle arrest at the non-permissive temperature 

of 37 ºC.  eIF4E independent translation of CLN3 mRNA can be restored by the UB14 5'-

UTR in an eIF4E deficient strain (Johnston et al., 1977; Popolo et al., 1982; Danaie et al., 

1999;).  In an analogous way, in mammalian and budding yeast cells translation of 

specific mRNAs with uORFs (such as cyclinD1 in mammalian and CLN3 in budding 

yeast) is also regulated by GCN2 kinase resulting in eIF2α phosphorylation (Dever, 

2002).  

     Fission yeast coordinate growth and division by regulating the length time spent in G2 

to coordinate with growth rate (Sveiczer et al., 1996). In particular, translational 

regulation of B-type cyclins play an important role in cell cycle control and cell growth; 

translation inhibition of cyclin B results in arrest of cell cycle progression in fission yeast.  

For example, inactivation of RNA helicase Ded1 causes translation inhibition of B-type 

cyclins Cig2 and Cdc13 and in turn the inhibition of cell cycle progression (Grallert et 

al., 2000).  Furthermore, Cdc25 and Cdc13 expression is under translational control by 

the activity of translation initiation factor eIF4A; both cdc25 and cdc13 mRNA have in a 

common a long 5' UTR with short uORFs (Daga and Jimenez, 1999).  This is a similar 

mechanism to that of budding yeast CLN3.   
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     The search for genes involved in the mitotic control in a cdc25 deletion strain led to 

the first characterization of the pyp3 gene in S. pombe (Millar et al., 1992a).  Pyp3 

PTPase activity is essential for p34cdc2 tyrosyl dephosphorylation in a wee1- cdc25- 

background, but the study also showed that loss of pyp3 function in a wild type 

background only has a small effect on cell size at cell division, and pyp3 is not required 

for cell cycle progression under normal circumstance (Millar et al., 1992a).  We 

discovered that Pyp3 potentially associates with a wide rage of proteins, which are known 

as important regulatory elements of the translation initiation, mitotic control, 

transcriptional regulation, nuclear mRNA transportation and constituent parts of 

ribosome.  Importantly, we show that Pyp3 physically interacts with eIF4E in vivo, and 

affects both the phosphorylation state and the cellular distribution of eIF4E (Chapter 3).  

The association between the Pyp3 and the eIF4E translation initiation factor is a new 

insight into one aspect of how cells coordinate cell cycle progression and cell growth. 

     We identified eIF4E by two hybrid analysis as an interacting partner of Pyp3 and this 

was confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation studies in vivo.   We also demonstrated that 

Pyp3 and eIF4E partially co-localize in fission yeast cells.  In addition, our data show that 

the nutritional status of the media also affects pyp3 expression.  Under poor nutritional 

conditions the Pyp3 level is low and there is no dephosphorylated form of eIF4E present. 

pyp3 is unable to rescue wee1-50 cdc25::ura4+ fission yeast cells under these conditions.  

Furthermore, we speculate that at least in part, Pyp3 appears to regulate eIF4E activity by 

affecting its sub-cellular localization in fission yeast (Chapter 3).  In the nucleus Pyp3 

might bind and affect the phosphorylation status of eIF4E, and as a consequence decrease 
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transportation of cell growth and proliferation related mRNAs.  This hypothesis is 

supported by the following facts. 

     First, over-expression of mammalian cap-binding protein eIF4E has been reported in 

several human cancers to cause oncogenic transformation in mammalian fibroblasts, and 

can result in aberrant growth and morphology in HeLa cells (Lazaris-Karatzas et al., 

1990; McClusky et al., 2005; Bilanges and Stokoe, 2007).  eIF4E up-regulates translation 

of cyclinD1, ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), c-myc and fibroblast growth factor (FGF-

2), and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) mRNA and this is closely related to 

the oncogenic activity of eIF4E (Pegg, 1988; Graff et al., 1997; Nathan et al., 1997; Graff 

and Zimmer, 2003).  Their mRNAs are characterized as having a relatively long and 

structured 5’ UTR and they all participate in the control cell growth and proliferation 

(Mamane et al., 2006).   

     Secondly, eIF4E specifically associates with cyclinD1 mRNA, but not 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA or actin mRNA in the 

nucleus demonstrating specificity in the interaction.  The interaction between eIF4E and 

cyclinD1 promotes cyclinD1 mRNA transport from the nucleus to the cytoplasm; in 

addition to 5’ UTR structure, eIF4E sensitivity elements (4E-SE) in the 3′ un-translated 

region of cyclinD1 mRNAs are key regulatory elements of eIF4E regulation of cyclinD1 

export from nucleus (Cohen et al., 2001; Tapon et al., 2001; Culjkovic et al., 2005).  In 

contrast, PML (promyelocytic leukemia protein) down-regulates eIF4E-dependent 

mRNA export from the nucleus (Long et al., 2001; Tapon et al., 2001; Culjkovic et al., 

2005).  eIF4E interacts with PML through a functionally  important RING domain, which 
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greatly (by 100 fold) decreases cap binding affinity of eIF4E.   Immunofluorescence 

shows that PML and eIF4E proteins co-localize in nuclear bodies; interestingly, the 

W73A mutation of eIF4E protein has a lower affinity for the PML RING domain.  In 

cells co-expressing PML with eIF4E a low level of CyclinD1 protein was observed 

(Cohen et al., 2001; Strudwick and Borden, 2002).  There is no PML orthologue in 

budding or fission yeast identified so far.  In addition, in mammalian U937 and K562 cell 

lines, the proline rich homeodomain protein (PRH), a tissue-specific partner protein of 

PML, interacts with eIF4E both in the nucleus and in cytoplasm.  This binding involves a 

consensus eIF4E binding motif (YxxxxLΦ) in PRH.  PRH disrupts the eIF4E nuclear 

body (nuclear eIF4E) by directly interacting with eIF4E without participation of PML, 

and inhibits eIF4E-dependent cyclinD1 mRNA transportation (Topisirovic et al., 2003a; 

Topisirovic et al., 2003b).  Similar to these data, our results show that over-expression of 

fission yeast eIF4E causes abnormal elongated cells, which are detrimental to normal 

growth (Chapter 4).  On the other hand, over-expression of the Pyp3 tyrosine phosphatase 

counteracts the cell cycle inhibition induced by over-expression of wild type eIF4E (or 

mutant variants S209A, S209E, S209A T210A and Y93F) that depends on a conserved 

binding site of Pyp3.    Both of the cig1 and cig2 cyclin mRNAs contain long 5'-UTRs 

and are likely regulated by eIF4E (Bueno et al., 1991; Obara-Ishihara and Okayama, 

1994; Grallert et al., 2000).  We have no direct measure of the distribution status or 

protein level of cell growth related Cig1 or Cig2 and cyclin Cdc13 in the eIF4E over-

expression cells in fission yeast.  Further investigation would be interesting to carry out 
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to address the regulation of Cig1, Cig2, Cdc13 and Puc1 in fission yeast cells that over-

express eIF4E or co-express eIF4E and Pyp3.  

     Protein synthesis is a crucial step in both DNA replication and cell cycle progression 

(O'Farrell, 2001). Generally, during the G1-S transition, the cap-dependent translation 

mechanism is active and it is inhibited during G2-M phase.  Translation is significantly 

higher during interphase than in mitotic cells in HeLa cells.  High levels of eIF4E protein 

are able to stimulate translation of endogenous mRNA from mitotic cells; it suggests that 

during mitosis the mammalian 4E-BP protein disrupts eIF4E/eIF4G complex formation 

by binding tightly to eIF4E (Bonneau and Sonenberg, 1987; Pyronnet and Sonenberg, 

2001).  In addition, it has been shown that mammalian 4E-BPs control cell proliferation 

by selectively inhibiting translation of cell proliferation and cell cycle related mRNAs 

(Dowling et al., 2010).  Our data indicate that Pyp3 associates with eIF4E through a 

conserved motif YxxxxLФ (Chapter 3) as in mammalian 4E-BPs, PRH and budding 

yeast Eap1p and Caf20p.  Since a 4E-BP-like binding site on Pyp3 appears to be 

important for the association, it may be that this physical interaction is sufficient to 

prevent eIF4E from binding to cap structures.  This effect may be independent of its 

catalytic activity although at this point we have no direct evidence.  Furthermore, in HeLa 

cells 4E-T (eIF4E transporter) interacts with eIF4E through the conserved Tyr--X-X-X-

Leu-Φ motif.  Before eIF4E nuclear import, 4E-T binds with importin α and β, and 

mediates the nuclear import of eIF4E by a piggy-back mechanism (Dostie et al., 2000).  

Our previous study (Chapter 3) showed that in fission yeast Pyp3 affects the cellular 

distribution of eIF4E.  One model might be that Pyp3 mediates eIF4E nuclear import in a 
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similar way as mammalian 4E-T via an importin α and β-mediated mechanism.  

Following eIF4E recognition and binding to specific mRNAs in the nucleus, the Pyp3-

eIF4E-mRNA complex then shuttles back to the cytoplasm via the Ran-GTP/Crm1 

pathway. 

     Various studies have showed that the TOR pathway is an evolutionarily conserved 

nutrient-mediated regulatory pathway to coordinate cell growth to cell division in 

eukaryotes.  Inactivation of the TOR pathway causes a phenotype resembling starved 

cells in mammals, budding and fission yeast.  This phenotype includes inhibition of 

translation and a defect in G1 progression (Barbet et al., 1996; Weisman et al., 2007).  

Mammalian rapamycin sensitive mTor kinase is regulated by growth factors through the 

phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K), phosphatidynositol-dependent kinase D1 (PDK1), 

protein kinase B (Akt/PKB) pathway, and activated by AMPK in response to energy 

depletion.  mTor regulates cell growth and cell division through ribosome biogenesis and 

translation initiation by phosphorylating two downstream targets, S6K and 4E-BP1 

(Gingras et al., 2001b; Hannan et al., 2003; Hay and Sonenberg, 2004).  In budding 

yeast, TOR kinases activate eIF4E-dependent protein synthesis and thereby induce G1 

progression.  Otherwise, rapamycin treatment or loss of TOR function causes cells to 

arrest in early Gl and causes the inhibition of general translation initiation (Barbet et al., 

1996).  In starfish oocytes during meiotic division the TOR related pathway regulates 

global protein synthesis at the G2/M transition, but does not affect cyclin B protein 

synthesis (Lapasset et al., 2008).  In fission yeast, the TOR signaling pathway along with 

Spc1 MAP kinase mediate mitotic entry through Gcn2 to modulate Pyp2 levels (Petersen 
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and Nurse, 2007).  Most recently rapamycin sensitive TORC1-S6 signaling has been 

investigated in S. pombe.  Fission yeast Tor2 regulates p27 (ribosomal protein S6) 

phosphorylation in response to nitrogen status.   Rapamycin inhibits TORC1 induced 

phosphorylation of S6 and cell size control, but not cell cycle progression or cell growth 

(Nakashima et al., 2010).  The mechanism of how the fission yeast TOR kinase pathway 

is involved in protein synthesis through regulating translation initiation factor activity is 

not clear.  In mammalian cells, both S6K and 4E-BP1 bind with raptor (KOG1 in S. 

cerevisiae, Mip1 in S. pombe) through their TOR signaling  motifs (TOS); binding to 

raptor is necessary for S6K and 4E-BP1 to be effectively phosphorylated by mTor 

(Schalm and Blenis, 2002; Schalm et al., 2003; Yonezawa et al., 2004; Petroulakis et al., 

2009).  Fission yeast Pyp3 has a potential TOR signaling (TOS) motif FEVDNI (Phe256-

Glu-Val-Asp-Asn-Ile) in the C-terminus (refer to Pyp3 amino acid sequence (Millar et 

al., 1992a), therefore based on our data we presume that Pyp3 might be a down-stream 

target of the TOR pathway and could play a connective role between mitotic control and 

cell growth control at least in response to nutrient depletion stress (Figure 6-1).  Further 

work might be necessary to establish whether Pyp3 is one of the downstream targets of 

the TOR pathway in fission yeast.  The answers to these questions may provide further 

clues to how the TOR nutrition-modulating growth signals couple mitotic control to cell 

growth in fission yeast. 

     In mammalian systems the relative balance between activity of AKT/mTor and the 

Mnks/eIF4E pathways is essential for translation of specific mRNAs and for protein 

synthesis.  Recently, it has been reported that concomitant treatment of prostate  
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Figure 6-1: Model for Tor-dependent regulation of Pyp3 activity and cell growth.  

Pyp3 might be a down-stream target of the TOR pathway and play a 

connective role between mitotic control and cell growth control.  In response to 

nutrient depletion, Pyp3 is activated by Tor2 (might be through Tor2-Raptor-

Pyp3 association), resulting in dephosphorylation of Cdc2 and inhibition of 

eIF4E activity in nucleus that causes cells have small size at division. 
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carcinoma (PCas) cells by the mTor inhibitor rapamycin and the Mnk inhibitor causes 

cell cycle arrest in the G1/S transition and suppresses protein synthesis.  Importantly, 

phosphorylation of eIF4E is required for efficient specific mRNA translation such as 

CDK2, CDK8, CDK9 (cell cycle progression protein) and KAP1 translation (Bianchini et 

al., 2008).  In the human breast cancer MCF-1 cell line the phosphorylation level of 

eIF4E is increased after treated with etoposide, a DNA damaging agent, but as an 

indicator of eIF-4F complex activity, the eIF4G level is not changed and its association 

with eIF4E remained at a normal level (Zhang et al., 2008).  Furthermore, in mammalian 

cells the p38 MAP kinase cascades induce phosphorylation of the eIF4E protein in vitro, 

and this indicates that in dividing cells phosphate turnover on eIF4E is modified by Mnk1 

kinase together with an un-discovered phosphatase (Tschopp et al., 2000).  Perhaps this 

will turn out to be a Pyp3 homologue.  The number of known eIF4E-binding partners and 

functions has increased recently (Table 6-1).  For instance, eIF4E not only plays a role in 

translation initiation but also in translation repression (Rhoads, 2009).  Our results show 

that Pyp3 directly or indirectly affects eIF4E phosphorylation status; in addition, Spc1 

activity affects the phosphorylation state of eIF4E under high osmotic, nutritional stress 

and heat shock conditions.  These findings lead to the intriguing possibility that Spc1 

MAPK together with Pyp3 PTPase both modify eIF4E phosphorylation status in normal 

growth conditions or in response to environmental stress.  Further investigation in this 

area will gain more insight into how cell cycle progression is coordinated with cell 

growth in eukaryotic systems. 
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Table 6-1:  eIF4E-binding partners 

Protein Consequences of binding Residues binding with   
eIF4E 

YKR

Note: Adapted and modified from Rhoads, 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

eIF4G Recruits the eIF4A-driven unwinding machinery DREFLLGF 

YIIeIF-4E1 Represses highly cap-dependent mRNA 

transaltion 

DRKFLMEC 

Maskin Represses translation of CPE-containing mRNAs EFKLATEADFLLAA 

YTransports eIF4E into the nucleus PHR4E-T TKEELLDIKELP 

YPRH Represses eIF4E nuclear activity VPL APTPLLQPAHP 

Lipoxygenase Competes for binding of eIF4E by eIF4G LKKYRKEELE

LGemin 5 Inhibition of both cap-dependent and IRES-
driven translation 

KLPFLK and YEAVELL

CFFlP1 Represses translation of mRNAs that bind FMRP LLLDKRKRSEC 

YNeuroguidin Represses translation of CPE-containing mRNAs PTEKGL and YVPPRLV
Represses translation of nanos and oskar mRNAs YCup TRSRLM

Biocoid Represses translation of caudal mRNA NYNYIRPYLPNQ 

p20 Represses cap-dependent translation  IKY

in S. cerevisiae 

TIDELFQL 

YRepresses cap-dependent translation  Eap1p YA

in S. cerevisiae 

SMNELYHL 

Regulates eIF4E activity in S. pombe YPyp3 CDI WPVELFETL 
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Summary 

 

1) Based on two hybrid analysis, Pyp3 may bind with a wide rage of proteins, many 

of which are known as important regulatory elements of the mitotic control, 

transcriptional regulation, nuclear mRNA transportation and constituent parts of 

ribosome. 

 

2) Pyp3 associates with translation initiation factor eIF4E in vivo. 

 

3) Pyp3 affects the phosphorylation state of eIF4E.  In the pyp3 deletion cells only 

the phosphosphorylated form of eIF4E was observed under normal growth 

conditions. 

 

4) Pyp3 affects the cellular distribution of eIF4E.  Pyp3 over-expression cells have 

more nuclear eIF4E compared to wild type and pyp3 deletion cells.   

 

5) Pyp3 associates with eIF4E through a conserved eIF4E recognition motif 

(YxxxxLФ) while the protein is still active in its ability to rescue wee1-50 

cdc25::ura4+. 

 

6) Over-expression of wild type and several phosphorylation site mutant variants of 

eIF4E delay cell cycle transition and cause an elongated cell size phenotype at 
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division.  Co-expression of Pyp3 counteracts the elongation cell size phenotype 

induced by over-expression of eIF4E and this effect depends on a conserved 

binding site of Pyp3. 

  

7) Phosphorylation of eIF4E at Ser209 is not essential for cell proliferation, but 

removal of phosphorylation sites Ser209 along with Thr210 is lethal, indicating 

that together they may play a crucial role for triggering translation initiation or 

fine tuning of mRNA translation in fission yeast. 

 

8) Over-expression of various Y93 (Y93A, Y93E and triple mutant Y93A S209A 

T210A) mutant variants of eIF4E cause the protein to be mostly located in the 

cytoplasm as an apparent aggregation body and results in a smaller cell size 

phenotype.  It suggests that the Y93 mutation causes a reduction in the nuclear 

level of eIF4E or causes instability of eIF4E. 

 

9) High osmotic stress, nutritional stress and heat shock conditions affect the 

phosphorylation status of eIF4E.  It implies that the Spc1/Sty1 stress response 

kinase has a role in phosphorylation regulation of eIF4E in S. pombe.  

  

10)  The phosphorylation status of Tif1 in a Tif452 deletion background suggests 

compensatory control mechanisms involving these two genes. 
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Appendix A 

Supplementary materials for Chapter 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S 3-1:   Amino acid sequence alignment of eIF4E from rabbit 

(NP_001095180), mouse (NP_446426), human (NP_001959), Drosophila 

(NP_524829), S. cerevisiae (NP_014502) and S. pombe (NP_594228) 

showing conserved potential phosphorylation sites. 
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Rabbit       -----------------MATVEPET------TPTPNPPPAEEEKT---ESNQEVANP--- 31 

Mouse        -----------------MATVEPET------TPTTNPPPAEEEKT---ESNQEVANP--- 31 

Human        -----------------MATVEPET------TPTPNPPTTEEEKT---ESNQEVANP--- 31 

Drosophila   MQSDFHRMKNFANPKSMFKTSAPSTEQGRPEPPTSAAAPAEAKDVKPKEDPQETGEPAGN 60 

S.cerevisiae -----------------MSVEEVSKK-------FEENVSVDDTTA---TPKTVLSDS--- 30 

S.pombe      -----------------MQTEQPPKES------QTENTVSEPQEK---ALRTVFDDK--- 31 

                                        

Rabbit       ---------------EHYIKHPLQNRWALWFFK--NDKSKTWQANLRLISKFDTVEDFWA 74 

Mouse        ---------------EHYIKHPLQNRWALWFFK--NDKSKTWQANLRLISKFDTVEDFWA 74 

Human        ---------------EHYIKHPLQNRWALWFFK--NDKSKTWQANLRLISKFDTVEDFWA 74 

Drosophila   TATTTAPAGDDAVRTEHLYKHPLMNVWTLWYLE—-NDRSKSWEDMQNEITSFDTVEDFWS 118 

S.cerevisiae --------------AHFDVKHPLNTKWTLWYTKPAVDKSESWSDLLRPVTSFQTVEEFWA 76 

S.pombe      --------------INFNLKHPLARPWTLWFLMPPTP-GLEWNELQKNIITFNSVEEFWG 76 

                                ****   * **           *         *  ** **  

Rabbit       LYNHIQLSSNLMPGCDYSLFKDGIEPMWEDEKNKRGGRWLITLNKQQRRSDLDRFWLETL 134 

Mouse        LYNHIQLSSNLMPGCDYSLFKDGIEPMWEDEKNKRGGRWLITLNKQQRRSDLDRFWLETL 134 

Human        LYNHIQLSSNLMPGCDYSLFKDGIEPMWEDEKNKRGGRWLITLNKQQRRSDLDRFWLETL 134 

Drosophila   LYNHIKPPSEIKLGSDYSLFKKNIRPMWEDAANKQGGRWVITLNKSSK-TDLDNLWLDVL 177 

S.cerevisiae IIQNIPEPHELPLKSDYHVFRNDVRPEWEDEANAKGGKWSFQL-RGKG-ADIDELWLRTL 134 

S.pombe      IHNNINPASSLPIKSDYSFFREGVRPEWEDVHNKTGGKWAFQN-KGRGGNALDEMWLTTV 135 

                 *          **  *     * ***  *  ** *             *  ** 

Rabbit       LCLIGESFDDYSDDVCGAVVNVRAKGDKIAIWTTECENRDAVTHIGRVYKERLGLPPKIV 194 

Mouse        LCLIGESFDDYSDDVCGAVVNVRAKGDKIAIWTTECENRDAVTHIGRVYKERLGLPPKIV 194 

Human        LCLIGESFDDYSDDVCGAVVNVRAKGDKIAIWTTECENREAVTHIGRVYKERLGLPPKIV 194 

Drosophila   LCLIGEAFD-HSDQICGAVINIRGKSNKISIWTADGNNEEAALEIGHKLRDALRLGRNNS 236 

S.cerevisiae LAVIGETIDEDDSQINGVVLSIRKGGNKFALWTKS-EDKEPLLRIGGKFKQVLKLTDDGH 193 

S.pombe      LAAIGETLDPTGQEVMGVVINMRKGFYRLAVWTKSCNNREVLMEIGTRFKQVLNLPRSET 195 

             *  ***  *       * *   *        **           **      * * 

Rabbit       IGYQSHADTATKSGSTTKNRFVV  217 

Mouse        IGYQSHADTATKSGSTTKNRFVV  217 

Human        IGYQSHADTATKSGSTTKNRFVV  217 

Drosophila   LQYQLHKDTMVKQGSNVKSIYTL  259 

S.cerevisiae LEFFPH--SSANG-RHPQPSITL  213 

S.pombe      IEFSAHED-SSKSGSTRAKTRMSV 218 
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Supplementary Table 3-1:    Sequence of oligonucleotides used in this study

Primer        PCR primer sequence  

aypyp3F       5′-GGGGGGGGATCCTTAAAGAAGTATCTACAGAAAATGGTGTTC-3′ 

aypyp3R       5′-GGGGGGCTCGAGTAACTGAGGAAGAAGAAATTCCTTCC-3′ 

askarF           5′-GGGGGGGGATCCACATGTGGAAAGAAGCATGTGATTACATTA-3′ 

askarR           5′-GGGGGGCTCGAGCTAGACTATAATGGGTGCTGTTTCAAAGTCC-3′ 

cyfp-ntf         5′-AGTCGGGGATCCCGCCGGCGCTGGTGCTGGTGCTGGCGCCATG 

                          GTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCTG-3′ 

cyfp-ntr         5′-CCACGCCCGGGTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCGAGA-3′ 

tif1F              5′-GGGGGGGCATATGCAGACTGAACAACCACCAAAAGAGTCACAG-3′ 

tif1R             5′-GGGGGGGGTCGACACACTCATGCGAGTTTTGGCGCGAGTGCT-3′ 

pyp3gc1        5′-GGGGCATATGTCTTTTAAAGAAGTATC TACAGAAAAT GGTGT-3′ 

pyp3gc2        5′-ACGCGTCGACGGTAACTGAGGAAGAAGAAATTCCTTCCCT-3′ 

pyp3his6R     5′-GGGGGGGGTCGACCTAGTGGTGATGATGGTGATGTAACTGAG 

                        GAAGAAGAAATTCCTTCCCTTG-3′ 

cygfpntf         5′-GGGGCATATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-3′ 

cygfpntr         5′-GGGGGTCGACCGGCGCCAGCACCAGCCCCAGCGCCGGCCTTG 

                       TACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3′ 

ntfaskar         5′-CATTCCATCTACAGTTGGTTGAACTCCATT-3′ 

ntraskar         5′-CCAATACGCACAAATATATGTATATTGCTA-3′ 

tc-forw          5′-GGGGGGATCCACATGCAGACTGAACAACCACCAAAAGAGTC-3′ 

tc-revers        5′-GGGGGCCCGGGTTAAACACTCATGCGAGTTTTGGCGCGAGTG-3′ 

tifsc-wd         5′-GGGGGGTCGACTAATGCAGACTGAACAACCACCAAAAGAGTC-3′ 

Gtif2              5′-GGGGGGCTGCAGGAAGTGGATCCTAGAGATTAAGCCTCATC-3′ 

Gtifrev           5′-GGGGGGCATATGGGTTCTGGCTAGAAAGAATGGACCCCGAGA-3′ 

pyp3GF:F      5′-GGGGGGCTGCAGGACTTTTCTTAAGCGAACATTCAAAAAAAA-3′ 

pyp3GF:R      5′-GGGGGGCATATGATTGATTTTTTGCGTTTATTCGCTTTTAAA-3′ 

pyp3yafor      5’- CGTCTGAAATGTGATATCGCTTGGCCAGTGGAACTGTTTG-3' 

pyp3yarev      5’-  CAAACAGTTCCACTGGCCAAGCGATATCACATTTCAGACG-3' 
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Supplementary Table 3-2. Relative amount of  eIF4E and Pyp3 in nucleus (%). 

(A) Relatice eIF4E and Pyp3-YFP protein amounts in nucleus from 

three individual experiments. (B)  The mean percentage of eIF4E-CFP 

and Pyp3-YFP in the nucleus.  The error bars represent standard 

deviation. 
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eIF4E-CFP (Q4004) Pyp3-YFP (Q4003)  A 

Exp.1  Exp.2 Exp.3 Exp.1 Exp.2 Exp.3 

9.0  6.5  8.3  15  14  20  

9.6  5.7  7.2  25  25  20  

8.1  7.0  9  19  21  18  

9.3  8.9  11  18  16  23  

10.0  7.6  8.2  18  22  18  

9.3  10.2  9.2  26  18  18  

6.3  6.7  9.4  18  27  20  

7.4  6.7  6.3  23  22  18  

8.6  10.0  9.3  21  25  25  

9.0  7.6  8  22  17  19  

8.3  20.3  Average 
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Supplementary Figure S3-2: Pyp3 levels affect the sub-cellular localization 

of eIF4E.   (A) tif1-cfp int cells transformed with the pREP2-

pyp3-His

 

 
6 plasmid (Q4019) were grown in EMM liquid culture 

either in the absence of Thiamine (-B1, top panel) or presence of 

Thiamine (+B1 second panel) for 17 hours.  pyp3

 

 + tif1-cfp int 

(Q4004) and pyp3::ura4+   tif1-cfp int (Q4010) cells were cultured 

in EMM liquid culture for 17 hours.  (B) The percentage of 

eIF4E-CFP in nucleus (n=30).  Based on volume intensity value 

the distribution of the fluorescence was quantified by comparing 

fluorescence intensity for eIF4E-CFP and Pyp3-YFP in cytoplasm 

and nucleus respectively.  The error bar represent standard 

deviations. 
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Supplementary Figure S3-3:  (A) Wild type cells transformed with pREP2-pyp3-

YFP (top, Q4040), pREP2-pyp3Y137A-YFP (bottom, Q4036) were 

grown in liquid media for 24 hours without thiamine at 30°C and 

visualized microscopically.  Long arrows show DAPI stained nuclei. 

The short arrows show the location of the Pyp3Y13A-YFP signal in 

cytoplasmic area in the Q4036 strain.  (B) Wild type cells transformed 

with pREP41-pyp3-YFP (top, Q4041), pREP42-pyp3Y137A-YFP 

(bottom, Q4037) were grown in liquid media for 24 hours without 

thiamine at 30°C, in pREP42-pyp3Y137A-YFP expressed cells 

Pyp3Y137A-YFP signal is distributed throughout the cytoplasm and 

nucleus.  
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Appendix B 

Supplementary materials for Chapter 4 

Supplementary Table 4-1:   Sequence of oligonucleotides used in this study

Primer        PCR primer sequence  

aypyp3F       5′-GGGGGGGGATCCTTAAAGAAGTATCTACAGAAAATGGTGTTC-3′ 

aypyp3R      5′-GGGGGGCTCGAGTAACTGAGGAAGAAGAAATTCCTTCC-3′ 

tif1F            5′-GGGGGGGCATATGCAGACTGAACAACCACCAAAAGAGTCACAG-3′  

tif1R            5′-GGGGGGGGTCGACACACTCATGCGAGTTTTGGCGCGAGTGCT-3′ 

cygfpntf       5′-GGGGCATATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG-3′ 
 
cygfpntr       5′-GGGGGTCGACCGGCGCCAGCACCAGCCCCAGCGCCGGCCTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC-3′ 

Gtif2           5′-GGGGGGCTGCAGGAAGTGGATCCTAGAGATTAAGCCTCATC-3′ 

Gtifrev         5′-GGGGGGCATATGGGTTCTGGCTAGAAAGAATGGACCCCGAGA-3′ 

SAMForw   5′-GAAGATTCTTCCAAGTCTGGTGCCACTCGCGCCAAAACTCGCATG-3′ 

SAMRev     5′-CATGCGAGTTTTGGCGCGAGTGGCACCAGACTTGGAAGAATCTTC-3′ 

SGMForw   5′-GAAGATTCTTCCAAGTCTGGTGAGACTCGCGCCAAAACTCGCATG-3′ 

SGMRev     5′-CATGCGAGTTTTGGCGCGAGTCTCACCAGACTTGGAAGAATCTTC-3′ 

TAM-forw   5′- TCCAAGTCTGGTGCCGCCCGCGCCAAAACTCGC -3′ 

TAM-rev      5′- GCGAGTTTTGGCGCGGGCGGCACCAGACTTGGA-3′ 

YAM-forw   5′- TAGCTTGCCTATTAAGTCTGATGCCTCTTTTTTCCGTGAAGGAGTTC -3′ 

YAM-rev     5′- GAACTCCTTCACGGAAAAAAGAGGCATCAGACTTAATAGGCAAGCTA -3′ 

YFM-forw    5′-CTAGCTTGCCTATTAAGTCTGATTTCTCTTTTTTCCGTGAAGGAGTTC-3′ 

YFM-rev       5′- GAACTCCTTCACGGAAAAAAGAGAAATCAGACTTAATAGGCAAGCTAG-3′ 

YGM-forw   5′- CTAGCTTGCCTATTAAGTCTGATGAGTCTTTTTTCCGTGAAGGAGTTC-3′ 

YGM-rev     5′- GAACTCCTTCACGGAAAAAAGACTCATCAGACTTAATAGGCAAGCTAG -3′ 
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Supplementary Figure S 4-1. Wild type cells transformed with pREP1-tif1-CFP 

(Q4027), pREP1-tif1S209A-CFP (Q4028) and pREP1-tif1S209E-

CFP (Q4029) plasmids cultured at 30°C in liquid media for 24 

hours without thiamine.  Cells were harvested, washed once and 

resuspended in sterile water at 4°C, then vortexed as ethanol was 

added to 70%.  Fixed cells were stored at 4°C.  After treatment 

with RNAase (10mg/ml), cellular DNA content was measured in 

fixed cells stained with the propidium iodide using a Flow 

Cytometry as described previously (Sazer and Nurse, 1994).  
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Supplementary Figure S4-2:  Wild type cells transformed with pREP1-

tif1S209AT210A-CFP (Q4042), pREP1-tif1Y93A-CFP (Q4043),  

pREP1-tif1Y93F-CFP (Q4044), pREP1-tif1Y93E-CFP (Q4045) and 

pREP1-tif1Y93A S209A T210A-CFP (Q4046) were cultured at 30°C 

in EMM or EMM with glutamic acid or proline as nitrogen source for 

24 hours without thiamine (-B1).   
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Supplementary Figure S4-3.  Wild type cells co-transformed pREP1-tif1S209A-

CFP (Q4053), pREP1-tif1S209E-CFP (Q4054), pREP1-

tif1S209AT210A-CFP (Q4055) and pREP1-tif1Y93F-CFP (Q4056) 

with pREP2-pyp3-YFP plasmids were grown in EMM liquid media 

for 24 hours with or without thiamine at 30°C. 
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Supplementary Figure S4-4. Q3738 (tif1-cfp int), Q3776 (tif1-cfp int 

tif452::kanMX4), Q3777 (tif1-cfp int srk1::kanMX4), Q3756 (tif1-cfp 

int spc1::ura4+) and Q3779 (tif1-cfp int spc1::ura4+  srk1::kanMX4) 

were cultured in YEA liquid media to logarithmic phase and cell 

morphology was observed without stress, with high osmotic stress, 

nitrogen source nutritional stress and heat shock conditions as 

indicated.  
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Appendix C 

Pyp3 binds to 14-3-3 proteins 

                      (A) Cells expressing pyp3-yfp int and rad24:2HA:His6 int  were cultured in YEA at 

30°C. Western blot analysis was carried out with mouse α-His6 antibody showing that 

endogenous Rad24:2HA:His6 binds to Pyp3-YFP.  Immunoprecipitated Pyp3-YFP was 

monitored by using mouse α-GFP anti-body (right panel).  (B) Cells expressing 

rad25:His6 int and pyp3-yfp int were cultured in YEA at 30°C.   An immunoprecipitated 

Pyp3-YFP was able to co-precipitate Rad25-His6 (top panel, lane 4); an 

immunoprecipitated Rad25-His6 was able to co-precipitate Pyp3-YFP (lower panel, lane 

4).  In all cases, Pyp3-YFP was immunoprecipitated using rabbit anti-GFP monoclonal 

antibody and the presence of Rad24:2HA:His6 or Rad25:His6 in the precipitates was 

assessed using a mouse anti-His6 monoclonal antibody (right panel); Rad25-His6 was 

immunoprecipitated using mouse anti-His6 monoclonal antibody and the presence of 

Pyp3-YFP in the precipitates was assessed using a rabbit anti-GFP monoclonal antibody 

(right panel).  (C)  Cellular localization of Pyp3 is not markedly changed in rad24+, 

rad24Δ and rad24 over-expression cells, and mainly localizes in nucleus (upper panel).  

In parallel, cellular localization of eIF4E is not markedly changed in rad24+, rad24Δ and 

rad24 over-expression cells, and mainly localizes in cytoplasm (lower panel).  All of 

cells grown to logarithmic phase in thiamine free EMM medium. 
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Appendix D 

Nuclear export of eIF4E depends on Crm1 mediated pathway 

       

      Crm1 is a receptor for the leucine-rich nuclear export signal (NES) and mediates 

export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.  A temperature sensitive mutant of crm1 

(crm1-809) is a cold sensitive mutant which is inhibited for nuclear export at the non-

permission temperature.  As shown in Chapter 3 eIF4E-CFP fluorescence intensity in the 

cytoplasm is higher than the nucleus and around 8.3% of total eIF4E-CFP is localized to 

the nucleus. To test whether Crm1 plays a role in the export of the eIF4E protein, a native 

promoter integrated tif1-cfp int crm1-809 strain was constructed.  After transfer of 

exponentially growing crm1-809 tif1-cfp int cells from 30°C to 20°C for 12 hours, the 

expected cell elongation phenotype was observed as well as nuclear accumulation of 

eIF4E-CFP (arrow shown cells).  These data indicate the requirement for the Crm1 

pathway for eIF4E export in fission yeast. 
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Appendix E 

 Supplementary materials for Chapter 2 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary Figure S 2: Amino acid sequence alignment between the protein 

tyrosine phopshatase (non-receptor type PTPase super family) from 

S. pombe and S. cerevisiae.  The S. pombe sequences are Pyp1 

(P27574), Pyp2 (P33586), Pyp3 (P32587).  The S. cerevisiae 

sequences are Ptp1p (P25044), Ptp2p (P29461), Ptp3p (P40048).  

Homologies  generated using ClustalW2 (Eur. Bio. Infor. Inc)    
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PTP1            ----------------------MAAAPWYIRQRDTDLLG--------------KFKFIQN 24 
Pyp3            -------------------------MSFKEVSTENGVLT--------------PLITIKE 21 
Pyp1            PTPNVAGLSLNNFFCPLPENKDNKSSPFGSATVQTPCLHSVPDAFTNPDVATLYQKFLRL 267 
Pyp2            ANKPCFNKETKGSIFSKENKGPFTCNPWGAKKVSPPPCEVLADLN----TASIFYKFKRL 429 
PTP3            SIPKIELVSQFQKLDFLEKRRLNHSVSFRKKENSFILEKPSSYPEQLTSTSSSTIMPPKF 480 
PTP2            SLKSNIQKNQKLKLIIPKNNTSSSPSPLSSDDTIMSPIN----------------DYELT 403 
                                          .                                  
 
PTP1            QEDGRLREATNGT----VNSRWSLGVSIEPRNDAR---------------NRYVNIMPYE 65 
Pyp3            KAYMIIEGLNEEE----IELLNTRLPKLSKKALAR---------------NRYSNIVPYE 62 
Pyp1            QSLEHQRLVSCSD----RNSQWSTVDSLSNTSYKK---------------NRYTDIVPYN 308 
Pyp2            EEMEMTRSLAFND----SKSDWCCLASSRSTSISRK--------------NRYTDIVPYD 471 
PTP3            PDVNKVQKRSHSQPIFTQYSKYKSMLSLESDSDSESDDVIISSGVELGAKNRYKDIFPYE 540 
PTP2            EGIQSFTKNRYSNILPYEHSRVKLPHSPKPPAVSEAS------------TTETKTDKSYP 451 
                                          .       .               ..     .*  
 
PTP1            RNRVHLKTLS-----------------GNDYINASYVKVNVPGQ-----------SIEPG 97 
Pyp3            NTRVRLDPMWKE---------------ACDYINASIVKIPSGK----------------- 90 
Pyp1            CTRVHLKRTSPS---------------ELDYINASFIKTETSN----------------- 336 
Pyp2            KTRVRLAVPKG----------------CSDYINASHIDVGNKK----------------- 498 
PTP3            HSRVILKKGLQSSKGIKHSHSTSDGGILDNYINANYLSLPRFSVEQNSSFQTTTTTTRRV 600 
PTP2            MCPVDAKNHSCK---------------PNDYINANYLKLTQINP--------------DF 482 
                   *                         :****. :.                       
 
PTP1            YYIATQGPTRKTWDQFWQMCYHNCPLDNIVIVMVTPLVEYNREKCYQYWPRGGVDDTVRI 157 
Pyp3            TFIATQGPTSNSIDVFWKMVWQSVPKS-GIIVMLTKLRERHRLKCDIYWP-VELFETLNI 148 
Pyp1            -YIACQGSISRSISDFWHMVWDNVENI-GTIVMLGSLFEAGREMCTAYWPSNGIGDKQVY 394 
Pyp2            -YIACQAPKPGTLLDFWEMVWHNSGTN-GVIVMLTNLYEAGSEKCSQYWPDNKDHALCLE 556 
PTP3            RYIATQAPMPSTVHDFYTCILN---NGVPLVLSLTNDFENGIEKCYRYWQEGNYNGIHVK 657 
PTP2            KYIATQAPLPSTMDDFWKVITLN---KVKVIISLNSDDELNLRKWDIYWNNLSYSNHTIK 539 
                 :** *..   :   *:             :: :    *        **            
 
PTP1            ASKWESPGGANDMTQFP-----------------------------------------SD 176 
Pyp3            G----------------------------------------------------------D 150 
Pyp1            G----------------------------------------------------------D 396 
Pyp2            G----------------------------------------------------------- 557 
PTP3            LLEKKILKMPSTTSMRKNTMGTQNSSLYSAGVQGNSSNYSTDNDNDNDNNNNNNNNSNIA 717 
PTP2            LQNTWENICNINGCVLR---------------------------------------VFQV 560 
                                                                             
 
PTP1            LKIEFVNVHKVKDYYTVTDIKLTPTDPLVGPVKTVHHFYFDLWKD--------------- 221 
Pyp3            LSVILVKVYTLTSLNEVQVREFELNK--DGVKKKILHFYYNGWPD--------------- 193 
Pyp1            YCVKQISEENVDNS-RFILRKFEIQNANFPSVKKVHHYQYPNWSD--------------- 440 
Pyp2            GLRISVQKYETFEDLKVNTHLFRLDKP-NGPPKYIHHFWVHTWFD--------------- 601 
PTP3            VTAAACDDDDDDDDDAILIRKILLTYHDQEKPYELLQIQVKNWPD--------------- 762 
PTP2            KKTAPQNDNISQDCDLPHNGDLTSITMAVSEPFIVYQLQYKNWLDSCGVDMNDIIKLHKV 620 
                      .     .        :            : :     * *                
 
PTP1            ----MNKPEEVVPIMELCAHSHSLNS-----------RGNPIIVHCSAGVGRTGTFIALD 266 
Pyp3            ----FGAP-HTFSLLSLTRYIKSLSYSPDF-------ETAPIIVHCSAGCGRTGTFMALF 241 
Pyp1            ----CNSPENVKSMVEFLKYVNNSHG------------SGNTIVHCSAGVGRTGTFIVLD 484 
Pyp2            ----KTHP-DIESITGIIRCIDKVPN------------DGPMFVHCSAGVGRTGTFIAVD 644 
PTP3            ----LGTLLNPISILQAINVKNHIIDTLFARNYYQNDQLPTILVHCSAGCGRTGTLCTID 818 
PTP2            KNSLLFNPQSFITSLEKDVCKPDLIDDNNSELHLDTANSSPLLVHCSAGCGRTGVFVTLD 680 
                            .                             :****** ****.: .:  
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PTP1            HLMHDTLDFKNITERSRHSDRATEEYTRDLIEQIVLQLRSQRMKMVQTKDQFLFIYHAAK 326 
Pyp3            EILSQTDDST-----------STSKFEVDNIANIVSSLRSQRMQSVQSVDQLVFLYTVSQ 290 
Pyp1            TILRFPESKLSGFN-------PSVADSSDVVFQLVDHIRKQRMKMVQTFTQFKYVYDLID 537 
Pyp2            QILQVPKNILPKTT--------NLEDSKDFIFNCVNSLRSQRMKMVQNFEQFKFLYDVVD 696 
PTP3            SILSNFEMFEMLQK--EFVKLKYPAKLFDPISWTINIFRKQRISMVQNINQFIFIYDCLL 876 
PTP2            FLLSILSPTTNHSN-----KIDVWNMTQDLIFIIVNELRKQRISMVQNLTQYIACYEALL 735 
                 ::                         * :   :  :*.**:. **.  *    *     
 
 
PTP1            YLN---SLSVNQ---------------------------------------- 335 
Pyp3            ELLQGKEFLLPQL--------------------------------------- 303 
Pyp1            SLQKSQVHFPVLT--------------------------------------- 550 
Pyp2            YLNSGVNQASKPLMT------------------------------------- 711 
PTP3            FYFRLRLDDITERTDGDGSNKDNISLSALIEQIEKLEILQTFVDDKLKELPQ 928 
PTP2            NYFALQKQIKNALPC------------------------------------- 750 
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